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The interdisciplinary ﬁeld of biomaterials and tissue engineering has been one of the most dynamic and rapidly
expanding disciplines in the past two decades. Polymers
are very attractive and useful in this area because of their
tailorable chemical structures and physical properties. Many
noncytotoxic and biodegradable polymers have been fabricated into medical devices for diverse applications, including
tissue repair, drug delivery, cancer therapy, and nonviral gene
therapy. Novel synthetic, supramolecular, and biomimetic
strategies have been developed for advancing exploration
of polymeric biomaterials. By tuning polymer structural
parameters and morphologies at diﬀerent length scales,
controllable physical properties can be achieved for satisfying
diverse clinical needs and regulating cell behavior. Polymeric
biomaterials can also be incorporated with natural materials
and inorganic nanoparticles to obtain novel, unique, and
synergetic properties for better performance.
The aim of this annual special issue is to highlight
recent signiﬁcant developments in the synergy between
material design strategies and biological evaluations through
contributions from active researchers in the ﬁeld. The ﬁrst
special issue was launched in 2010, and it proved to be very
successful. The nine papers in that issue have garnered ten
citations in one year according to Web of Science. This special
issue has thus become an annual special issue to be published
each year. Such a series can have a long-term impact and
in time gather a community around it. The 2011 issue

here covers various topics related to polymeric biomaterials
for tissue engineering applications. Five original research
articles and four reviews are included to stimulate the
continuing eﬀorts in developing novel polymeric systems,
which is crucial to improve our fundamental understanding
of cell/tissue-material interactions and tissue repair and
regeneration. The editors of this annual special issue make
every eﬀort to ensure rapid and high-quality review process.
The elapsed time for each accepted paper in this issue ranged
from 24 to 54 days with an average value of 44.4 days.
Aliphatic polymer esters such as poly(l-lactide) (PLLA),
polyglycolide (PGA), and their copolymers are widely used
in tissue engineering applications. In the ﬁrst paper “Fast
and convenient synthesis of amine-terminated polylactide as
a macroinitiator for ω-benzyloxycarbonyl- l-lysine-N-carboxyanhydrides” M. Ju et al. report synthesis of amine-terminated PLLA (NH2 -PLLA) with diﬀerent molecular weights
and then polymerization of ω-benzyloxycarbonyl-l-lysineN-carboxyanhydrides using NH2 -PLLA as a macroinitiator.
In vivo biocompatibility was also evaluated by implantation
of the block copolymer and NH2 -PLLA in nude rats.
Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is a semicrystalline degradable biomaterial produced by microorganisms. Its brittle nature and high crystallinity limit its potential tissue
engineering applications. In the second and third papers
“Application of polyethylene glycol to promote cellular biocompatibility of polyhydroxybutyrate ﬁlms” and “Manipulation of

2
polyhydroxybutyrate properties through blending with ethylcellulose for a composite biomaterial” R. T. H. Chan et al.
report modiﬁcation of PHB by blending with poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) and ethyl-cellulose (EtC), respectively. Both
PEG and EtC can decrease PHB crystallinity. Neuralassociated olfactory ensheathing cells were found to attach
and proliferate better on PEG-modiﬁed PHB ﬁlms while did
not change on EtC-modiﬁed ones.
Fiber-reinforced polymer composites can be engineered
for speciﬁc tissue performance, in particular, bone repair. On
a per-weight basis, their mechanical properties can be many
times greater than structural aluminum, titanium, or steel. In
the fourth paper “Bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber-reinforced
composite compared to titanium alloy bone implant” R. C.
Peterson reports aerospace/aeronautical thermoset bis-phenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber-reinforced composites, aiming to
replace metal bone implants. They also performed in vivo
bonemarrow tests with Sprague-Dawley rats and examined
osteoconductivity of the polymer composites compared to
titanium alloy controls.
Chitosan, a copolymer of d-glucosamine and N-acetyld-glucosamine, is a biodegradable polysaccharide obtained
from N-deacetylation of chitin, which can be extracted
from the shells of crabs and shrimps. Chitosan has been
used as biocompatible wound dressings and also has
intrinsic would-healing abilities. In the ﬁfth paper “In Vitro
evaluation of a biomedical-grade bilayer chitosan Porous Skin
regenerating template as a potential dermal scaﬀold in skin
tissue engineering” C. K. Lim et al. report a method to prepare
a biomedical-grade bilayer chitosan porous skin regenerating
template as a potential dermal scaﬀold. Cultured primary
human dermal ﬁbroblasts were able to penetrate the scaﬀold,
and pore sizes between 50 and 150 μm were found to be
cytocompatible, as indicated by no additional production of
interleukin-8 (IL-8) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α).
Review articles in this issue cover diﬀerent aspects in
scaﬀolds and hydrogels for tissue engineering applications. In
the sixth paper “Polymeric scaﬀolds in tissue engineering application: a review” B. Dhandayuthapani et al. give an overview
of diﬀerent types of scaﬀolds, materials properties, and
fabrication techniques. The seventh paper “Hydrogel contact
lens for extended delivery of ophthalmic drugs” contributed by
X. Hu et al. summarizes hydrogel contact lenses for extended
delivery of ophthalmic drugs. Strategies to modify the
conventional contact lenses as well as novel contact lenses are
discussed. In the eighth paper “Poly(amidoamine) hydrogels
as scaﬀolds for cell culturing and conduits for peripheral
nerve regeneration” F. Fenili et al. review biodegradable
poly(amidoamine) hydrogels as scaﬀolds for cell culturing
and conduits for peripheral nerve regeneration. The last
paper of this issue “Hydrogel synthesis directed toward
tissue engineering: impact of reaction condition on structural
parameters and macroscopic properties of xerogels” contributed by B. Adnadjević and J. Jovanović discusses xerogel
preparation and impact of reaction condition on structural
parameters and macroscopic properties after a brief review
of applications of hydrogels in tissue engineering.
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Amine-terminated poly (L-lactide) (NH2 -PLLA) with various chain lengths were successfully synthesized by sequential tertbutyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate initiated bulk ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of L-lactide (L-LA) in the presence of
Stannous(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2 ) and deprotection of the N-tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) group at the end of the polymer
chain. The polymers obtained were characterized by FT-IR, 1 H NMR, and GPC method. NH2 -PLLA thus prepared was used to
initiate the polymerization of ω-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine-N-carboxyanhydride (Lys (Z)-NCA), and the result conﬁrmed the
high nucleophilicity of the terminal amine group. This method was not only suitable for the preparation of low molecular weight
NH2 -PLLA, but also quite eﬃcient in the synthesis of high molecular weight samples.

1. Introduction
During the last few years, aliphatic polyesters based on hydroxyalkanoic acid, such as polylactides (PLLA), polyglycolide (PGA), poly (caprolactone) (PCL), and their copolymers
have become the most important biopolymers because of
their biodegradability and good biocompatibility for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. However, the scope
of further application of PLLA is limited for the lacking of
highly reactive groups as triggers of chemical reaction, and
the surface of PLLA is very hydrophobic [1]. Chemical modiﬁcation, especially end functionalization, is an important
method to expand the applications area of these polymers
[2]. The end-functionalized polymers are also important
intermediates which can react at the end of the chain with
other molecules containing reactive groups such as acid
chlorides, sulfonyl chlorides, acid anhydrides, and activated
esters for the synthesis of novel polymeric materials [3, 4].
NH2 -PLLA can be used to conjugate with lactose to form
a new bioabsorbable material which shows high biodegradability and gives a microphase separation structure [1].
Especially, they were investigated as a macroinitiator for

the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of amino acid Ncarboxyanhydrides (NCAs) to prepare a block copolymer
containing polypeptide segments which showed quite diﬀerent properties from other polymers [5–14].
The synthesis of NH2 -PLLA was based on a method ﬁrst
reported by Gotsche et al. in 1995 [5]. The main idea of his
point was capping the hydroxyl end group of PLLA with
BOC-L-Phe which containing a protective amino group
using N,N -dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as the condensing agent. However, conversion of the hydroxyl group
into an N-protected amino acid ester with the acylation of
DCC is always not suﬃcient, possibly because of the low
reactivity of the terminal hydroxyl group and the steric hindrance of the huge polymer chain [7]. Fan et al. [8] synthesized a mixed acid anhydride of BOC-L-Phe and trimethylacetyl chloride (TMAC) to improve the reactivity of the coupling agent. The complete end capping of the end hydroxyl
group of PLLA was achieved by reacting with the mixed
acid anhydride under the existence of 4-(1-pyrrolidinyl)
pyridine. Finally, the protective group was removed to form
the free amino group at the chain end of PLLA. Caillol
et al. [6] synthesized amino-functionalized PLLA through
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Figure 1: Synthesis of NH2 -PLLA and PLLA-b-PZLys block copolymer.

2.1. Materials. L-LA was purchased from PURAC and
recrystallized twice from anhydrous ethyl acetate. Anhydrous
triﬂuoroacetic acid (TFA), Sn(Oct)2 were from Sigma and
distilled twice before use. Di-tert-butyldicarbonate, triphosgene, and ω-benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine were purchased
from GL biochemical of Shanghai and used as received. Lys
(Z)-NCA was prepared according to the previously method
[25]. The purity of the obtained NCA was checked by DSC
analysis from the position and the shape of the melting
process. The melting endotherm of Lys (Z)-NCA was about
100◦ C-101◦ C with a highly asymmetric peak, showing the
absence of residual chloride. Other reagents were commercially available and used as received. All solvents were
thoroughly dried and distilled before use.
2.2. Synthesis

ring-opening polymerization of L-LA initiated by zinc alkoxide that was obtained from the reaction between diethylzinc and tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate. Lately,
Ouchi et al. [1] synthesized NH2 -PLLA through anionic ROP
of L-LA in dry tetrahydrofuran using Boc-amino-OK as an
initiator. But in our opinion, the initiators mentioned above
were so sensitive to environmental factors such as humidity
and oxygen that they were so diﬃcult to handle and store.
Stannous(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2 ) is one of the
most widely used compounds for catalyzing the ROP of
various lactones and lactides [15–18]. Despite the fact that
the mechanism and the initiating complex remain unclear,
both mechanisms are thought to be alcohol initiated [19–
23], since the degree of polymerization is clearly dependent
on the monomer-to-alcohol ratio [24], and the end groups
of the polymers have hydroxyl functionalities. In the present
research, we proposed a novel three-step method to achieve
the complete end capping of PLLA with amine group by tertbutyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate initiated bulk ringopening polymerization of L-LA catalyzed by Sn(Oct)2 . In
order to control the molecular weight, alcohols have been
widely used to initiate the bulk ring-opening polymerization
of L-LA, but to our knowledge, the synthetic method
of NH2 -PLLA initiated by tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl)
carbamate under the catalyzing of Sn(Oct)2 has not been
published. The outline of the synthetic route is illustrated in
Figure 1. At ﬁrst, the amine group of 3-amino-1-propanol
was protected by reaction with di-tert-butyl dicarbonate
under the existence of triethylamine. Then, tert-butyl-N-(3hydroxypropyl) carbamate synthesized above was used to
initiate the polymerization of L-LA to prepared Boc-amino
terminated PLLA (BocNH-PLLA). Finally, the Boc group at
the chain end was removed by the treatment of triﬂuoroacetic acid. The synthesized NH2 -PLLA (NH2 -PLLA) was
used as a macroinitiator for the ROP of Lys (Z)-NCA to

2.2.1. Synthesis of Tert-Butyl-N-(3-Hydroxypropyl) Carbamate. 3-amino-1-propanol (1.52 g, 20 mmol) and triethyamine (2.22 g, 22 mmol) were dissolved in chloroform (50 mL)
in a ﬂask equipped with a magnetic stirrer, and di-tertbutyldicarbonate (4.8 g, 22 mmol) in chloroform (20 mL)
was added dropwise to the solution in 1 h with continuous
stirring. After reaction for another 1 h, the concentrated
solution was diluted with 5% potassium hydrogen sulfate
aq. Soln. and extracted with ethyl acetate and dried over
MgSO4 . After ﬁltration and evaporation of the solvent,
puriﬁcation of the compound was carried out by column
chromatography on silica gel using ethyl acetate and hexane
as eluent. The purity of tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate obtained as colorless viscous oil was found to be over
98.7% by HPLC analysis. Yield: 86.2%.
2.2.2. Preparation of BocNH-PLLA, PLLA25 . PLLA was synthesized by ROP of L-LA initiated by tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate and catalyzed by Sn(Oct)2 . LLA (14.4 g, 100 mmol) and tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl)
carbamate (700 mg, 4 mmol) were weighted in a glove box
and introduced in an oven-dried schlenk bottle, and 72 mg of
Sn(Oct)2 (0.5 of L-LA) was added as a 0.02 g/mL solution in
dry dichloromethane. After vacuumized and purged with Ar
three times, the bottle was degassed under a high vacuum for
2 h to remove the residue dichloromethane. The bottle was
then ﬂame-sealed and immersed in a 130◦ C oil bath for 6 h.
The obtained white solid was dissolved in dichloromethane,
and the catalyst Sn(Oct)2 was removed by precipitating the
polymer solution in a large amount of chilled methanol,
ﬁltered and dried in vacuum at room temperature. The polymer was recovered over 85% yield with a stannous content
less than 20 ppm.
2.2.3. Synthesis of Amine-Terminated PLLA. 1 g of PLLA was
introduced in a ﬂask which has been dried, purged with Ar
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of 3-amino-1-propanol (a) and tert-butylN-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate (b).

Figure 3: 1 NMR spectra of BocNH-PLLA in CDCl3.

and vacuumized several times. Freshly distilled methylene
chloride (12 mL) was added, followed by a large excess of
anhydrous triﬂuoroacetic acid (6 mL). The solution was
stirred at room temperature for 1 h, after which time all
solvents were evaporated, the polymer was redissolved in
dichloromethane and washed with aqueous NaHCO3 (5%)
and water and ﬁnally dried over MgSO4 . After ﬁltration, the
solution was precipitated in chilled methanol and dried in
a vacuum at room temperature. The polymer was recovered
over 80% yield.

out on a Waters HPLC system equipped with a Model 2690D
separation module, a Model 2410 refractive index detector,
and Shodex columns (K802.5, K803, and 805). Chloroform
was used as eluent at the ﬂow rate of 1.0 mL/min. Calibration was fulﬁlled with narrow-molar-mass distributed
polystyrene standards. The infrared spectral analysis of
the samples was performed on a FT-IR spectrophotometer
(Nicolet Magna-IR550).

2.2.4. Synthesis of PLLA-b-PZLys Block Copolymer. 2 g
(6.5 mmol) or 5 g (16.3 mmol) of Lys (Z)-NCA was dissolved
in 50 mL of CH2 Cl2 . The resultant solution was added to a
solution of NH2 -PLLA25 (1 g, 0.27 mmol) in 15 mL CH2 Cl2 .
The reaction mixture was stirred under an inert atmosphere
for 24 h at room temperature. The viscous solution obtained
was poured into a large quantity of chilled diethyl ether,
followed by ﬁltration and drying under reduced pressure to
give a white powder over 90% yield.

The general synthetic routes for the preparation of tertbutyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate, BocNH-PLLA, NH2 PLLA, and PLLA-b-PZLys were shown in Figure 1.

2.2.5. In Vivo Tissue Responses. Boc-PLLA (DPLA = 100),
NH2 -PLLA (DPLA = 100), and PLLA-b-PZLys (DPLA = 25,
DPZLys = 24) were dissolved in CH2 Cl2 at a concentration of
10% (w/v) in the watch glass. Polymer ﬁlms were obtained by
evaporating the solution under room temperature and dried
in vacuum for 3 days. Nude rats weighing 200–250 g were
implanted with the polymer ﬁlms (n = 4 for each polymer) in legs. Animals with polymer ﬁlms were allowed to
survive 28 days after implantation and then terminated. The
surgical wounds were reopened, and the leg musculature
was removed with the polymer remnant and ﬁxed in 10%
formalin for histological analysis. Specimens were prepared
for H-E staining analysis.
2.3. Measurements. 1 H-NMR spectra were recorded at room
temperature on a Bruker DRX-500 using CDCl3 as the
solvent. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was carried

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis of Tert-Butyl-N-(3-Hydroxypropyl) Carbamate.
Boc was chosen as the protective group for amine group
of 3-amino-1-propanol because of its stability under the
designed temperature of polymerization of L-LA and it can
be easily removed under mild conditions. Tert-butyl-N-(3hydroxypropyl) carbamate was obtained from the reaction of
3-amino-1-propanol and di-tert-butyldicarbonate at room
temperature under the existence of triethylamine. The
complete protection of the amine group was conﬁrmed by
IR spectra (Figure 2). The absorption peak at 1649.0 cm−1
assigned to primary amine was completely disappeared in
tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate, and the peaks at
1527.0 cm−1 (νCO-NH ) and 1689.6 cm−1 (νCO ) were attributed
to second amide, indicating the successive protection of
amine group by t-butoxycarbonyl. The peaks at 1366.7 cm−1
and 1392.8 cm−1 belonged to the Boc group were also characteristic of the formation of tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl)
carbamate.
3.2. Synthesis of NH2 -PLLA. Amino-functionalized PLLA
was synthesized through ROP of L-LA with tert-butyl-N(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate. The bulk polymerization can
be easily carried out at 130◦ C because of the stabilization of
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Figure 8: GPC trace of the block copolymer of PLLA-b-PZLys.

Boc group under this temperature in 12 h with high yields
in recovered polymer between 85% and 98%. In this study,
the polymerization of L-LA was carried out under rigorously
anhydrous conditions to avoid any initiation of water, which
will lead to a mixture of carboxyl acid terminated PLLA

and BocNH-PLLA. The degree of polymerization of BocNHPLLA was found to be easily controlled by changing the
feed molar ratio of L-LA to tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl)
carbamate. The characteristics of the synthesized polymers
are reported in Table 1.
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Figure 9: In vivo biocompatibility of the polymer ﬁlms (interface surfaces are denoted by arrows).
Table 1: Molecular weight characterization of BocNH-PLLA homopolymers.
Sample
PLLA10
PLLA25
PLLA50
PLLA100
PLLA150
PLLA200

M0 /I0 (mol)
10
25
50
100
150
200

Mna
1440
3600
7200
14400
21600
28000

Mnb
1544
3487
7663
15295
22927
33295

Mnc
2680
6423
13848
28657
39569
55436

PDI
1.21
1.24
1.52
1.48
1.46
1.61

Mnd
1527
3661
7893
16334
22554
31599

Mnb /Mnd
1.01
0.95
0.97
0.94
1.02
1.05

a

Calculated from the free ratio. b Calculated from the 1 H NMR (see Figure 2). c Obtained from GPC based on the PS calibration. d Corrected GPC result,
Mnc × 0.57.

The functionality of the end group of the polymer was
determined by comparing the molecular weight obtained
from GPC and that determined by 1 H NMR [6] using the
signals of a, c, or e attributed to the end group and that of
lactide units g or f (Figure 3). In all cases, the functionality
was found close to 1, which means that all polymer chains
were capped with BocNH groups. The GPC trace of the
resulted polymer (Figure 4(a)) is a single peak, and the
molecular weight distribution of the product is narrow,
showing that only one type of polymer corresponding to the
expecting end group.
The next step removal of the Boc group of the terminal residue from the obtained polymer was realized by
treatment in the mixed solvent of TFA and CH2 Cl2 at
room temperature for 1 hour. This reaction deprotected all
primary amine functions at the end of the polymer, without
lowering the molecular weight, as shown by the GPC trace
(Figure 4(b)). This was also conﬁrmed by 1 H NMR
(Figure 5) with the complete disappearance of methyl peak
at 1.43 ppm corresponding to the terminal Boc group. The
signal of –CH2 –N shifted from 3.16 to 2.75 ppm. The ratio
between this peak and that of lactide units (a and b)
remained also constant after the deprotection, showing the
degree of polymerization not changed.
3.3. Block Copolymerization. It is well known that primary
amines, being more nucleophilic than basic, can be used to
initiate the ROP of NCAs to prepare polypeptide containing
block copolymers. Among all polypeptides, poly (L-lysine)
(PLL) is unique due to its hydrophilicity and functional
side NH2 groups which can help to improve the aﬃnity

to proteins and cells, or to ionically combine with drugs,
antibodies or DNAs, and thus may lead to breakthrough
in ﬁelds of targeting drug delivery and gene delivery [26,
27]. Therefore, in order to test the reactivity of the amineterminated polymer prepared above, NH2 -PLLA was used
as a macroinitiator for the ROP of lys (Z)-NCA. FT-IR
spectra of BocNH-PLLA, NH2 -PLLA, and PLLA-b-PZLys
were illustrated in Figure 6. The absorption at 1758 cm−1
belong to the carbonyl group, 1951 cm−1 to methyl, and 1046
and 1098 cm−1 to C–O–C bond. In the spectrum of the block
copolymer, two amide I bands at 1653 cm−1 and 1704 cm−1
were observed, most likely for the main chain amide linkage
and the side amide group, respectively. The amide II band
was also observed at 1540 cm−1 .
Figure 7 illustrates the 1 H NMR spectra of the block
copolymer. Besides the signals of PLLA, new peaks at about
7.23, 4.96, 3.85, and 3.03 ppm corresponding to the lysine
residue appeared. From the integral ratio of lactide unit
to lysine unit, the average degree of polymerization (DP)
of the polypeptide block can be easily calculated to be 21
and 53, which is very close to the feed molar ratio of NCA
monomer to the macroinitiator, conﬁrming the high initiation reactivity of NH2 -PLLA. The GPC trace of the resulting
copolymer (Figure 8) showed a unimodal shape. This further
indicated complete amine-end-capping of PLLA, and the
copolymerization was completed successfully, and there was
no homopolymer in the copolymer.
3.4. In Vivo Tissue Responses. The in vivo biocompatibility
of Boc-PLLA, NH2 -PLLA, and PLLA-b-PZLys was evaluated
via implantation of the polymer ﬁlms in rats (Figure 9).
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The polymeric implants and surrounding tissues were collected at day 28. Despite the diﬀerence in molecular weight
and structures, there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in inﬂammatory reactions between the polymers as assessed
by ﬁbrotic band thickness and lymphocytes inﬁltration, as
shown in Figure 9. The three polymer ﬁlms caused same
ﬁbrotic band thickness and the surrounding tissues showed
an abundant perivascular inﬁltration of lymphocytes, which
was most probably caused by the degradation of the polymer
ﬁlms.

4. Conclusion
Compared to the methods that have been published, a novel,
very simple, and highly eﬃcient approach for the synthesis
of amine-terminated polylactide (may also be used for other
kinds of polylactones and polylactides) with various chain
lengths based on tert-butyl-N-(3-hydroxypropyl) carbamate
initiated bulk ring-opening polymerization has been developed and shown to be successful. The deprotection of the
Boc group can be easily carried out under mild condition
without breaking up of the polymer chain. This method
was conﬁrmed not only suitable for the preparation of low
molecular weight NH2 -PLLA, but also quite eﬃcient in the
synthesis of high molecular weight samples.
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Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is a biomaterial with potential for applications in biomedical and tissue engineering; however, its
brittle nature and high crystallinity limit its potential. Blending PHB with a variety of PEGs produced natural-synthetic composite
ﬁlms composed of FDA-approved polymers with signiﬁcant reductions in crystallinity, from 70.1% for PHB ﬁlms to 41.5% for its
composite with a 30% (w/w) loading of PEG2000. Blending also enabled manipulation of the material properties, increasing ﬁlm
ﬂexibility with an extension to break of 2.49 ± 1.01% for PHB ﬁlms and 8.32 ± 1.06% for ﬁlms containing 30% (w/w) PEG106.
Signiﬁcant changes in the ﬁlm surface properties, as measured by porosity, contact angles, and water uptake, were also determined
as a consequence of the blending process, and these supported greater adhesion and proliferation of neural-associated olfactory
ensheathing cells (OECs). A growth rate of 7.2 × 105 cells per day for PHB ﬁlms with 30% (w/w) PEG2000 loading compared to
2.5 × 105 for PHB ﬁlms was observed. Furthermore, while cytotoxicity of the ﬁlms as measured by lactate dehydrogenase release
was unaﬀected, biocompatibility, as measured by mitochondrial activity, was found to increase. It is anticipated that ﬁne control
of PEG composition in PHB-based composite biomaterials can be utilised to support their applications in medicinal and tissue
engineering applications.

1. Introduction
Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB, Figure 1(a)) is a semicrystalline
biopolymer produced by a wide variety of bacteria when
subjected to conditions of essential nutrient limitation with
excess carbon [1, 2]. The monomer component of microbial
PHB, 3-hydroxybutyric acid (HBA), is recognised by mammalian enzymes; mammalian HBA is one of three ketone
bodies and an essential source of mobile carbon for suﬀerers
of starvation and diabetes mellitus [3]. Furthermore, the use
of microbial HBA in mammals does not trigger any cytotoxic
response [4]. First commercialised by W. R. Grace and Co. in
the early 1950s, microbially produced PHB is an FDA- (Food
and Drug Administration, USA) approved biomaterial investigated for application in a variety of medical devices [5, 6].
For example, microbial PHB has been used as a nerve conduit

to ﬁll a 10 mm gap in injured sciatic nerve of Spague-Dawley
rats and did not trigger any immune and inﬂammatory
responses or cause anastomotic failures [7].
While PHB has a thermoplastic capability and a tensile
strength comparable to polypropylene, its comparatively
high crystallinity results in a brittle nature and relatively long
degradation time under physiological conditions [7, 8].
However, blending PHB with various additives provides a
relatively simple and cost-eﬀective opportunity to manipulate properties of PHB-based biomaterials [9].
PEG (Figure 1(b)) is an ideal candidate for blending
with PHB, a ﬂexible polymer with good solubility in both
water and organic solvents; it is used in protein puriﬁcation
processes, as well as a drug carrier and various other pharmaceutical applications [10, 11]. A range of PEGs can be
synthesised with average molecular weights (Mn) from 106

2
(diethylene glycol, DEG) to 20,000. Also FDA-approved PEG
is biocompatible with both blood and tissue, nontoxic to cellular system, nonimmunogenic, and an excellent conjugate
for polymer graft materials [12, 13].
Blending PHB with polyethylene glycol (PEG) reduces
crystallinity and other physiochemical properties of the composite biomaterial [11, 14]. Tan et al. reported that PEG
polymer chains remained mobile when PHB underwent
crystallisation and moved to intra- and interspherulitic
regions [15]. Thus, the presence of PEG in blends reduced
the PHB crystallisation rate which promoted the formation
of smaller spherulites and hindered nucleation; as a result,
the PHB/PEG ﬁlms became more ﬂexible in comparison
with their PHB counterparts. Zhang et al. reported that the
crystallinity of PHB-based ﬁlms decreased while their toughness was improved as the loading of PEG-20,000 increased
from 10 to 20% (w/w) [16]. Similarly, Rodrigues et al.
demonstrated that PHB is completely miscible with PEG300 and the crystallinity was decreased as the PEG content
increased in blends [17].
While there are a number of studies reporting blends of
PHB with various PEGs, their focus has been on changes
in crystallisation behaviour and subsequent physiochemical
and material properties. In addition to blending, chemical
grafting of PEG (PEGylation) to PHB and other members of
the polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) family has also been investigated [18, 19]. However, PEGylation reduces the molecular
mass of the biopolymer to an extent where solubilisation
may readily occur. More recently Foster and coworkers have
shown that PEG-modulated biological synthesis of PHAs
results in “endcapping” of the hydrophobic PHA chains with
hydrophilic PEG molecules (bioPEGylation) [20]. While
physiochemical and material changes due to bioPEGylation
are comparatively minor, the presence of the covalently
bound PEG groups promoted cell cycle progression in satellite stem cells [21]. In contrast to bioPEGylation, blending is
a more simple process and provides greater ﬂexibility in the
loading and type of PEG that can be added. In the study here,
we report on the inﬂuence of PEG loading and molecular
mass on the physiochemical and material properties of
PHB/PEG composite biomaterials. Furthermore, we report,
for the ﬁrst time, the inﬂuence that diﬀerent PEG molecular
weights and loadings has on cell adhesion and proliferation
to PHB/PEG biomaterial ﬁlms.

2. Experimental
2.1. Reagents. Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) of natural origin,
polyethylene glycol (PEG) (molecular weights of 106, diethylene glycol (DEG) and 2000), and trypsin were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, Australia). Analytical grade
chloroform and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Univar (Seven Hills, Australia). Mammalian cell
growth medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), and penicillin/streptococcus antibiotic were obtained from GibcoInvitrogen (Sydney, Australia). OECs were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s Modiﬁed Eagle’s Medium (DMEM/F12)
supplemented with 10% FBS purchased from Lonza
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Figure 1: Chemical formulae for biomacromolecules (a) poly(3hydroxybutyrate): (PHB) and (b) poly(ethylene glycol): (PEG).
Table 1: Nomenclature of biomaterial ﬁlms prepared in this study.
Sample
PHB
PHB/PEG106-10
PHB/PEG106-20
PHB/PEG106-30
PHB/PEG2000-10
PHB/PEG2000-20
PHB/PEG2000-30

PHB
100
90
80
70
90
80
70

Loading (% w/w)
PEG106
PEG2000
0
0
10
0
20
0
30
0
0
10
0
20
0
30

(Portsmouth, NH, USA). CellTiter 96 aqueous one solution
cell proliferation assay and in vitro lactic dehydrogenasebased toxicology kit were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA) and Sigma Aldrich, respectively.
2.2. Film Fabrication. Biopolymer ﬁlms were produced by
solvent casting technique as described in the study by
Rodrigues et al. [17]. Powdered PHB and PEG samples with
respective weight ratios of 100 : 0, 90 : 10, 80 : 20, and 70 : 30
(w/w) were dissolved in heated chloroform in a sterile sealed
vessel (2% w/v, 160 rpm, 50◦ C). The solution was allowed
to cool (22◦ C, 160 rpm, 15 mins) before pouring into sterile,
glass Petri dishes, and the solvent evaporated by standing
(12 hours, 22◦ C). The resulting ﬁlms, labelled as per Table 1,
were subsequently maintained at 40◦ C under vacuum for 48
hours to remove any solvent residues.
2.3. Material Characterisation. Material properties of
biopolymer ﬁlms were analysed using a tensile testing
instrument (Instron-5543, Norwood, MA, USA) at 22◦ C
with 30% relative humidity. Films samples (30 × 15 mm)
were ﬁxed using pneumatic grips of a calibrated tensile
testing instrument and slowly moved apart (20 mm min−1 ).
The maximum load, tensile strength, and extension at break
were calculated using Bluehill computer software (Norwood,
MA, USA). Means from at least ten samples were determined
(n = 10).
The porosity of the biopolymer ﬁlms were measured by
ethanol displacement method [22]. The samples were cut
into 50 × 10 mm sizes and immersed in a measuring cylinder
with a known volume of ethanol (V1 ). The total volume
of ethanol and the ﬁlms (V2 ) was recorded after 5 mins of
immersion. The ethanol-impregnated ﬁlm was removed, and
the remaining ethanol volume was recorded (V3 ). Means of
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ﬁve samples were determined (n = 5). The porosity of the
ﬁlm was calculated by following formula:
Porosity (%) =

(V1 − V3 )
× 100%.
V2 − V3

(1)

X-ray diﬀraction patterns of the biopolymer ﬁlms were
acquired using a Philips X’pert Material Research Diﬀraction
(MRD) System (Eindhoven, Netherlands). Film samples (20
× 20 mm) were secured on glass slides and aligned with 2θ, zaxis, and omega scans (scattering angle range of 2θ = 10−30◦
and scan step size of 0.02◦ continuous scan type). A radiation
wavelength of 1.5406 Å (Cu K-Alpha) was used to generate a
power of 45 kV and tube current of 40 mA. The crystallinity
(Xc) was calculated with the following equation and carried
out using X’pert Highplus software and Excel software:


Crystallinity (%) =



Fc
× 100%,
Fc + Fa

(2)

where Fc and Fa are the areas of crystal (peak) and noncrystal regions (under the curve), respectively.
Water uptake (WU) by the ﬁlms was measured using
gravimetry before and after water immersion [23]. The
biopolymer ﬁlms were cut into 40 × 10 mm sizes and 20 μm
thickness, weighed, and immersed into RO water at 37◦ C for
50 mins (W1 ). The hydrated ﬁlm was removed and weighed
after drying the surface water with Kimwipes (Ringwood,
Australia) (W2 ). The water uptake was calculated by the
following formula:
WU (%) =

(W2 − W1 )
× 100%,
W1

(3)

where WU is the percentage of water uptake, W1 and W2
were the weight of sample ﬁlm before and after immersion.
Means of ﬁve samples were determined (n = 5).
The contact angle was measured by sessile drop method
using contact angle meter at room temperature (22◦ C, rH
30%) to examine the hydrophilicity of polymer surface (KSV
Cam 200, Espoo, Finland) [24]. Biopolymer ﬁlms were cut
into 40 × 30 mm and microsyringed water droplets slowly
allowed to fall onto their surfaces. Contact angles between
the water droplet and the biopolymer ﬁlms were recorded
using KSV instrument software. Means of ten readings were
calculated for each sample (n = 10).
2.4. Degradation Studies. Preweighed samples of biopolymer
ﬁlms (30 × 15 mm) samples were sterilised through gammairradiation and placed into Eppendorf tubes (2 mL). Samples
were incubated (37◦ C, 150 rpm) following the addition of
2 mL phosphate-buﬀered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) with penicillin (100 units mL−1 ), streptomycin (100 μg mL−1 ), and
fungizone-amphotericin B (2.5 μg mL−1 ). At periodic intervals over an 84-day timescale, samples were removed, ﬁltered,
and dried in a dessicator (40◦ C, 24 h) before allowing to
acclimatise at 22◦ C (atmospherically equilibrated weight).
The weight loss of the ﬁlms was calculated with weight loss
(%), deﬁned by (3):
W (%) =

Wt
× 100%,
W0

(4)

where W is the percentage weight loss, W0 and Wt were the
initial weight and weight after incubation. Means of four
samples per time point, per sample were determined (n = 4)
[25].
2.5. Cell Studies. Murine olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs)
were cultivated in medium consisting of DMEM, 10%
FBS, 250 unit penicillin, 250 μg mL−1 streptomycin, and
1 μg mL−1 and fungizone-amphotericin B in T-75 tissue culture ﬂasks incubated at 37◦ C with 5% CO2 [26]. OECs were
removed from the ﬂask using trypsin (2.5%) at 70% conﬂuence. A cell population of approximately 4 × 104 cells mL−1
was used to inoculate ﬁlms samples (13 × 13 mm). At periodic intervals over a 10-day timescale, samples were sacriﬁced and the ﬁlms were twice rinsed with 10 mL of PBS; 2 mL
of trypsin (2.5%) was subsequently added before incubation
(37◦ C, 2 mins). Cell viability was then calculated using a
haemocytometer and the trypan blue exclusion technique.
Samples were conducted in triplicate (n = 3). Cell proliferation was also observed under a light microscope (Leica DFC
280, London, UK).
2.6. Microscopy. Film samples that had been cultivated
with OECs were rinsed twice with 1% phosphate buﬀer
saline (PBS) and ﬁxed for four hours at 22◦ C in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS buﬀer (pH 7.2). Subsequently,
ﬁlms were washed with PBS buﬀer three times for 5minute duration. After another buﬀer wash, samples were
dehydrated for 10 minutes in a series of ethanol washes (30,
50, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100%) and critical point dried using
liquid carbon dioxide. All specimens were mounted on aluminium stubs and surface coated with a layer of gold particles
using a sputter coater (Emitech K550x, Ashford, England).
Samples were subsequently examined using scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S3400-I, Tokyo, Japan) at 15 kV
and 750 mA, a procedure adapted from Chung et al. [27].
2.7. MTS Assay. Mitochondrial function in the OEC populations were assessed using a CellTiter 96 aqueous one
solution cell proliferation assay [28]. OECs were cultured
in DMEM with 10% FBS, harvested by trypsinisation,
counted, and plated into 96-well plates with ﬁlms of PHB,
PHB/PEG106-20, PHB/PEG106-30, PHB/PEG2000-20, and
PHB/PEG2000-30 (w/w). Cells cultivated in the absence of
the biomaterials were used as control. 3000 cells were
cultivated in each well and incubated for 48 hours (37◦ C
with 5% CO2 ); 30 μL of MTS (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) solution was then added
to each well, and the plate incubated for a further 4 hours.
MTS concentrations were determined at an absorbance of
490/690 nm using a microtitre plate spectrophotometer. A
mean of 5 samples was determined (n = 5).
2.8. Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) Assay. LDH assays were
used to detect cytotoxicity in the OECs population as a
consequence of their incubation with PHB and PHB/PEG
ﬁlms [29]. Cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS,
harvested by trypsinisation, counted, and plated into 96-well
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Figure 2: Change in material properties for PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms with variations in PEG loading (% w/w), (a) PEG106 and (b)
PEG2000; (•) tensile strength (MPa) and () extension to break (%).

2.9. Statistical Analysis. Mean values for data were calculated
with standard deviation of each group. A Student’s t-test was
performed for signiﬁcance with 95% conﬁdence.
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Figure 3: X-ray diﬀractograms of PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms with
variations in PEG106 loading (% w/w).

3. Result and Discussion
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3.1. PHB/PEG Film Characterisation. Blending is recognised
as a cost-eﬀective technique for the manipulation of material
and physiochemical properties of polymeric biomaterials.
In the study here, the material properties of the solvent
cast PHB ﬁlms were similar to previous reports, with a
tensile strength of 19 ± 1.7 MPa and extension to break of
2.5 ± 1.8% [26]. While blending with up to 20% (w/w)
PEG106 had no signiﬁcant eﬀect on the tensile strength of the
PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms, a loading of 30% (w/w) (PHB/
PEG106-30) signiﬁcantly reduced the strength to 5.2 ±
1.9 MPa (Figure 2(a), P > 0.005). In contrast, the extension
to break of the PHB/PEG106 ﬁlms increased linearly to 8.3 ±
1.1% with a 30% (w/w) loading. As the molecular mass of the
PEG was increased, the reduction in tensile strength PHB was
observed after 10% (w/w) PEG loading with a linear loss to
8.2 ± 2.1 MPa for PHB/PEG2000-30 ﬁlms (Figure 2(b)). In
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plates with ﬁlms of PHB, PHB/PEG106-20, PHB/PEG10630, PHB/PEG2000-20, and PHB/PEG2000-30. Cells cultivated in the absence of the biomaterials were used as
healthy controls. 3,000 cells were cultivated in each well and
incubated for 48 hours (37◦ C, 5% CO2 ). At 45 minutes prior
to the endpoint, 10 μL samples of lysis solution were added to
5 of the wells and these served as positive controls. The plate
was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 250 g at room temperature
(22◦ C, rH 30%). 50 μL samples of the supernatants were
then transferred to a sterile 96-well plate and 100 μL of LDH
mixture added to each well before incubating in the dark for
30 minutes (37◦ C, 5% CO2 ). LDH analysis was performed
at absorbances of 490 and 650 nm using microtitre plate
spectrophotometer. Means of 5 samples were determined
(n = 5).
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Figure 6: Change in water contact angles (•) and water uptakes (◦) for PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms with diﬀerent PEG loadings (% w/w), (a)
PEG106 and (b) PEG2000.

contrast to the blends with PEG106, PHB/PEG2000-20 ﬁlms
showed an increase in ﬂexibility but decreased again as the
PEG loading increased to 30% (w/w). Thus, blending PHB
with PEG generally increased the ﬂexibility of the composite
ﬁlms when compared to the comparatively brittle PHB, with
the changes being concentration dependent. The extension
to break of both the PHB/PEG106-20 and PHB/PEG2000-20
ﬁlms exhibited similar ﬂexibilities to sutures fabricated from
poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene) (PTFE), but was less ﬂexible when
compared to nylon and silk [30].
PHB is a semicrystalline biopolymer; the increases in
extension to break of its composites with PEG suggest a
change in crystallinity. X-ray diﬀraction patterns and maxima, observed at 14◦ , 17◦ , and 22◦ for PHB and PHB/PEG106
composite ﬁlms, were found to be consistent with previous
studies (Figure 3) [31]. As the PEG106 loading in the
ﬁlms increased, the intensity of the diﬀraction peaks was
reduced (Figure 3). Similar X-ray diﬀraction patterns were
also observed with the PHB/PEG2000 blends (data not

shown). Consequently the crystallinity of the PHB/PEG ﬁlms
was observed to decrease from 70% for PHB ﬁlms to approximately 45% for ﬁlms blended with 30% (w/w) PEG106 and
PEG2000, PHB/PEG106-30 and PHBPEG2000-30, respectively (Figure 4). The results suggest that the PHB crystal
structure remained intact with separation of the crystalline
PHB from amorphous PHB and DEG regions into semicrystalline matrices. Similar changes in PHB blends with cellulose
acetate butyrate (CAB) are reported by Wang et al. [32].
It is known that PHB has a relatively slow degradation
rate under physiological conditions and blending has been
used to manipulate its degradation behaviour [33]. In the
study here, PHB ﬁlms showed little weight loss after 84 days
of incubation under the physiological conditions (Figure 5).
In contrast, ﬁlms with ascending PEG loadings exhibited signiﬁcant weight losses only after 10 days (Figure 5). However,
Figure 5 clearly shows that the initial weight loss approximated the initial PEG loadings; these losses occurred within
20 days of incubation for PHB/PEG106 ﬁlms and 10 days for
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angle of 60.0 ± 3.0◦ (Figure 6) [24]. Thus, blending PEG
with PHB can improve the hydrophilicity of the ﬁlms, and
this was evident with an increase in water uptake, from
2.62 ± 0.34% for PHB to 9.86 ± 1.37% for PHB/PEG10630 (Figure 6(a)). PEG of a higher molecular weight had a
proportional greater inﬂuence on the hydrophilicity of the
composite ﬁlms, a linear decrease in water contact angle with
increasing PEG2000 loading occurred to 20% loading before
stabilising at approximately 39◦ (Figure 6(b)). Similarly, the
water uptake increased to a maximum of 11.04 ± 1.22% for
PHB/PEG2000-30. A number of studies have suggested that
the hydrophilic-hydrophobic relationship on biomaterial
surfaces to inﬂuence cellular adhesion and proliferation [36].
Consistent with previous reports, PHB ﬁlms in this study
had a porosity of 58 ± 3.0% [33]. Blending the PHB with
PEG resulted in slight but signiﬁcant changes to the porosity
of the ﬁlms, ranging from 48.3 ± 4.0% for PHB/PEG106-20
ﬁlms to 65.5 ± 3.6% for PHB/PEG2000-30 ﬁlms as illustrated
in Figure 7. Saad et al. have shown that osteoblasts tend to
attach and grow into the pores and grooves of a highly porous
scaﬀold, suggesting that surface porosity had an important
role in cell attachment [37]. Increases in porosity of the PHBbased biomaterials have also been shown to accelerate its
physiological degradation rate [38]. Thus, surface properties
reported to inﬂuence cell attachment could be adjusted in
PHB ﬁlms by blending with PEGs of diﬀerent molecular
weights and loadings.
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Figure 8: Change in growth of olfactory ensheathing cells (no.
mL−1 ) when cultivated on PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms with diﬀerent
PEG loadings (% w/w); (◦) cell culture dish, (•) PHB ﬁlm,
PHB/PEG106 ﬁlms with 20 (Δ) and 30 () % w/w loadings, PHB/
PEG2000 ﬁlms with 20 () and 30 () % w/w loadings.

the PHB/PEG2000 ﬁlms. Degradation of the residual ﬁlms
was negligible over the remaining duration of the study,
consistent with the behaviour of PHB ﬁlms (Figure 5) [34].
This initial dissolution of the relatively small, hydrophilic
PEG groups from the hydrophobic PHB matrix is consistent
with previous studies of PHB-pectin composites, where the
relatively smaller pectin was solubilised and released from
within PHB ﬁlms [35]. Initial dissolution of the pectin was
shown to subsequently promote weight loss of the remaining
PHB ﬁlm after a plateau period of apparent stability.
PHB is a hydrophobic biopolymer with ﬁlms here
exhibiting a water contact angle of 90.3 ± 1.7◦ ; blending with
PEG106 reduced the contact angles of the composites ﬁlms
in a linear fashion, with PHB/PEG106-30 possessing an

3.2. Cellular Responses to the PHB/PEG Films. Consistent
with changes to the composite surface properties, adult
olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs) cultivated on the ﬁlms
showed signiﬁcant changes in attachment and proliferation
(Figure 8). The growth patterns of OECs on the polystyrene
tissue culture plate (control) were similar to those of the PHB
ﬁlms with steady increases over a ten-day incubation period.
Blending with PEG106 increased the initial cell attachment
although their subsequent growth rates were similar to those
cultivated on PHB. In contrast, blending with PEG2000 had
a much greater inﬂuence, with PHB/PEG2000-30 exhibiting
a growth rate of 7.2 × 105 cells mL−1 per day compared to 2.7
× 105 cells mL−1 dy−1 for PHB/PEG106-30 and 2.5 × 105 cells
mL−1 dy−1 for PHB ﬁlms (Figure 8). Thus, blending with
PEG promoted the growth of OECs on the PHB-based
composite ﬁlms.
PEG, or its high molecular weight equivalent, polyethylene oxide (PEO), can be used to develop protein-repelling
surfaces. Consequently, PEG has been incorporated onto
biomaterial surfaces through grafting [39], adsorption surface treatments [40], and through bulk incorporation via
crosslinking [41] or block copolymerization [42]. The design
of most PEG-derivatized surfaces has sought to eliminate cell
and protein adhesion using high PEG surface concentrations.
However, Tziampazis et al. have suggested that the conformation of the adhered proteins can also play a crucial role
in determining cell adhesion and proliferation and have used
small surface concentrations of PEG to regulate cell adhesion
and diﬀerentiation [42]. Furthermore, Zhang et al. have
clearly shown that blending with PEG eﬀectively improved
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the biocompatibility of chitosan ﬁlms [43]. Thus, in the
solvent evaporated PHB/PEG blends reported here, one can
speculate that the bulk of the PEG was used to modify the
material properties while small surface concentrations enhanced cell adhesion and proliferation.
Qualitative examination of OECs attached to the
ﬁlms showed revealed no abnormal cell morphology. The
healthy cells appeared ﬂat with many ﬁlopodial extensions
(Figure 9). These ﬁlopodia play an important role in neuron regeneration, which is the ﬁrst step in growth cone
formation [44]. Ahmed et al. have also reported that the
actin-containing ﬁlopodial extensions in OECs cultivated
on PHB ﬁlms provided cell mobility and greater cell-cell
communication [45]. Over three days of incubation, OECs
proliferated profusely consistent with the control (Figure 9).
The MTS assay measures the mitochondrial activity of
the cells by reducing the substrate, yellow MTS tetrazolium
salt into purple formazan compound and can be used as
an indicator of cell viability [45]. In the study here, the
percentages of MTS for cells cultivated on the PHB and
PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent when
compared to a control of healthy cells. Furthermore, OECs
grown on the PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms exhibited MTS
levels closer to that exhibited by the control of healthy cells
than the cells grown on PHB ﬁlms (P > 0.005, Figure 10(a)).
When under stress cell membranes exhibit increased permeability and a subsequent release of lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH). LDH in the cultivation medium provides an indication of cellular cytotoxicity [28]. In the study here, the
concentration of LDH released from cells cultivated on the
PHB and PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms was statistically similar
to healthy cells (P > 0.005, Figure 10). The results suggest
that none of the ﬁlms investigated were cytotoxic; however,
blending with PEG enhanced cell viability. Thus, the presence
of PEG in the PHB ﬁlms supported initial attachment of
OECs and their subsequent proliferation despite the PEGs
being released from the biopolymer matrices within the ﬁrst
5 days of incubation.

4. Conclusions
The biopolymer PHB is an FDA-approved biomaterial;
however, its relatively high crystallinity and brittle nature
greatly reduce its potential for application in biomedical
devices. Blending is a cost-eﬀective and comparatively simple
technique to modify the ﬁnal properties of PHB-based
composites. Blending PHB with a variety of PEGs produced
natural-synthetic composite ﬁlms composed of FDA-approved polymers with signiﬁcant reductions in crystallinity
and enabled manipulation of the material properties and
degradation potential of the composites. Flexibility of the
PHB/PEG composite ﬁlms was improved compared to PHB,
as was the hydrophilicity. Changes to surface morphology
and hydrophilicity were found to increase the attachment
and proliferation of OECs promoting the biocompatibility
of the composite biomaterials compared to PHB. It is
anticipated that ﬁne control of PEG composition in PHBbased composite biomaterials can be utilised to support their
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applications in medicinal and tissue engineering applications.
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Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is widely used as a biomaterial in medical and tissue-engineering applications, a relatively high
crystallinity limits its application. Blending PHB with ethyl-cellulose (EtC) was readily achieved to reduce PHB crystallinity
and promote its degradation under physiological conditions without undue inﬂuence on biocompatibility. Material strength
of composite ﬁlms remained unchanged at 6.5 ± 0.6 MPa with 40% (w/w) EtC loadings. Phase separation between the two
biopolymers was determined with PHB crystallinity decreasing from 63% to 47% for ﬁlms with the same loading. This reduction
in crystallinity supported an increase in the degradation rates of composite ﬁlms from 0.39 to 0.81% wk−1 for PHB and its
composite, respectively. No signiﬁcant change in morphology and proliferation of olfactory ensheathing cells were observed with
the composites despite signiﬁcant increases in average surface roughness (Ra ) of the ﬁlms from 2.90 to 3.65 μm for PHB and blends
with 80% (w/w) EtC, respectively.

1. Introduction
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are a family of biopolyesters
synthesised by a range of microbial species under conditions of environmental stress with excess of carbon [1].
Currently, PHAs consisting of one or more of over 150
diﬀerent monomer unit have been identiﬁed and include the
commercially produced polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) [2, 3].
PHB is the most commonly studied member of the PHA
family is biodegradable and biocompatible and used as both
a bioplastic and biomaterial for medical devices (Figure 1)
[4].
Microbial PHB is comprised of β-hydroxybutyric acid
(HBA) monomer units, which is also one of the ketone
bodies produced by mammalian cells under conditions of
starvation and diabetes and is thought to facilitate biocompatibility in its microbial counterpart which, in the absence
of endotoxins, does not trigger any cytotoxic response in
mammals [5]. Foster and Tighe have shown that microbial

HBA is chemically identical to the mammalian HBA and is
recognised by mammalian enzymes [5, 6]. Microbially produced PHB does not trigger an immune and inﬂammatory
response or cause anastomotic failures [7]. As a biomaterial,
PHB has been used for various biomedical devices such as
sutures, prosthetic devices, and drug delivery systems and
for surgical applications [8]. However, the crystalline nature
of PHB, its brittleness and low ﬂexibility, long degradation
rate under physiological conditions, and poor processability
limit its potential for tissue engineering [9]. Modiﬁcation
of PHB physiochemical and material properties through
copolymerising and blending have demonstrated successful
manipulation of these properties particularly as a bioplastic
for environmental applications but with limited success in
biomedical scenarios [10, 11].
Similar to PHB, ethyl-cellulose (EtC) is also an FDA(Food and Drug Administration, USA) approved biomaterial
and is widely used as a blood coagulant, coatings for
pharmaceutical tablets, and matrices for poorly soluble drugs
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Figure 1: Chemical formulae for biomacromolecules (a) EthylCellulose (EtC) and (b) Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate), (PHB).
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Figure 3: Change in thermal properties for PHB-EtC composite
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Figure 2: FTIR spectra for PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms with varying
loads of EtC (%w/w).

[12]. Ethyl-cellulose has also been used as a framework in
drug-delivery systems for stabilising drug release through
the cellulose hydrophilic surface interface [13]. Furthermore,
studies have shown that EtC is susceptible to enzyme
digestion in human body [14]. In contrast, degradation
of PHB proceeds through abiotic hydrolysis and under
physiological conditions is a slow process taking years to
completely degrade [15]. The rate of PHB degradation has
been enhanced by blending PHB with other polymers such
as cellulose triacetate (CTAc) and PEG [16, 17].
While there are a variety of reports on PHB-based
blends, studies using cellulose derivatives are limited. In
the study here, we report on the manipulation of PHB
physiochemical and material properties through the addition
of ethyl-cellulose as a blending agent with the production of
composite PHB-Etc biomaterial ﬁlms (Figure 1).

2. Experimental
2.1. Reagents. Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) of natural origin,
ethyl cellulose (48% ethoxyl) and Trypsin were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, Australia; Figure 1). Analytical
grade chloroform and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were
purchased from Univar, (Seven Hills, Australia). Mammalian
cell growth medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and Penicillin/Streptococcus antibiotic were obtained from GibcoInvitrogen (Sydney, Australia). OECs were routinely cultured
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Figure 4: X-ray diﬀractograms of PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms with
variations in EtC loading (%w/w).

in Dulbecco’s Modiﬁed Eagle’s Medium (DMEM/F12) supplemented with 10% FBS purchased from Lonza (USA).
2.2. Film Fabrication. Biopolymer ﬁlms were produced by
solvent casting as per Zhang et al. [18]. PHB and EtC samples
with weight ratios of 100 : 0, 80 : 20, 60 : 40, 40 : 60, and 20 : 80
(w/w) were dissolved in heated chloroform in a sterile sealed
vessel (5% w/v, 160 rpm, 50◦ C). The solution was allowed
to cool (22◦ C, 160 rpm, 15 mins) before pouring into sterile,
glass Petri dishes and the solvent evaporated by standing
(12 hours, 22◦ C). The resulting ﬁlms were subsequently
maintained at 40◦ C under vacuum for 48 hours to remove
any solvent residues before annealing at 70◦ C for 10 days.
2.3. Material characterisation. Material properties of PHB
and PHB-EtC ﬁlms were analysed using a tensile testing
instrument (Instron-5543, USA) at 22◦ C with 30% relative
humidity. Films samples (30 mm × 15 mm) were clamped
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Figure 5: Change in (a) crystallinity: () PHB crystallinity, () bulk crystallinity (%) and (b) tensile strength (, MPa) and extension to
break (, %) for PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms with variation in EtC loading (%, w/w).
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Figure 6: Change in degradation of PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms with
variations in EtC loading ( 0;  20; Δ 40;  60,  80%, w/w)
under physiological conditions (37◦ C, pH 7.4, 140 rpm).

to the calibrated tensiometer using pneumatic grips which
slowly moved apart (20 mm min−1 ). The maximum load,
tensile strength and extension at break were calculated using
Bluehill computer software (USA). Means from at least 10
samples were determined (n = 10).
Thermal properties of the PHB-EtC ﬁlms were examined
using a DSC-1 Stare system (Mettler Toledo, USA). Samples
(5 mg) were sealed in pans and heated at 10◦ C min−1 from
25◦ C to 200◦ C to obtain the melting temperature (Tm ) and
enthalpy of fusion (ΔH f ). Samples were then cooled at the
same rate from 200◦ C to −50◦ C and reheated from −50◦ C
to 25◦ C to obtain glass transition temperatures (Tg ). The
blend (Blend-Xc ) and PHB (PHB-Xc ) phase crystallinity
were calculated using (1), respectively [19]
Blend-Xc =

ΔH f
× 100,
ΔH ◦f

blend
PHB-Xc = Xc
× 100%,
WPHB

(1)

where ΔH ◦f is the enthalpy of fusion for PHB (146 Jg−1 ) [19]
and WPHB is the percentage of PHB in the blended ﬁlm.
Means of at least 15 samples were determined (n = 15).
X-ray diﬀraction patterns of the PHB-EtC composites
were acquired using a Philips X’pert Material Research
Diﬀraction (MRD) System (Holland). Film samples (20 ×
20 mm) were secured on glass slides and aligned with 2θ,
z-axis and omega scans (scattering angle range of 2θ = 10–
30◦ and scan step size of 0.02◦ continuous). Radiation of
wavelength 1.5406 Å (Cu K-Alpha) were generated using a
power of 45 kV and tube current of 40 mA.
Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) were made on the
PHB-EtC ﬁlms using a Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer
(Thermo scientiﬁc, USA). FTIR spectra were acquired
between 900 and 1800 cm−1 wave numbers by accumulating
64 scans at a resolution of 0.5 cm−1 . Optics were purged with
nitrogen to suppress signals from carbon dioxide and water
vapour.
2.4. Degradation Studies. Preweighed samples of PHBEtC ﬁlms (25 × 10 mm) were sterilised through gammairradiation and placed into 2 ml Eppendorf tubes. Samples were incubated (37◦ C, 150 rpm) following the addition of phosphate buﬀered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) with
penicillin (100 units mL−1 ), streptomycin (100 μg mL−1 )
and fungizone-amphotericin B (2.5 μg mL−1 ). At periodic
intervals samples were removed, ﬁltered, and dried in a
dessicator (40◦ C, 24 h) before allowing to acclimatise at
22◦ C (atmospherically equilibrated weight). Means of four
samples per time point, per sample, were determined. The
degradation experiment, modiﬁed from Foster et al., was
carried out over 105 days [6]. Weight loss (%) was calculated
as:
W
(2)
W (%) = t × 100%,
W0
where W is the percentage weight loss and W0 and Wt are
the initial weight and weight after incubation, respectively;
means of 5 samples were determined (n = 5).
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Figure 7: SEMs illustrating attachment of olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs) on PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms with variations in EtC loadings
after 24 hours cultivation (a, d) PHB ﬁlms with 0% (b, e) 20% and (c, f) 40% (w/w) ETC loadings; (a–c) ×250 magn, bar = 200 μm, (d–f)
×1500 magn, bar = 30 μm.

2.5. Cell Studies. Murine olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs)
were cultivated in medium containing (DMEM, 10% FBS,
250 unit penicillin, 250 μg mL−1 streptomycin and 1 μg mL−1
fungizone-amphotericin B) in T-75 tissue culture ﬂasks
incubated at 37◦ C with 5% CO2 [20] . OECs were removed
from the ﬂask using trypsin (2.5%) at 70% conﬂuence and
cell populations of approximately 2 × 105 cells mL−1 used to
inoculate ﬁlms samples (13 × 13 mm). At periodic intervals,
samples were sacriﬁced, and the ﬁlms were rinsed twice with
10 mL of PBS, 2 mL of trypsin (2.5%) was subsequently
added before incubation (37◦ C, 2 mins). Cell proliferation
was observed over 3 days and cell viability was calculated

using a haemocytometer and the trypan blue exclusion
technique [20]. Samples were conducted in triplicate (n = 3).
2.6. Microscopy. Cell attachment to PHB-based ﬁlms were
visualised using microscopy. Films were rinsed twice with
phosphate buﬀer saline (PBS, 1%) and ﬁxed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS buﬀer (pH 7.2, 4◦ C, 12 hours).
Films were then washed with PBS buﬀer three times for
5 minutes duration and postﬁxed in 1% osmium tetroxides (OsO4 , 1 hour). After a buﬀer wash, samples were
sequentially dehydrated in ethanol (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%,
90%, 95%, and 100%, 10 minutes each) and critical point
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Figure 8: Change in proliferation of OECs as number of cells
attached to PHB-EtC ﬁlms with time for variations in EtC loadings
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dried, adapted from Chung et al. [21]. Specimens were
mounted on aluminium stubs and surfaces were coated with
a layer of gold particles using a sputter coater (Emitech
K550x, England). Samples were subsequently examined
using scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S3400-I, Japan)
at 15 kV and 750 mA.
The microtopographies of the PHB-EtC ﬁlms were
mapped using the reﬂection mode of a confocal scanning
laser microscope (CSLM, Leica model TCS-SP, Germany) at
excitation and emission wavelengths of 458 and 440–470 nm,
respectively. Multiple images through the z-plane were
recorded (step size = 2.5 μm). A total of 30 images were used
to generate a 3D depth map and calculate average surface
roughness values (Ra ) according to ISO 4298 (2000) using
ImageJ software (National Institute of Health, USA):
Ra =

1
L

L
0

|z|dx,

(3)

where the average surface roughness (Ra ) was calculated
from the sampling length (L), the plane (z) and the variations
of irregularities (dx) from the mean line [3].
2.7. Statistical Analysis. The data are displayed as a mean
value with standard deviation of each group. A Student’s ttest was performed to test signiﬁcance with 95% conﬁdence.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. PHB-Etc Film Characterisation. FTIR is sensitive to
local molecular environments and as a consequence has
been widely applied to investigate interactions between
macromolecules during crystallisation [22]. In the study
here, FTIR measurements on the solvent cast PHB ﬁlms
showed a characteristic spectrum with peaks at 1721 and
1229 cm−1 assigned to stretching of the C=O groups and
C-O-C bonds, respectively, in the crystalline matrix. While
peaks at 1450 and 1380 cm−1 were characteristic of asymmetric and symmetric methyl group deformation, those
at 1260, 1229 and 1044 cm−1 were assigned to C-O-C
stretching with C-H deformation, C-O-C stretching in the

amorphous regions and C-CH3 stretching [23, 24]. Blending
PHB with increasing loads of EtC gradually reduced the
peak intensities in the spectra belonging to crystalline PHB
as the amorphous content of the composites increased.
Contrary to Kumagai et al. who reported blends of PHB
with cellulose triacetate [16], we did not resolve spectral
shifts in peaks suggesting no speciﬁc interactions between
the two biopolymer components (i.e., hydrogen bonding).
The spectra appeared to be simple linear combinations of
semicrystalline PHB and EtC (Figure 2).
Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) showed no
signiﬁcant change in the melting point (mp, 175 ± 4◦ C)
and glass transition temperature (Tg, 1 ± 1◦ C) of PHB in
the composite (Figure 3). However, PHB fusion enthalpies
(ΔH f ) decreased from 92 to 10 J g−1 in ﬁlms with 80%
(w/w) EtC loading. X-ray diﬀraction patterns and maxima,
observed at 14, 17, 22 and 26◦ , of the PHB-Etc composites
were consistent with previous studies (Figure 4) [25]. As
the EtC loading increased the relative peak intensities were
reduced, such that the composite with 80% (w/w) EtC
loading showed a much broader spectrum with the peaks
at 14 and 17◦ only just noticeable. No disruption of the
PHB crystal structure was observed, further supporting FTIR
data suggesting the apparent separation of crystalline PHB
from amorphous PHB and EtC regions into semicrystalline
matrices with EtC chains trapped in the PHB lamellae [26,
27]. The results reported here are consistent with that of
Scandola who investigated phase behaviour in PHB and Etc
blends and the inﬂuence this blending had on environmental
degradation of these composites [27].
Diﬀerentiation between the crystalline and amorphous
regions revealed that as the EtC content in the blend
increased, the percentage crystallinity of the ﬁlms decreased
from 63.5 ± 3.3% [19] in PHB ﬁlms to 9.2 ± 1.5% when
the ﬁlms possessed only 20% (w/w) PHB. (Figure 5(a)).
Similarly, the increasing load of EtC disrupted the crystalline
process for the PHB which decreased by approximately 32%
to 31.5 ± 4.2% with 80% (w/w) EtC loading consistent with
the work of Zhang et al. who reported blends of PHB with
starch acetate (Figure 5(a)) [18].
Changes in ﬁlm crystallinity as a consequence of blending
with EtC, anticipates an inﬂuence on the material properties
of the PHB-EtC composite ﬁlms. However, Figure 5(b)
shows no signiﬁcant change in tensile strength as the
EtC loading increased to 40% (w/w) before a dramatic
decrease from approximately 6.83 ± 1.05 to 0.84 ± 0.33 MPa
(Figure 5(b)). In contrast, extension to break of the ﬁlms
showed an apparently linear decrease from 1.58 + 0.38% for
PHB to 0.52 + 0.12% for composites containing 60% (w/w)
EtC (P < 0.05). Garvey et al. have shown that crystallisation
increases in annealed PHB-EtC ﬁlms when compared to
similarly annealed PHB ﬁlms [28]. Furthermore, The use
of relatively high temperatures during ﬁlm fabrication has
been shown to support nucleation and spherulite formation
in PHB ﬁlms while reducing the distance between the
PHB granules in the matrix [9]. In the study here, PHBEtC composites with 20% (w/w) EtC loadings annealed at
25◦ C exhibited optimal mechanical properties, since tensile
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strength and extension at break point were maintained
(Figure 5(b)).
3.2. Film Degradation. In addition to inﬂuencing material
properties, crystallinity can also dictate abiotic degradation
behaviour. Reduction of PHB fractional crystallinity makes
ﬁlms more permeable to water molecules and consequently
increase hydrolysis of the ester bonds [29]. When incubated
under physiological conditions (pH 7.4, 37◦ C, 160 rpm) PHB
and composites ﬁlms with loadings up to 40% (w/w) EtC no
signiﬁcant weight loss for the ﬁrst 40 days, while ﬁlms with
higher EtC loadings exhibited weight loss earlier after only 20
days (Figure 6). Figure 6 clearly shows that increasing the EtC
loading in the PHB-EtC ﬁlms increased their degradation,
such that PHB ﬁlms had lost approximately 3.5% of their
initial weight after 105 days incubation while composites
with 20% (w/w) PHB lost about 12% of their initial weight.
Furthermore, weight loss rates were linear and increased
signiﬁcantly (P > 0.005) from 0.39% wk−1 for PHB ﬁlms
to 0.81 and 1.34% wk−1 for PHB blended with 40 and 80%
(w/w) EtC, respectively.
3.3. Cellular Responses to PHB-Etc Films. Blends of PHB with
EtC are commercially attractive as both biopolymers are
FDA approved and have demonstrated success as biomedical
devices. Blending with EtC reduces the PHB crystallinity and

permits manipulation of ﬁlm material properties and more
favourable degradation under physiological conditions. In
the study here, the inﬂuence of EtC on biocompatibility
on the PHB ﬁlms was compared using adult olfactory
ensheathing cells (OECs). Figure 7 shows that OECs readily
attached to PHB and its composite with 20% (w/w) EtC
and exhibited healthy morphology with many ﬁlament
extensions comparable to cells in an asynchronous control
with the absence of biomaterials. Furthermore, while cell
proliferations appeared to be slightly greater for the PHB
homopolymer, these were not signiﬁcant in the course of this
study (Figure 8). In all cases, OEC viability was maintained
over 95% for each of the ﬁlms during duration of the study.
Irregular porous surfaces of PHB-based ﬁlms have been
shown to inﬂuence cell adhesion and growth [29]. Microtopographies of the ﬁlms clearly show changes in surface
structures as a consequence of EtC blending (Figure 9).
Depth maps derived from these images were used to
determine the average surface roughness’s (Ra ) as per ISO
4298 (Figure 10). PHB ﬁlms exhibited a Ra 2.91 ± 0.12 μm, as
the EtC content increased the Ra also increased. Composite
ﬁlms with 80% (w/w) EtC loadings had the most irregular
surface with a signiﬁcantly greater Ra value of 3.74 ± 0.10 μm
(Figure 10, P > 0.001). In comparison to the study here,
Zhao et al. have reported that increasing surface roughness in
PHA ﬁlms reduced murine ﬁbroblast attachment, with cells
apparently preferring a smoother surface [30].

4. Conclusions
The highly crystalline nature of PHB limits its applications
as a biomaterial for medical devices. Manipulation of
composition and processing are used to promote more
favourable properties in PHB-based devices [31, 32]. In the
research reported here, we have combined PHB with another
FDA-approved biomaterial, ethyl cellulose. Blending of these
two components produced composite ﬁlms with signiﬁcant
reductions in crystallinity which promoted their degradation
under physiological conditions but did not signiﬁcantly
compromise their material properties or biocompatibility.
It is anticipated that with the added control of annealing
we can eﬀectively “tailor” PHB-based biomaterials through
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blending to support biomedical device fabrication such as
nerve conduits for neuronal regeneration as well as the
development of tissue engineering matrices.
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Aerospace/aeronautical thermoset bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber-reinforced composites are considered as new advanced
materials to replace metal bone implants. In addition to well-recognized nonpolar chemistry with related bisphenol-polymer
estrogenic factors, carbon-ﬁber-reinforced composites can oﬀer densities and electrical conductivity/resistivity properties close to
bone with strengths much higher than metals on a per-weight basis. In vivo bone-marrow tests with Sprague-Dawley rats revealed
far-reaching signiﬁcant osseoconductivity increases from bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composites when compared to state-ofthe-art titanium-6-4 alloy controls. Midtibial percent bone area measured from the implant surface increased when comparing
the titanium alloy to the polymer composite from 10.5% to 41.6% at 0.8 mm, P < 10−4 , and 19.3% to 77.7% at 0.1 mm, P < 10−8 .
Carbon-ﬁber fragments planned to occur in the test designs, instead of producing an inﬂammation, stimulated bone formation
and increased bone integration to the implant. In addition, low-thermal polymer processing allows incorporation of minerals and
pharmaceuticals for future major tissue-engineering potential.

1. Introduction
Foremost advancements are expected in stem-cell/osteoprogenitor/osteoblast tissue-engineering for the next generation
of bone implants as a result of new materials available from
the stealth-electronic technology aeronautical/aerospace era.
Through a better understanding of the microstructure and
electron-transfer properties for matter, polymer-based fiber-reinforced materials can be bioengineered to provide
important new materials for broad signiﬁcant bone implant
applications. In the world of materials, ﬁbers are the
strongest and possibly stiﬀest known forms of a substance
matter [1]. When combined into an appropriate matrix like
a polymer, much of the ﬁber mechanical-strength properties
can be transferred through the bulk material [1, 2]. Such
multiconstituent materials, referred to as composites, have
led the way in the aeronautical/aerospace age, primarily as a
means to provide stronger lighter structural parts. The basic
polymer used for advanced design capability has been a class
of thermosetting organic resins that cure by electron freeradical crosslinking [1, 2]. The thermoset resins generally
contain similar interconnecting bisphenyl double-aromatic

ring molecules that can be reinforced by chemical coupling
with ﬁbers for highly developed mechanical properties [1, 2].
The bisphenol-derived polymer function was further identiﬁed in 1936 through a pharmaceutical study as one of the ﬁrst
synthetic estrogens [3]. Estrogen in turn has a stimulating
anabolic eﬀect on bone formation and diﬀerentiation of
osteoblasts [4–7].
In terms of material biocompatibility, polymers have
extensively long hydrocarbon backbone chains and are more
similar to carbon-based tissue cells than metals or ceramics. Chemical similarity between neutrally active nonpolar
polymer materials and lipid hydrocarbon cellular membrane
interfaces are then expected to improve biocompatibility
for many new important biomedical applications. Various
assorted polymers are currently already used for the transition artiﬁcial heart organ, vascular grafts, tendon/ligament
repair, guided tissue regeneration, articular joint components, orthopedic medical cements, resorbable scaﬀolds for
tissue growth and resorbable sutures [8, 9]. In fact, polymer
materials are well-known primordial biologic-derived hydrocarbons that were geologically degraded and then recovered
by the petroleum industry and separated as pure monomeric
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Table 1: Biomaterial properties.

Material
Bone longitudinal-radial hydrated [8, 9]
Titanium grades 1–4 [9, 18]
Titanium-6-4aluminum vanadium alloy [8, 9, 18]
Bisphenyl Unidirectional CFb [1, 2, 18, 19]
Bisphenyl Unidirectional CFb 4-pt. bend [1, 2, 19]
Bisphenyl/QFb Exp.Uni-woven laminate 4-pt. bend
[17, 19]
Bisphenyl 3-D Woven E-Glass 3-pt. Bend X-Y planes [17]

Density
(g/cm3 )
1.8–2.1
4.5–4.51
4.4–5.0
1.6
1.6

Resistivitya
(Ωm)
46–150
10−7
10−8
5
5

Tensile strength
(MPa)
70–150
240–550
860–1103
780–1850
790–1800

Yield strength
(MPa)
30–70
170–485
795–1034

Modulus
(GPa)
15–30
104–110
116–120
145–325
120–255

1.49 (.01)c

5

963 (240)c

774 (176)c

64 (14.4)c

576 (129)c

441 (75)c

26 (18)c

a

Resistivity = 1/conductivity.
carbon ﬁber; QF: quartz ﬁber.
c Experimental standard deviations in parentheses.
b CF:

units. Highly advanced biologically derived structural composites developed for military aircraft and aerospace structures are thus now ready for biomedical application.
Free-radical cure thermoset bisphenyl resins are processed at relatively low temperatures, between room temperature and below 200◦ C to produce the hardened cured polymer [2]. So, other organic compounds can be added into the
resin before curing and safely processed. Similarities in nonpolar chemical relationships between thermoset resins and
many organic therapeutics consequently appear to be a major
opportunity toward establishing biocompatible cell/tissue
interfaces with implants. For example, due to molecular
parallel chemistry interactions nonpolar pharmaceuticals
can be blended into resins and cured into a polymer implant
interface [10, 11] for long-term release and interfacial interactions with adjacent cells and tissue. Nonpolar hydrocarbon
additives have subsequently shown the ability to entangle
with the main polymer backbone chain to improve matrix
toughness properties [11]. A tougher, less brittle composite
then aids in making thinner parts [12] which becomes more
important for small biomedical devices. In addition, polarized inorganic ﬁllers similar to bone mineral are commonly
included in thermoset free-radical cure bisphenyl polymers to improve mechanical/physical properties and control
manufacturing process consolidation [2, 13, 14]. Eukaryote
mammalian cells then extensively require inorganic calcium
and phosphates derived from a large bone source to insulate
and seal lipid membrane compartments and establish voltage
potentials [15–17]. With a negative membrane potential,
cells then have the ability to do work and develop [15–17].
Polymer-matrix ﬁber-reinforced composites can therefore be engineered for speciﬁc tissue performance with
potential mechanical properties many times greater than
structural aluminum, titanium, or steel on a per-weight basis
[2, 18] (Table 1 on density, mechanical and electrical conduction properties). Bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite
electrical-conduction/resistivity properties [9, 17–19] are
similar to bone [9, 17] with design capability to better
simulate conditions favorable to the approximate −70 mV
plasma cell membrane resting potential [16, 17] and complex
electron-transfer reactions that form the fundamental units

for the varied multitude of biologic processes [15–17].
In addition, when compared to metals or ceramics, the
modulus or stiﬀness of polymer composites (Table 1) can be
engineered to accommodate stress-transfer conditions with
surrounding bone tissue and associated living cells [17].
Modulus mismatch between bone and metals consequently
has been a problem with current implant loosening related
to stress transfer between the bone and implant [20]. Density
in turn is related to modulus through force-interatomicdistance equilibriums [18].
In order to test the hypothesis that bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite was more biocompatible than
titanium-6aluminum-4vanadium alloy implant material for
mesenchymal stem-cell recruitment with osteoprogenitor/
osteoblast proliferation/diﬀerentiation, an in vivo rat tibia
model [21] was used to measure bone growth by histomorphometry. Statistics were calculated using Microsoft Excel for
a t test of unequal variances to compare diﬀerences between
groups. The marginal level of uncertainty was set at α = 0.05.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and In Vivo Animal Test Model. Unidirectional
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber rods 1.5 mm in diameter
were placed for two weeks in vivo using an engineered
Sprague-Dawley rat tibia model that has been previously
described elsewhere by McCracken and Lemons et al. [21].
As a result, previous tissue slides for 1.5 mm diameter
titanium-6-4 alloy (90% titanium; 6% aluminum; 4%
vanadium) material controls were consequently available for
comparison [21] to measure percent bone area (PBA) at
a speciﬁed tibia intramedullary distance from the implant
using Bioquant software (Nashville, TN). The titanium alloy
screws measured 1.5 mm diameter × 8 mm length (Walter
Lorenz Surgical Inc. Jacksonville, FL). The bisphenyl-epoxypolymer/carbon-ﬁber composite was composed of 60 volume percent unidirectional carbon ﬁbers with 40 volume
percent polymer processed into 1.5 mm diameter rods
using a bisphenol-derived epoxy thermoset resin (Aerospace
Composite Products, Livermore, CA). The bisphenyl polymers originate from two interconnecting aromatic rings as
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a bisphenol [2] that has been compared pharmaceutically to
the molecular structure estrogen [3].
2.2. Animal Preparation. Animals were maintained according to standards set by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care following the Guide
for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals proposed through
the National Research Council (1996). Ten male SpragueDawley rats weighing 350 to 375 g (4 months old) were
obtained for each of the two groups separately comparing
PBA surrounding implants for the titanium alloy historical
controls and new bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite. Two additional rats were also included for an alternate histology imaging characterization for the bisphenylpolymer/carbon-ﬁber composite. All rats were weighed to
the nearest gram. Animals were provided food and water
during the experimental procedure ad libitum. The room was
maintained at 23◦ C, with 12-hour light-dark cycles.
The animals were anesthetized using Isoﬂuorane from a
precision vaporizer inducing at 4-5% and maintaining at 12%. Rats were also administered intraperitoneal anesthetics
with ketamine at 10 mg per 100 g and xylazine at 1 mg per
100 g. Rats were shaved, scrubbed, and draped to provide a
surgical ﬁeld. A 1.5-cm incision was made on the medialproximal surface of the tibia above the tibial protuberance.
Tissue was reﬂected to expose the ﬂat portion of the tibia
below the joint.
Using a slow-speed surgical handpiece with a no. 4 round
bur and copious warm saline irrigation, a pilot hole was
drilled in the tibia 8 mm proximal to the tibial cortical
bone protuberance. A 1.3 mm diameter surgical implant
twist drill bit was used to create an oblique-transverse osteotomy, traveling through the medullary canal and the opposite cortical shaft. Rather than drilling perpendicular to the
bone, an oblique path of implant placement was used to
optimize the implant surface area in the canal for each
specimen. A no. 6 round bur was used to increase the
size of the hole in the medial aspect of the tibia. The
osteotomy was irrigated with 20 mL of warm saline. The
titanium-6Al-4V allow screws were placed by hand to engage
the opposite cortical shaft but did not engage the medial
cortical bone shaft, which had been enlarged with the
no. 6 round bur. The bisphenyl-epoxy-polymer/carbon-ﬁber
composite rods were cut to 5.0 mm lengths, washed, cleaned
by ultrasonic vibration and sterilized by autoclave. Autoclave
sterilization without ultrasonic cleaning was not used for two
alternate composite rat tibia tests which were later sectioned
horizontally through the implant at right angles to all other
samples for slide analysis. A 1.5 mm surgical implant twist
drill bit was used to create an oblique-transverse osteotomy,
traveling through the medullary canal and the opposite
cortical shaft as before. The bisphenyl polymer/carbon ﬁber
composite rods were inserted with some pressure and lightly
tapped into place. Primary closure was achieved for each
animal by approximating the muscle layers with resorbable
sutures and closing the skin with surgical staples.
2.3. Histomorphic Analysis. After healing for 14 days, the
rats were euthanized with carbon dioxide inhalation and
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exsanguinated by cardiac incision with sharp scissors. Tibiae
were removed, cleaned of soft tissue, and immediately
imaged by X-rays and photographs for later characterization
and comparison with the histology. Tibial specimens were
then ﬁxed in phosphate-buﬀered paraformaldehyde for a
minimum of 12 hours. Subsequent specimens were dehydrated with progressive alcohols under vacuum, cleared with
xylene, inﬁltrated and embedded with methylmethacrylate
and polymerized by ultraviolet light. Samples were prepared
for light microscopy by cutting and grinding techniques that
provided a lateral section of the implant. The ﬁnal sample
thickness was less than 60 um with specimens mounted on
clear plastic slides. Slides for the 20-rat group statistical
analysis were stained with toluidine blue to identify live bone.
One sample from the original polymer composite statistical
analysis group was stained with a modiﬁed H&E medium
after partially exposing the upper cortical plate to examine
the bone inside the tibia canal before solvent dehydration.
Sanderson’s stain was further used for two additional rat
tibia slides not included in the statistical analysis which were
prepared with cuts horizontal at right angles through the
composite implants.
Percent Bone Area (PBA) was deﬁned as the area
occupied by bone within 0.8 mm and 0.1 mm of the implant
inside the bone-marrow space of the tibia between the cortical bone plates. Previous PBA measurements had been determined with the titanium alloy at 1.5 mm [21]. A distance of
0.8 mm was now used as this measure was considered a rough
approximation of the physiologic cortical-plate thickness
for the Sprague-Dawley rats under study. A distance of
0.1 mm was also considered as a physiologic estimate for
initial osseointegration with basic oxygen diﬀusion limits.
Data was analyzed using BioQuant Software (Nashville,
TN). Measurements for the PBA statistical analysis were all
completed at 2x magniﬁcation with an Olympus microscope
on a 19-inch-by-19-inch monitor and were reconﬁrmed
when necessary at 4x or 10x visually for accuracy. All stained
areas were measured as live bone. Comparisons of diﬀerent
measurements between groups were analyzed using a t-test
with unequal variances. Results were considered signiﬁcant
at alpha = 0.05. Imaging was further completed at 20x and
40x for more in-depth evaluations.

3. Results
3.1. PBA Statistics. After two weeks, major breakthrough
signiﬁcant statistical diﬀerences were found when comparing
histological tibia intramedullary PBA results for bisphenylpolymer/carbon-ﬁber composites to titianium-6-4 metallurgy (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). At a tibia-marrow/implant
distance of 0.8 mm, PBA increased from 10.5 ± 5.3 to
41.6 ± 13.9 when comparing the titanium alloy to the
polymer composite, respectively, P < 10−4 . At a tibiamarrow/implant distance of 0.1 mm, PBA increased from
19.3 ± 12.3 to 77.7 ± 7.0 when comparing titanium alloy
to the polymer composite, respectively, P < 10−8 . The
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite and titianium-64 alloy both increased PBA approximately almost double
from 41.6 to 77.7 and 10.5 to 19.5 correspondingly when
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Figure 1: In vivo implant rat tibia PBA cross-sectional results at 0.8 mm and 0.1 mm from the implant surface at midcanal showing highly
signiﬁcant increases for the bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite compared to titanium-6-4 alloy. (a) Comparisons for cross-sectional
Group Mean PBA out to 0.8 mm from the implant, P < 10−4 . (b) Comparisons for cross-sectional Group Mean PBA out to 0.1 mm from
the implant, P < 10−8 . The PBA was averaged from both distal and mesial implant surfaces separately at both 0.8 mm and 0.1 mm. All data
presented as the set average ± one standard deviation error bars. The sample size was 10 for all groups.

comparing results at an implant distance of 0.8 mm to the
much closer distance of 0.1 mm.
3.2. Imaging. As part of the investigation, imaging characterization was completed by gross photography observation in
Figures 2(a)–2(f), with X-rays in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), and
from histological slides at magniﬁcations ranging from 1.25x
to 40x in Figures 4(a)–4(d) and 5(a)–5(f). The three imaging
techniques revealed important biocompatibility potential
with signiﬁcant osseoconductive responses for the bisphenylpolymer/carbon-ﬁber implants that greatly exceeded the
titanium-6-4 alloy standard bone implant screws. Bone
growth was stimulated along the entire surface of the
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implants through the tibia
canal bone-marrow space, ﬁlled in surgical space between the
implant and cortical bone, grew above the normal cortical
bone surface levels along the implant and even partially over
the end of many exposed composite rods.
Photograph imaging (Figures 2(a)–2(f)) of the 1.5 mm
diameter bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implants and
tissue shows tough collagenous calcifying osteoid in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) that would follow the implant surface
above the upper cortical bone plate approximately 1.0 mm
and sometimes also start to grow over the implant end.
Fracture of the bone after ﬁxation in Figure 2(c) and before
solvent dehydration with embedding for histological section
in Figure 4(c) shows that the newly formed intramedullary
tibial bone appears somewhat dense and more similar
to cortical bone (arrow) rather than trabeculated bone.
Separate tests not included in the statistical analysis incorporated minor insigniﬁcant bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber
fragments as particulate cuttings retained along the implant
before surgery which resulted in an overly exuberant
collagenous osteoid response extruded on the lower cortical
plate over the implant end in Figure 2(d). Dissection of
the soft tissue away from the upper cortical plate always
became more diﬃcult at the bisphenyl-polymer/carbonﬁber implant interface where soft tissue is shown lifted up
from the cortical bone and an extremely tough ﬁbrous cuﬀ
surrounds the entire implant circumference in Figure 2(e).

An easy dissection around the entire band of tough ﬁbrous
cuﬀ tissue that surrounded a bisphenyl-polymer/carbonﬁber implant which protruded only minimally above
the cortical bone indicates that soft tissue integration is
associated with carbon-ﬁber fragments of ﬁne particulate in
Figure 2(f).
X-ray imaging in Figure 3 of the 2-week rat tibial
1.5 mm diameter unidirectional bisphenyl-polymer/carbonﬁber implant shows an X-ray frontal view in Figure 3(a) with
enhanced cortical-like bone growing around the implant.
The vertical X-ray bone density of the tibia around the
implant could generally approximate and often greatly even
surpass the highest levels for cortical edge density. The
increased X-ray bone density is particularly apparent from
the top as bone grew both through the intramedullary canal
and also up the implant outer surface. A typical X-ray lateral
view in Figure 2(b) shows cortical-like bone growing along
the implant through the tibial canal where bone is not
normally physiologically found.
As a comparison reference for low magniﬁcation imaging
at the 0.8 mm distance from the implant (Figures 4(a)
and 4(b)) average mesial and distal PBAs for both the
titanium alloy (11.2 mesial and 9.9 distal) and bisphenylpolymer/carbon ﬁber composite (38.8 mesial and 44.4 distal)
were very similar and no signiﬁcant statistical diﬀerences
were apparent. The titanium alloy (Figure 4(a)) shows pieces
of bone integrating along the implant surface whereas the
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber (Figure 4(b)) shows more
extensive coordinated bone formation along the implant
surface. High power magniﬁcations from Figure 5 detected
some minor ﬁber fracture and ﬁber fragments. However,
all carbon-ﬁber exposure to the biologic environment
stimulated bone growth immediately at the ﬁber surface.
Some broken ﬁbers were even incorporated directly into the
growing bone cell unit. Intense osseoconductivity was accentuated most at surface implant defects for the bisphenylpolymer/carbon-ﬁber composites (Figure 5(e)). Some light
staining measured directly from the slides as bone on a
19-inch-by-19-inch monitor screen that could include higher
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Figure 2: Photograph imaging of 1.5 mm diameter bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implants and tissue: (a, b) upper cortical bone plate
with osteoid growing up the composite implant surface. (c) Fracture of the bone after ﬁxation. (d) Separate tests not included in the
statistical analysis incorporated minor insigniﬁcant bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber fragments as particulate cuttings retained along the
implant before surgery which resulted in an overly exuberant collagenous osteoid response extruded on the lower cortical plate over the
implant end. (e) Dissection exposes an extremely tough ﬁbrous cuﬀ surrounding the entire implant circumference. (f) Tissue dissection of
the ﬁbrous cuﬀ provides evidence of carbon ﬁne particulate and ﬁber fragments.

power conﬁrmation may not be entirely apparent in the
reproduced images at lower magniﬁcation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Material Analysis Accentuated Biocomplex Comparisons.
From the rat tibia in vivo intramedullary bone-marrow study
comparing titanium alloy to bisphenyl-polymer/carbonﬁber composite, material diﬀerences were accentuated during extreme osseous formation in the exceedingly low Pvalue PBA study. Osteoblasts/osteocytes are the parenchyma

tissue cells involved in the highly biocomplex synthesis
and deposition of bone extracellular matrix for ossiﬁcation
that can arise from bone-marrow mesenchymal stem-cell
progenitors [22, 23]. Therefore, possible complex chemistry
and biological electron-transfer relationships could be more
easily considered with two extreme diﬀerences in materials
and biological tissue reactions. Through such new emphasized material comparisons, bone appears to be stimulated
by bone cell recruitment, proliferation and diﬀerentiation from a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite with
many potential advantages when compared with the metal
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: X-ray Imaging: (a) Frontal view. (b) Lateral view.

Table 2: Resistivitya of diﬀerent engineering and biological materials (Ωm).
Material
Titanium pure

Type
Conductor

Titanium-6Al-4V alloy
Conductor
Bisphenol-polymer/carbon Fiber
Semiconductor
Composite
Bone longitudinal
Semiconductor
Bone radial
Semiconductor
Physiologic saline
Semiconductor
Silicon pure
Semiconductor
Silicon phosphorous Doped
Semiconductor
Lipid phosphate
Semiconductor
headgroup/water interface
Carbon ﬁbers
Thermoset bisphenyl polymer
General metals
Pure quartz ﬁber
a

Conductor
Insulator
Conductors
Insulator

Resistivity
4.2–5.2 × 10−7
[18]
1.7 × 10−8 [18]
5 [19]
46 [9]
150 [9]
0.72 [9]
3000 [26]
20–80 [27]

bisphenyl-polymer backbone will stimulate estrogen steroidlike hormone factors, known to enhance stem-cell diﬀerentiation with bone formation [3–7]. Bone-marrow stemcell proliferation further appears possibly linked to the
nonpolar aromatic molecules that indirectly produce diﬀerentiation eﬀects based on increased cell division, cell
packing, and density for more uniform stress transfer as
mineralizing cells assume closer relationships to the parenchyma tissue or bisphenol-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant.
Bisphenyl-polymer nonpolar hydrophobicity for water
repulsion may even help favorable biological reactions to
proceed at the implant interface by minimizing degrading
eﬀects from biological ﬂuids locally. In addition, polymers
do not release more polar metallic Lewis acids into biologic
ﬂuids for a stable neutral pH interface.

100 [28]
0.95–1.8 × 10−5
[18]
1010 –1013 [18]
∼10−6 –10−9
[18]
1020 [29]

Resistivity = 1/conductivity.

titanium alloy. To elucidate on such new important composite material properties, nonpolar and steroid-like polymer
factors with possible carbon-ﬁber biocircuit antioxidanttype electron-withdrawing eﬀects that might occur can be
described in further detail.
4.2. Polymer Nonpolar and Estrogen Factors. Nonpolar or
hydrophobic polymer surfaces have previously demonstrated
superior cell growth and adhesion over more polar or
hydrophilic calcium phosphate hydroxyapatite in vitro
[24, 25]. Therefore, another possible biocompatible
inﬂuence may include nonpolar-nonpolar chemical similarities between the bisphenyl polymer and the bone-marrow
bilipid-cell membranes that may promote attractive nonbonded Lennard-Jones parameters and London-type instantaneous-induced-dipole van der Waals dispersion forces. The

4.3. Electrical Conductivity/Resistivity for Semiconducting
Potential. A bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant interface with an overall resistivity of 5 Ωm [19] (Table 2) is
about within an order of magnitude for bone mineral
longitudinal and radial resistivity of approximately 46 Ωm
and 150 Ωm, respectively [9]. Conversely, titanium alloy
resistivity is vastly lower than bone by extensive orders of
magnitude at about 10−8 Ωm [18]. Physiologic saline represents another biological comparison to composite resistivity
at 0.72 Ωm [9]. Pure silicon semiconductor has a resistivity
that is 3000 Ωm [26] and phosphorous-doped silicon used
in high-energy physics has a resistivity of 20–80 Ωm [27].
As another comparison for plasma cell membrane electric
biocompatibility performance, in vitro phosphate-head lipid
resistivity at the interface between the phosphate head groups
and water has been measured at approximately 100 Ωm [28].
The bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant resistivity can
further be increased by replacing carbon ﬁbers, 0.95–1.8 ×
10−5 Ωm [18], with pure quartz ﬁbers having a resistivity of
1020 Ωm [29]. Conversely, composite implant resistivity can
be lowered by adding conducting metallic particulate with
resistivities of about 10−6 –10−9 Ωm [18] into the thermoset
bisphenyl polymer, 1010 –1013 Ωm [18]. Instead of a metal
short circuit or polymer/ceramic insulation, the new ﬁberreinforced composite has semiconducting potential. Related
to safe eﬃcient electron-transfer speeds, bone actually is
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Figure 4: Histological low-magniﬁcation imaging with all scale bars approximately 1.0 mm. (a) Lateral section of titanium-6-4 alloy implant
as a representative image at the 0.8 mm implant distance (7.1 PBA from 10.5 PBA average) with toluidine blue stain. (b) Lateral section of
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite implant was chosen as a representative image at the 0.8 mm implant distance (42.3 PBA from
41.6 PBA average) with toluidine blue stain. (c) Lateral intramedullary section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite implant
from the fractured sample in Figure 2(c) that appears as dense cortical bone before alcohol and xylene solvent dehydration and clearing,
respectively, instead provides contrast with a more trabeculated appearance after some osteoid removal using a modiﬁed H&E stain. So,
additional osteoid not seen by histology is a probable in vivo structure at some level associated with the bisphenyl-polymer/carbon ﬁber
implants. (d) Horizontal section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant from an extra tibial study not included in the statistical
analysis provides an alternate view of the cut ﬁber ends to better appreciate the unidirectional composite with a Sanderson’s stain. The
original implant diameters in all cases were approximately 1.5 mm.

a well-established piezoelectric tissue that polarizes during
bending with a negative electron-transfer potential forming
in compression where the healing callus forms in vivo [30],
so that a reduced medical fracture is donating electrons and
bonds are formed by electron pairing.
4.4. Carbon-Fiber Conducting Biocircuit and Antioxidant
Eﬀect. Carbon-ﬁber resistivity at about 10−5 Ωm is electrically conducting that compares at a level similar to metals
such as cobalt-base Haynes superalloy [18]. Therefore, when
carbon ﬁbers are exposed, electron transfer is achievable at
the biologic interface into a relative “sea of electrons” where
the polymer insulation creates a micro-biocircuit that may
prevent redeposition of potentially damaging free radicals
locally back into the original surgical inﬂammatory zones.
Direct carbon-ﬁber exposure to the bioenvironmental surroundings then might eﬃciently remove damaging electron
energy by a simple electrochemical concentration gradient
eﬀect to a more positively charged low electron-level tissue.

Alternatively, by the same electrochemical concentration gradient eﬀect electrons could be eﬀectively donated to reduce
fracture or grow tissue such as the ﬁber cuﬀ stimulated
by ﬁber fragments in Figures 2(e) and 2(f). In addition to
surgically induced inﬂammation from tissue-cell damage,
during cellular energy synthesis excess free radicals subsequently further occur during hypoxic metabolic respiration
when oxygen is absent [15–17] which is the common state
at the implant interface. Without the ﬁnal oxygen electron
acceptor, metabolic acid cannot combine to form the normal
physiologic waste product as water [15–17].
4.5. Carbon-Fiber Oxidation for Covalent Bonds. In addition
to hydrophobic or nonpolar bisphenyl-polymer cellular
biocompatibility, carbon ﬁbers might be highly compatible with bioorganic carbon-based structures. Although
bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composites are considered
nonpolar materials, carbon-ﬁber outer surfaces are polarized
by approximately 20% through oxidation as received thus
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Figure 5: Histological high-magniﬁcation imaging with all scale bars approximately 50 μm. (a) Lateral section of the titanium-6-4 alloy
image from Figure 4(a) on distal reveals some implant/bone particle integration using toluidine blue stain. (b) Lateral section of a bisphenylpolymer/carbon-ﬁber implant exhibits a typical osseointegrated interface with a sophisticated pore-architecture remodeling that may have
contained more in vivo osteoid using toluidine blue. (c) Lateral section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant presents a fractured
composite surface that appears to stimulate bone directly onto an area that represents 2 multiple ﬁber-fracture ends with toluidine blue.
(d) Lateral section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implant shows an osseointegrating interface with multiple fractured ﬁber-fragment
pieces debonded from the composite and encased in bone with toluidine blue. (e) Horizontal section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber
composite implant not included in the statistical analysis expresses calciﬁcations as intense bone integration into the implant surrounding
individual carbon ﬁbers of approximate 7 μm diameter after removing portions of the polymer matrix utilizing Sanderson’s stain. The surface
defect is approximately 200 μm deeply. (f) Horizontal section of a bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber composite implant also not included in
the statistical analysis shows ﬁbers being pulled away from the implant at the bone interface that would necessarily entail polymer degradation
or softening, using Sanderson’s stain.

forming R-COOH or R-COH monolayers [31] to provide
the possibility of biologically safe more hydrophilic condensation reactions with living cell membranes through peptide
amino acids or lipid fatty acids and sugar or glycerol
molecules. Cells may then possibly covalently bond directly

to the carbon ﬁbers by either the lipid membrane or
glycolipids and glycoprotein linkages with only water as a
byproduct. As examples, carbon ﬁbers with polymer that
acted as substrates for bone formation at the implant
interface (Figure 5(b)) were further incorporated directly
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into the growing bone (Figures 5(c) and 5(d)) anchored
new bone around individual ﬁbers (Figure 5(e)) and were
even pulled outward away from the polymer at the implant
(Figure 5(f)).
4.6. Bone and Material Stress Transfer. Stress-transfer
“shielding” related to diﬀerences in modulus between the
cortical bone (15–30 GPa) and other materials [20] did
not apparently play a role in the polymer/carbon-ﬁber
success (145–325 GPa) compared to titanium-6-4 alloy (116–
120 GPa) (Table 1). With both the ﬁber-reinforced composite and titanium alloy materials displaying moduli of
comparative magnitude, stress transfer with bone should
be moderately similar. Nonetheless, in vivo static forces
were basically in play for the intramedullary bone-marrow
implants placed. While not another apparent factor in the
present low-stress-transfer study, the density mass/volume
relationship (g/cm3 ) for the bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber
composite (1.49–1.6 g/cm3 ) is still more similar to cortical
bone (1.8–2.1 g/cm3 ) than titanium alloy (4.4–5.0 g/cm3 )
(Table 1). A lower density material may then improve
subsequent biomaterial performance in movement for large
implants and proprioception responsive interplay for smaller
implants. Also, equivalent density is a probable factor with
modulus for uniform stress transfer at the tissue/biomaterial
interface, particularly with osseointegration. Further, polymer softening involved in degradation of the composite
surface at the bone-tissue interface (Figures 5(c)–5(f))
could improve stress transfer at the molecular and cell
levels. Subsequent stress transfer distributed overall more
evenly over a greater area through similar modulus/density
properties would result in less harmful forces as energy
is better dispersed and adsorbed to reduce damage at the
molecular and cell levels. Stress transfer then appears to
play a possible role in cell diﬀerentiation during cell packing
at optimum tissue density levels similar to surrounding
parenchyma tissue to best reduce molecular damage by
equalizing energy adsorption most eﬀectively over a larger
volume. Soft polymer/stiﬀ ﬁber viscoelastic energy damping
by the composite [1, 9] could subsequently be another factor
in idealized stress transfer between the implant and adjacent
mineralizing new bone.
4.7. Nitric Acids and Polymer Degradation. Of all acids
(97% sulfuric, 37% hydrochloric, 97% phosphoric, and 70%
nitric), nitric acid is the only acid that appreciably reacts
with the composite thermoset free-radical cure bisphenyl
polymer [17]. In fact, nitric acid reacts many times faster
and aggressively with the cured thermoset bisphenyl polymer
than the other acids, degrading the polymer entirely into
solution while generating an intense green decomposition
seen experimentally in our laboratory [17] (Figure 6). Nitricacid polymer greenish decomposition has also been previously described for epoxy aromatic rings produced from
bisphenol [32].
By similar nitric-acid chemical interactions with the
bisphenyl polymer, acid concentrating enzymes may provide
a nitric-acid type of osseointegrating biopathway [17]. Proteins are the most plentiful physiologic buﬀering systems for
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acid [15, 16] that might subsequently produce safe enzymatic polymer degradation. Moreover along with nitric acid,
other strong acids similar to the ones mentioned previously
or a weak nitrous acid may further be involved in softening the highly structural crosslinked aerospace thermoset
bisphenyl polymer at the surface interface. Related nitricacid ester precursors have already been described biologically
as a process that produces a tolerance to nitric oxide and
cardiovascular vasodilation [33]. From basic chemistry nitric
oxide is unstable with an odd number of electrons [34]
and will add to oxygen to form nitrogen dioxide even
at room temperature with a decreasing rate with acid by
simply dissolving in water [34]. As a consequence, wherever
nitric oxide gas forms to reverse the side eﬀects of hypoxic
cell mitochondrial free radicals [15–17], nitric acid can
ultimately develop [34] whereby negatively charged globular
proteins that can further possibly act as enzymes would
then be needed for buﬀering to control pH [15–17]. Nitric
acid chemistry with other acids thus appears as a major
biochemical need for enzymes that must dissolve diﬃcult
biological substrates with aromatic rings. Delocalized free
radicals in the protein enzymes should further contribute
potential energy with basic components to complement
acid degradation. Although toxic breakdown byproducts
were considered primarily with the acids and free radicals,
the overall abundant bone growth response associated with
osseointegration around the carbon ﬁbers suggests that
bisphenyl-like molecular structures were further formed as
another dominate inﬂuence.
4.8. Potential Pharmaceutical and Bone Mineral Polymer
Additives. With regard to polymer degradation during periods of oxygen stress at the implant interface, organic
therapeutic drugs or inorganic ﬁllers can be designed for
incorporation into and release from thermoset polymerbased implants due to low-temperature cures ranging from
room temperature to less than 200◦ C [1, 2]. On the
other hand, most metals or ceramics are processed at
melting temperatures that can range from approximately
1000 to 3000◦ C [18] so that pharmaceutical or bone
mineral incorporation is impossible. Conversely, by lowthermal process, polymer matrix implants can be designed
with therapeutic pharmaceuticals to help recruit, proliferate and diﬀerentiate bone-marrow mesenchymal stem
cells/osteoprogenitors/osteoblasts for optimum successful
results. For instance, Triclosan, a broad-spectrum aromatic
molecular antimicrobial diphenyl ether with multiple Food
and Drug Administration approvals for medical devices,
compatibilizes with similar bisphenyl resins to strengthen
and toughen the cured polymer while also reducing resin
viscosity to improve resin wetting during ﬁber impregnation [10, 17]. Related compatible phenyl-aromatic or
ring-structured or other organic-type pharmaceuticals may
provide numerous biocompatibility avenues for thermoset
polymer implant device stem-cell tissue engineering. In fact,
aromatic structures compare on a level with amines as a
basis for pharmacological therapeutics [35]. Further, ringstructured aromatic molecules are well-known conjugates
for estrogens [36] and have been used in the design of
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Figure 6: (a) Typical composite bar exposed to sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, or phosphoric acid. (b) Composite bar exposed to nitric
acid over a similar time period then washed and dried.

synthetic estrogen-stimulating proteins [37]. Prime examples for thermoset free-radical cure bisphenyl-polymer additive incorporation might include the ring-structured cholesterol derivatives that include vitamin D, anti-inﬂammatory
corticosteroids or steroid tissue-forming androgens and
estrogens [15–17]. Further, inorganic bone mineral substitutes can also be cured into the surface ideally engineered
for crystallinity or amorphous solubility for long-term or
quick release, respectively, for improved osseointegration
with respect to continuing stability or immediate bone
ingrowth correspondingly.

5. Conclusions
In order to prevent ﬁber loss in reinforced polymer-based
composites planned for future use in medical/dental boneimplant devices, fundamental safety factors can now be
included during the design with a proper knowledge of
material composite micromechanics and macromechanics.
Bisphenyl-polymer/carbon-ﬁber implants provide performance with mechanical properties comparable to current
pure titanium grade metals at lower density with one
third of the weight. In addition, the bisphenyl-polymer
matrix composite further oﬀered a synthetic estrogen
nonpolar osseoconductive bone response that provides
polymer-type insights into cellular membrane physiology for
strong mesenchymal-stem/osteoprogenitor/osteoblast bonemarrow cell recruitment, proliferation and diﬀerentiation.
Initial concerns for carbon-ﬁber fragments appear unwarranted now, as all imaging clearly shows increased bone
formation associated with loose ﬁbers. Polymeric-insulated
carbon ﬁbers appear to stimulate bone through a possible
eﬃcient biocircuit electron-transfer antioxidant eﬀect in
addition to direct bone integration by possible condensation
with biologic molecules. Implant defects, where hypoxic
oxygen concentrations would be expected to be low and
saturating tissue with mitochondrial free radicals or acids,
were associated with deeper implant osseointegration as
polymer was even removed and bone surrounded individual
electrical conductive carbon ﬁbers. With the ability to
speciﬁcally engineer polymer-based high-strength carbonﬁber-reinforced composites that minimally expose fragments
and mimic body tissues, future bone implants should be

expected to provide longer patient service with improved
lightweight performance.
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Chitosan is a copolymer of N-acetylglucosamine and glucosamine. A bilayer chitosan porous skin regenerating template (CPSRT)
has been developed for skin tissue engineering. The pore size of the CPSRT was assessed using a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The in vitro cytocompatibility of the CPSRT was tested on primary human epidermal keratinocyte (pHEK) cultures
by measuring lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels and skin irritation by western blot analysis of the interleukin-8 (IL-8) and
tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) secretions. The ability of the CPSRT to support cell ingrowth was evaluated by seeding primary
human dermal ﬁbroblasts (pHDFs) on the scaﬀold, staining the cells with live/dead stain, and imaging the construct by confocal
microscopy (CLSM). The CPSRT with pore sizes ranging from 50 to 150 μm was cytocompatible because it did not provoke the
additional production of IL-8 and TNF-α by pHEK cultures. Cultured pHDFs were able to penetrate the CPSRT and had increased
in number on day 14. In conclusion, the CPSRT serves as an ideal template for skin tissue engineering.

1. Introduction
Biopolymers are naturally synthesized compounds that are
produced by living organisms. These materials participate
in the natural biological cycle and are eventually degraded
and reabsorbed by their environment. Chitin, a biopolymer,
can be obtained at relatively low cost from the shells of
shellﬁsh (mainly crabs, shrimps, and lobsters), which are
a waste product of the seafood processing industry [1].
Chitin and derivatives such as chitosan have a natural
basicity that provides properties such as biocompatibility,
biodegradability, antibacterial activity, heavy metal ion
chelation ability, gel-forming properties, hydrophilicity, and
remarkable protein aﬃnity [2].
Chitosan is the primary biopolymer derivative of N-deacetylated chitin and consists of N-acetylglucosamine and
glucosamine. Chitosan possesses an abundance of amino

and hydroxyl groups that allow it to be chemically modiﬁed
by processes such as acylation, N-phthaloylation, alkylation, Schiﬀ base formation, reductive alkylation, tosylation,
O-carboxymethylation, N-carboxyalkylation, and graft copolymerization [3, 4]. These modiﬁcations allow chitosan’s
properties to be tailored to a speciﬁc application.
Tissue regeneration is a complex biological process that
involves inward migration and proliferation of cells into a
defect area or scaﬀold, as well as the secretion of an extracellular matrix to support new tissue formation. Biocompatible
tissue engineering constructs can provide cues for cell
migration and diﬀerentiation to promote wound-healing,
tissue formation, and vascular network regrowth. Tissue
engineering uses polymer scaﬀolds to promote cell adhesion,
proliferation, and diﬀerentiation in vitro. Although chitosan
has been used in various types of biocompatible wound
dressings, such as ﬁlms, pastes, sheets, and porous templates
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[5–8], it also has intrinsic wound-healing abilities [9].
A novel biomedical-grade bilayer chitosan porous skin
regenerating template (CPSRT) was developed for use as a
dermal scaﬀold for skin tissue engineering to take advantage
of these wound-healing abilities as well as the biocompatible
nature of chitosan. The pore size of the CPSRT was assessed
using SEM analysis. However, the cytocompatibility and
skin irritation of the CPSRT were tested in vitro using pHEK
cultures. The in vitro cellular ingrowth into the CPSRT
scaﬀold was evaluated using pHDF and was observed by
CLSM.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation and Microstructure Examination of CPSRT.
CPSRT was developed at the Advanced Materials Research
Centre (AMREC-SIRIM), Malaysia and in accordance with
the methods described by Zainol et al. [10]. Pharmaceuticalgrade chitosan powder with molecular weight at 634 kDa
and deacetylation degree (DD) at 89% was purchased from
Hunza Nutriceuticals Sdn Bhd, Perak, Malaysia. Chitosan
was dissolved in 1% (v/v) acetic acid to prepare a 2% (w/v)
chitosan solution. About 20% (w/w) glycerol were added
as a plasticizer, followed by neutralization with sodium
bicarbonate to achieve a pH of 6.2. The chitosan solution
was then poured into a polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) mold
and was casted and left dry at room temperature for the
preparation of chitosan ﬁlm. To create the porous structure
of the CPSRT, the chitosan solution was frozen at −20◦ C
and lyophilized for 24 hours. The chitosan bilayer CPSRT
was fabricated through the attachment of both chitosan ﬁlm
and chitosan sponge using chitosan solution as the glue. The
CPSRT was sterilized using ethylene oxide (EO) according
to the International Standards Organization (ISO) guidelines
(Part 10993–7:1995: Ethylene Oxide Sterilization Residuals).
The microstructure of the CPSRT was then observed
via an SEM system. Brieﬂy, the CPSRT was ﬁxed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde for 1 hour followed by ﬁxation in 2%
Osmiumtetroxid for 30 minutes at room temperature. The
CPSRT was then washed two times in distilled water, and the
dehydration was performed using a graded series of ethanol
(25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% ethanol for 5 minutes each).
2.2. pHEK and pHDF Cultures. Skin samples were obtained
from consenting patients who had undergone elective
surgery at Hospital Universiti Sains Malaysia, Kubang Kerian,
Kelantan, after being approved by the Human Ethic Committee of Universiti Sains Malaysia.
The epidermal layer was lifted from the dermal layer
after incubation in a dispase solution (2.4 units/mL). Keratinocytes were released from the epidermal layer using
0.25% trypsin-EDTA for 15 minutes at 37◦ C. The trypsin was
deactivated by adding Dulbecco’s minimal Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS).
The pHEKs were centrifuged for 7 minutes at 200 ×g and
were resuspended in CnT-07 (CELLnTEC Advanced cell
system) growth medium. pHEK cells were seeded at a
density of 2 × 105 viable cells/mL in culture ﬂasks and were
incubated at 37◦ C with 5% CO2.
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The remaining dermal layer was minced into smaller
pieces and digested using collagenase type-I (200 cu/mL of
DMEM) for 12 hours at 37◦ C to extract the pHDFs. The
dissociated ﬁbroblasts were washed with DPBS, and the cell
pellets were sieved through a 70 μm strainer before being
centrifuged at 200 ×g for 10 minutes. The pHDFs were
seeded at 2 × 105 viable cells/mL in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin.
2.3. Cytotoxicity of CPSRT by LDH Assay. The pHEK cultures
at passage 3 were seeded at a density of 5 × 104 cells/mL in 24well plate. CPSRT was sized into 5 × 5 mm2 and was washed
twice in the CnT-07 medium. The CPSRTs were then placed
on 70% conﬂuent cultures of pHEK in the same manner as
a direct-contact test. The experiment was performed for 72
hours on 5 skin samples.
At each time point, 100 μL of supernatant was removed
and added to an optically clear 96-well ﬂat bottom
microplate. This was mixed with 100 μL of LDH reaction
mixtures (diaphorase/NAD+ + iodotetrazolium chloride
and sodium lactate) and incubated for 30 minutes at room
temperature, as described in the instruction manual of the
LDH Cytotoxicity Detection kit (Roche). The optical density
(OD) of the test samples and the controls was measured
at 490 nm using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) plate reader. The reference wavelength was set to
620 nm. pHEK cultures treated with 1% triton-X solution
served as the positive control, whereas pHEKs with only
growth medium served as the negative control. Background
absorbance was measured using growth medium alone. The
cytotoxicity was expressed as a percentage of the positive
control, as shown in the following equation:
Cytotoxicity (%)


Experimental OD − Negative control
 × 100%.
= 
Positive control − Negative control

(1)
2.4. Western Blot Analysis of IL-8 and TNF-α Skin Proinﬂammatory Cytokines. This experiment was performed according to the western blotting protocols described by Millipore
and Coufal et al. [11] with minor modiﬁcations. Cultured
pHEKs in direct contact with CPSRTs were removed from
the 6-well plates at 24 and 72 hours using Accutase.
Protein was extracted from 5 × 106 pelleted cells (n = 3)
in 1 mL of RIPA buﬀer with salt (0.4 M sodium chloride,
50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4, 1% NP-40, 0.1% sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS), 1% Na-deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA and
1 mM phenylmethanesulphonyl ﬂuoride) at 4◦ C on a shaker
for 5 hours. The lysed cells were then centrifuged at
15,700 ×g for 20 minutes at 4◦ C.
A 10% resolving gel (monomer solution acrylamide, 4X
running gel buﬀer pH 8.8, 10% ammonium persulphate
(APS), 10% SDS, TEMED and ddH2 O) was precast for 15
minutes before adding a layer of 7.5% stacking gel on top
(monomer solution acrylamide, 4X stacking gel buﬀer at pH
6.8, 10% APS, 10% SDS, TEMED, and ddH2 O). Ten microliters of sample (at 1 μg/μL total protein concentration) was
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Figure 1: SEM images of CPSRT. (a) Surface of sponge layer. (b) Cross-sectional view of CPSRT that indicates a chitosan ﬁlm combining a
chitosan porous layer.

mixed with 10 μL of 2X protein sample loading buﬀer. Protein samples were heated for 5 minutes at 96◦ C and loaded
into wells, followed by the addition of 5 μL of prestained protein ladder in a diﬀerent well. SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed at 150 V for 45 minutes. Transblotting was conducted at a constant 13 V for 90 minutes.
The transblotted polyvinylidene ﬂuoride membrane was
blocked with blocking buﬀer (5% w/v nonfat milk, 1X Tris
buﬀered saline (TBS) and 0.05% Tween-20) for 1 hour,
followed by washing buﬀer (1X TBS and 0.05% Tween-20)
for 10 minutes. The membranes were then incubated with
the following primary antibodies: mouse monoclonal antihuman IL-8 (dilution 1 : 1000) (Abcam), TNF-α (dilution
1 : 1000) (Abcam), and loading control alpha-tubulin (dilution 1 : 5000) (Abcam) for 120 minutes each. Goat antimouse
HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (dilution at 1 : 2000)
(Sigma-Aldrich) was added and incubated for 1 hour at
room temperature. The membrane was then incubated
with chemiluminescent horseradish peroxidase substrate
for 3 minutes at room temperature before visualization
and quantiﬁcation of band intensity using a ChemiImager
4040 image analyzer. Protein band intensity was scored in
arbitrary intensity units (AIUs) and was normalized to the
alpha-tubulin loading control. Each experiment was repeated
in three skin samples. Cultured pHEK in direct contact with
low-density polyethylene (LDPE) served as negative control
whereas the organotin-polyvinylchloride (PVC) as positive
control.
2.5. Growth of pHDF within CPSRT Observed via CLSM
Microscopy. pHDF cultures at passage 3 were dislodged from
culture ﬂasks and seeded at 2 × 106 viable cells/mL onto
CPSRTs in 96-well plates. After 24 hours, the CPSRTs were
transferred to 12-well plates. Growth medium was changed
every day to mitigate nutrient depletion. Cultures were
evaluated at days 5 and 14.
Brieﬂy, CPSRTs were transferred back to 96-well plates
and washed twice with Dulbecco’s phosphate buﬀered
saline (DPBS) before live/dead cell staining. One hundred

microliters of live/dead cell reagents (Molecular Probe, Invitrogen) containing calcein (2 μM) and ethidium homodimer1 (4 μM) was added to each CPSRT and incubated for 45
minutes at room temperature. CPSRTs were imaged both in
cross-section and on the construct surface under a CLSM
with excitation/emission wavelengths at 495 nm/515 nm for
calcein and 495 nm/635 nm for ethidium-homodimer-1.
CPSRTs incubated in growth medium without cultured cells
served as the negative control.
2.6. Statistical Analyses. The results are expressed as mean ±
standard deviation (SD). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
used to assess signiﬁcance among the diﬀerent experimental
conditions. Diﬀerences were regarded as signiﬁcant at
P ≤ 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Structure of CPSRT. The microstructure of the sponge
layer and the cross-sectional view bilayer CPSRT was
observed under an SEM (Figure 1). The pore sizes of CPSRT
are ranging from 50 to 150 μm (Figure 1(a)). The chitosan
ﬁlm layer was intact to the chitosan porous layer, making up
a bilayer structure (Figure 1(b)).
3.2. Cytotoxicity of CPSRT In Vitro. Cytotoxicity in vitro
was assessed by measuring the amount of LDH released
into the supernatant from damaged pHEKs after 72 hours
of incubation with CPSRTs, as a percentage of the LDH
values in positive controls. The LDH assay indicated that the
CPSRTs displayed no measurable cytotoxic behavior when
compared with positive controls at all time points (Figure 2).
However, cytotoxicity was noticeably elevated after 48 hours
of treatment with CPSRTs compared to the 6-hour CPSRT
treatment. The CPSRT cytotoxicity was signiﬁcantly reduced
at 72 hours (P < 0.05).
3.3. Proinﬂammatory Cytokine Expression of CPSRT. IL-8
and TNF-α proteins were expressed by pHEKs at all time
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Figure 2: Cytotoxicity of CPSRT as determined by the release of
LDH from the damaged cells. n = 5, ∗ for P ≤ 0.05.

points (Figures 3 and 4). pHEKs treated with organotin-PVC
produced the most IL-8 and TNF-α at 24 hours, and both
proteins were noticeably increased at 72 hours (P < 0.05).
No signiﬁcant diﬀerence in IL-8 expression was observed
between pHEKs treated with CPSRT and LDPE at both time
points. However, TNF-α expression remained unchanged in
the treatment with CPSRTs at both time points and had
the lowest value out of all three groups (CPSRT, organotinPVC, LDPE). Although pHEKs treated with LDPE expressed
higher TNF-α compared with CPSRT at 24 hours, LDPEinduced TNF-α levels declined at 72 hours.
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Figure 3: Western blot analysis of IL-8 in pHEK cultures. pHEK
cultures were treated for 24 hours ((i) CPSRT, (ii) LDPE, and (iii)
organotin-PVC) and 72 hours ((iv) CPSRT, (v) LDPE, and (vi)
organotin-PVC) (n = 3). ∗ For P ≤ 0.05 compared with both
CPSRT and LDPE.
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3.4. Ingrowths of pHDF on CPSRT. The ingrowth of pHDF
cells was observable at day 5 by CLSM (Figure 5). The
viable cultured cells propagated in small groups within
the CPSRT pores, as shown by the green ﬂuorescence
(Figure 5(a)). No signiﬁcant quantity of dead or apoptosis
cells was seen, indicated by the lack of red ﬂuorescence
emission. At fourteen days postseeding, the groups of pHDF
cells had proliferated enough to fuse into a larger cell
mass that covered the top surface of CPSRT (Figure 5(b)).
Furthermore, pHDF cells had also inﬁltrated and proliferated
into the porous structure of CPSRT, as visualized in the crosssectional view (Figure 5(c)).

4. Discussion
In this study, a skin-like bilayer porous chitosan scaﬀold
mimicking the thickness of natural skin was created for skin
tissue engineering. For skin tissue engineering, pore size for a
scaﬀold is recommended to be within the range between 100
to 200 μm [12]. Nevertheless, signiﬁcant cell proliferation
and diﬀerentiation were reported for the scaﬀolds with small
pore sizes. Chitosan-gelatin-hydroxyapatite scaﬀold with
pore sizes at the top (65–80 μm) and bottom (10–20 μm),
resulted in proliferation of ﬁbroblasts and keratinocytes [13].

Ratio TNF-α/ α-tubulin
(fold)

1.2
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0.4
0.2
0
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Time intervals (hours)
CPSRT
LDPE
Organotin-PVC

Figure 4: TNF-α protein expression in western blot analysis. pHEK
cultures were treated for 24 hours [(i) CPSRT, (ii) LDPE and (iii)
organotin-PVC] and 72 hours [(iv) CPSRT, (v) LDPE and (vi)
organotin-PVC] (n = 3). ∗ For P ≤ 0.05 compared with CPSRT.

Similarly, lyophilized chitosan scaﬀold coated with collagen
(40–100 μm pore sizes) was shown to have interconnected
structure, which enhanced cell proliferation and woundhealing without inﬂammation [14].
However, although chitosan is biocompatible, to ensure
the CPSRT fabrication process did not alter its natural
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Figure 5: Live/dead cell staining of pHDF cultures seeded on CPSRTs. (a) Three-dimensional (3D) surfaces were scanned using a CLSM at
day 5. (b) Viable pHDFs (green) were conﬂuent at day 14. (c) Cross-sectional view of a CPSRT seeded with pHDFs at day 14.

biocompatibility, in vitro models of cytotoxicity were used
to evaluate the construct. In vitro cytotoxicity models
are often used to screen for potential harmful eﬀects of
chemical compounds because they have good reproducibility
and sensitivity, while also minimizing the use of animals.
Moreover, cellular cytotoxicity systems are better predictive
tools for human toxicity than are whole organism models
[5, 6, 15, 16].
By using primary human cell cultures, in this case
pHEKs, these results should also better reﬂect the cytotoxicity outcomes expected in humans, compared with
results from transformed cell lines, ﬁbroblasts, or animal
cell lines [6, 7, 17, 18]. LDH is a stable cytoplasmic enzyme
present in most cells that is released when the plasma
membrane is damaged or ruptured. Therefore, measuring
LDH levels is a highly sensitive and accurate measure of
cytotoxicity [19]. The CPSRTs in this study did not cause
signiﬁcant cytotoxicity compared with the positive control.
However, the reduction in LDH observed at 72 hours may be
attributed to chitosan-induced proliferation and cell growth,
which is corroborated by the ﬁndings of Cho et al. [20].
Chitosan’s oligomers N-acetylglucosamine and glucosamine
have been implicated in enhancing cell growth. Glucosamine
has been reported to be important for detoxiﬁcation in
the liver and kidneys, as well as in anti-inﬂammatory,
hepatoprotective, antireactive, and antihypoxic activities [21,
22]. N-acetylglucosamine is a major component of dermal
tissue that is essential for repairing scar tissue and is
present in large quantity in the early phase of woundhealing. It has been eﬀective in modulating keratinocyte
cellular adhesion, proliferation, and diﬀerentiation, leading
to the normalization of stratum corneum exfoliation [23].
Therefore, it is possible that CPSRTs could promote the
proliferation of keratinocytes by functioning as a controlled
delivery source for N-acetylglucosamine and glucosamine to
the in vitro wound-like model in this study.
Because the CPSRT is intended to be a scaﬀold for
skin transplantation, it should avoid irritating epidermal
transplantation sites to avoid failure of the bioengineered
skin graft. Keratinocytes are the primary cell type in the
epidermis and serve as a major contributor of epidermal

cytokines, particularly pro-inﬂammatory cytokines, that act
as the ﬁrst line of defense to protect the body from invaders
[24]. Many of the currently identiﬁed cytokines, such as IL6, IL-7, IL-8, and TNF-α, are produced by keratinocytes,
either constitutively or upon induction by various stimuli
[7, 25]. The ﬁndings of this study corroborate the cytokine
expression proﬁles of keratinocytes. The pro-inﬂammatory
cytokines IL-8 and TNF-α were expressed in the negative
control cultures, suggesting that these cytokines are constitutively expressed. However, the expression of both cytokines
was signiﬁcantly higher in the positive control, indicating
that higher levels of both IL-8 and TNF-α could indicate skin
irritation in vitro. High expression of TNF-α has been found
in patients with keratinocyte lesions, rendering it important
role in inﬂammatory process [26]. Elevated levels of TNFα expression could indicate activation of cytokine pathways
associated with inﬂammation and disease progression [6].
CPSRTs did not induce increased production of either IL-8 or
TNF-α, but maintained levels similar to those in the negative
control, suggesting that these scaﬀolds did not provoke an
irritation response in vitro.
Combining cells with natural or synthetic scaﬀolds is a
fundamental approach in tissue engineering. The scaﬀolds
help maintain a three-dimensional (3D) space for cells in
order to facilitate cellular proliferation and diﬀerentiation
and to eventually guide cellular organization into a deﬁned
architecture for tissue regeneration. Natural biopolymers
have been the focus as they are biocompatible, biodegradable
and come from renewable resources. Chitosan has structural
characteristics similar to glycosaminoglycans, which can be
useful for developing a skin replacement. Therefore, the
CPSRT was produced in a skin-like format with a 3D
porous structure to provide space for cellular ingrowth.
Porous chitosan structures can be formed by freezing and
lyophilizing chitosan salt solutions in suitable molds. During
the freezing process, ice crystals nucleate along thermal
gradients and generate a porous structure when removed by
lyophilization.
Cultured pHDF cells adapted to the 3D environment
by adhering to the 3D structure of the CPSRT at day 5,
as veriﬁed by live/dead staining and imaging by CLSM.
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This CPSRT supports cell attachment, as in agreement with
Zhu et al. [27] and Fakhry et al. [28]. Cultured pHDFs
grew rapidly and achieved conﬂuence within the CPSRT
at fourteen days post-seeding. This growth is likely due to
the initial adaptation of cells to the 3D environment by
adhering to the chitosan motifs in the construct. In addition,
degraded chitosan oligomers have been eﬀective at inducing
cell migration and proliferation [29].

5. Conclusion
A naturally derived, bilayer porous biopolymer scaﬀold,
termed a CPSRT, has been developed for skin tissue engineering with pore sizes ranging from 50 to 150 μm. It has been
shown to be biocompatible, as it neither induced signiﬁcant
cytotoxic response in the LDH assay nor an irritation
response in vitro. This biocompatibility is further supported
by the observed ingrowth of pHDFs into the CPSRT.
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Current strategies of regenerative medicine are focused on the restoration of pathologically altered tissue architectures by
transplantation of cells in combination with supportive scaﬀolds and biomolecules. In recent years, considerable interest has
been given to biologically active scaﬀolds which are based on similar analogs of the extracellular matrix that have induced
synthesis of tissues and organs. To restore function or regenerate tissue, a scaﬀold is necessary that will act as a temporary
matrix for cell proliferation and extracellular matrix deposition, with subsequent ingrowth until the tissues are totally restored
or regenerated. Scaﬀolds have been used for tissue engineering such as bone, cartilage, ligament, skin, vascular tissues, neural
tissues, and skeletal muscle and as vehicle for the controlled delivery of drugs, proteins, and DNA. Various technologies come
together to construct porous scaﬀolds to regenerate the tissues/organs and also for controlled and targeted release of bioactive
agents in tissue engineering applications. In this paper, an overview of the diﬀerent types of scaﬀolds with their material properties
is discussed. The fabrication technologies for tissue engineering scaﬀolds, including the basic and conventional techniques to the
more recent ones, are tabulated.

1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of tissue engineering has advanced dramatically
in the last 10 years, oﬀering the potential for regenerating almost every tissue and organ of the human body.
Tissue engineering and the related discipline of regenerative medicine remain a ﬂourishing area of research with
potential new treatments for many more disease states. The
advances involve researchers in a multitude of disciplines,
including cell biology, biomaterials science, imaging, and
characterization of surfaces and cell material interactions.
Tissue engineering aims to restore, maintain, or improve
tissue functions that are defective or have been lost by
diﬀerent pathological conditions, either by developing biological substitutes or by reconstructing tissues. The general
strategies adopted by tissue engineering can be classiﬁed
into three groups [1]: (i) Implantation of isolated cells or
cell substitutes into the organism, (ii) delivering of tissueinducing substances (such as growth factors), and (iii)
placing cells on or within diﬀerent matrices. The last of these

strategies is more frequently associated with the concept
of tissue engineering, that is, the use of living cells seeded
on a natural or synthetic extracellular substrate to create
implantable pieces of the organism [2].
Scaﬀold design and fabrication are major areas of
biomaterial research, and they are also important subjects
for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine research
[1]. Scaﬀold plays a unique role in tissue regeneration and
repair. During the past two decades, many works have been
done to develop potentially applicable scaﬀold materials for
tissue engineering. Scaﬀolds are deﬁned as three-dimension
porous solid biomaterials designed to perform some or
all of the following functions: (i) promote cell-biomaterial
interactions, cell adhesion, and ECM deposition, (ii) permit
suﬃcient transport of gases, nutrients, and regulatory factors
to allow cell survival, proliferation, and diﬀerentiation, (iii)
biodegrade at a controllable rate that approximates the rate
of tissue regeneration under the culture conditions of interest, and (iv) provoke a minimal degree of inﬂammation or
toxicity in vivo [3]. The developing scaﬀolds with the optimal
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characteristics, such as their strength, rate of degradation,
porosity, and microstructure, as well as their shapes and sizes,
are more readily and reproducibly controlled in polymeric
scaﬀolds [4]. The few scaﬀolds that have displayed biological
activity have induced regeneration of tissues and organs that
do not regenerate spontaneously and have been referred
as regeneration templates. Biological scaﬀolds are derived
from human, animal tissues and synthetic scaﬀolds from
polymers. The ﬁrst biologically active scaﬀold was synthesized in 1974; its degradation behavior and exceptionally
low antigenicity in vivo, as well as its thromboresistant
behavior in vitro, were described [5]. The initial patent
describing these scaﬀolds was granted in 1977 [6]. Principles
for synthesizing a biologically active scaﬀold, including the
critical importance of the degradation rate, was described in
detail in 1980 [7]. The ﬁrst reports of induced regeneration
of tissue in an adult (dermis) by a scaﬀold in animals [8, 9]
and humans [10], peripheral nerve regeneration across a
gap of unprecedented length [11], and regeneration of the
conjunctiva [12].
Biomaterials play a critical role in this technology by
acting as synthetic frameworks referred as scaﬀolds, matrices,
or constructs. The state of the art in biomaterials design has
continuously evolved over the past few decades. In recent
years, there has been increasing importance on materials that
could be used in biomedical areas. Biomaterials intended for
biomedical applications target to develop artiﬁcial materials
that can be used to renovate or restore function of diseased
or traumatized tissues in the human body and thus improve
the quality of life. After an early empirical phase of biomaterials selection based on availability, design attempts were
primarily focused on either achieving structural/mechanical
performance or on rendering biomaterials inert and thus
unrecognizable as foreign bodies by the immune system.
Biomaterials used as implants in the form of sutures, bone
plates, joint replacements, ligaments, vascular grafts, heart
valves, intraocular lenses, dental implants, and medical
devices like pacemakers, biosensors, and so forth [13, 14].
In the last four decades, signiﬁcant advances have been
made in the progress of scaﬀolds for biomedical applications.
This paper is intended to illustrate the various scaﬀolds in the
ﬁeld of tissue engineering. It covers the most commonly used
scaﬀold’s fabrication technologies.

2. Natural Polymers and Synthetic
Polymers for Scaffolds
Polymers have been widely used as biomaterials for the fabrication of medical device and tissue-engineering scaﬀolds
[15, 16]. In biomedical applications, the criteria for selecting
the materials as biomaterials are based on their material
chemistry, molecular weight, solubility, shape and structure, hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, lubricity, surface energy, water absorption degradation, and erosion mechanism.
Polymeric scaﬀolds are drawing a great attention due to
their unique properties such as high surface-to-volume ratio,
high porosity with very small pore size, biodegradation, and
mechanical property. They oﬀer distinct advantages of biocompatibility, versatility of chemistry, and the biological
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properties which are signiﬁcant in the application of tissue engineering and organ substitution. Researchers have
attempted to grow skin and cartilage [17], bone and cartilage
[18], liver [19], heart valves and arteries [20], bladder [21],
pancreas [22], nerves [23], corneas [24], and various other
soft tissues [25].
Scaﬀold materials can be synthetic or biologic, degradable or nondegradable, depending on the intended use [13].
The properties of polymers depend on the composition,
structure, and arrangement of their constituent macromolecules. It can be categorized into diﬀerent types in terms
of their structural, chemical, and biological characteristics,
for example, ceramics, glasses, polymers, and so forth.
Naturally occurring polymers, synthetic biodegradable, and
synthetic nonbiodegradable polymers are the main types of
polymers used as biomaterials.
Natural polymers can be considered as the ﬁrst biodegradable biomaterials used clinically [26]. Natural materials
owing to the bioactive properties have better interactions
with the cells which allow them to enhance the cells’ performance in biological system. Natural polymers can be classiﬁed as proteins (silk, collagen, gelatin, ﬁbrinogen, elastin,
keratin, actin, and myosin), polysaccharides (cellulose, amylose, dextran, chitin, and glycosaminoglycans), or polynucleotides (DNA, RNA) [27].
Synthetic biomaterial guidance provided by biomaterials
may facilitate restoration of structure and function of damaged or diseased tissues. Synthetic polymers are highly useful
in biomedical ﬁeld since their properties (e.g., porosity,
degradation time, and mechanical characteristics) can be tailored for speciﬁc applications. Synthetic polymers are often
cheaper than biologic scaﬀolds; it can be produced in large
uniform quantities and have a long shelf time. Many commercially available synthetic polymers show physicochemical
and mechanical properties comparable to those of biological
tissues. Synthetic polymers represent the largest group of
biodegradable polymers, and they can be produced under
controlled conditions. They exhibit, in general, predictable
and reproducible mechanical and physical properties such
as tensile strength, elastic modulus, and degradation rate
[28]. PLA, PGA, and PLGA copolymers are among the most
commonly used synthetic polymers in tissue engineering
[29]. PHA belongs to a class of microbial polyesters and is
being increasingly considered for applications in tissue engineering [30].
Bioactive ceramics, such as HAP, TCP, and certain
compositions of silicate and phosphate glasses (bioactive
glasses) and glass-ceramics (such as apatite-wollastonite) react with physiological ﬂuids and through cellular activity
form tenacious bonds to hard and in some cases soft
tissue engineering [31]. However, their biocompatibility
and biodegradability are often insuﬃcient, limiting their
potential use in the clinical side. We can overcome these
issues by blending synthetic and natural polymers or by using
composite materials that improve the scaﬀold properties and
thereby allowing controlled degradation [32] and improving
the biocompatibility in tissue engineering applications [33].
The combination of degradable polymers and inorganic
bioactive particles represents the approach in terms of
achievable mechanical and biological performance in hard
tissue [34].
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3. Three-Dimensional Polymeric Scaffold
Fabrication and Different Types of Scaffolds
In an era of decreasing availability of organs for transplantation and a growing need for suitable replacements, the
emerging ﬁeld of tissue engineering gives hope to patients
who desperately require tissue and organ substitutes. Since
1980, researchers have developed many novel techniques to
shape polymers into complex architectures that exhibit the
desired properties for speciﬁc tissue-engineering applications. These fabrication techniques result in reproducible
scaﬀolds for the regeneration of speciﬁc tissues. Polymer
scaﬀolds can provide mechanical strength, interconnected
porosity and surface area, varying surface chemistry, and
unique geometries to direct tissue regeneration [138]. Scaffolding is essential in this endeavor to act as a threedimensional template for tissue ingrowths by mimicking
ECM [139]. These key scaﬀold characteristics can be tailored
to the application by careful selection of the polymers,
additional scaﬀold components, and the fabrication technique. Typical scaﬀold designs have included meshes, ﬁbers,
sponges and foams, and so forth. These designs are chosen
because they promote uniform cell distribution, diﬀusion
of nutrients, and the growth of organized cell communities
[140]. The fabrication technique for tissue engineering
scaﬀolds depends almost entirely on the bulk and surface
properties of the material and the proposed function of
the scaﬀold. Most techniques involve the application of
heat and/or pressure to the polymer or dissolving it in an
organic solvent to mold the material into its desired shape.
While each method presents distinct advantages and disadvantages, the appropriate technique must be selected to meet
the requirements for the speciﬁc type of tissue. Scaﬀolds
structure development is directly related to many methods,
which are listed in Table 1.
Large numbers of scaﬀolds from diﬀerent biomaterials
are available for clinical use which is listed in Table 2. In
order to repair and regenerate lost or damaged tissue and
organs, 3D scaﬀolds must be designed, fabricated, and utilized to regenerate the tissue similar in both anatomical
structure and function to the original tissue or organ to be
replaced or repaired. Diﬀerent types of scaﬀolds, including
porous scaﬀold, microsphere scaﬀold, hydrogel scaﬀold, ﬁbrous scaﬀold, polymer-bioceramic composite scaﬀold, and
acellular scaﬀolds are described in this paper.

4. Porous Scaffold
The three-dimensional polymeric porous scaﬀolds with
higher porosities having homogeneous interconnected pore
network are highly useful for tissue engineering. Sponge or
foam porous scaﬀold have been used in tissue engineering
applications [50], especially for growth of host tissue, bone
regrowth, or organ vascularization. Their porous network
simulates the ECM architecture allowing cells to interact effectively with their environment. Though foams and sponges
are more mechanically stable compared to mesh structures,
their use is still limited due to the open spaces present
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throughout the scaﬀold. A foam polymeric scaﬀold approach
has several potential advantages for proliferating or adherent
cell lines such as (a) provide a physical surface onto which
the cells can lay their own ECM, (b) may inhibit cell growth
of adherent contact-inhibited cells, (c) provides improved
nutrient transport to the center of the device through
the porous interconnecting channel network, and (d) may
limit cluster size to the pore size of the foam and thereby
eliminating very large clusters that can potentially develop
a necrotic center. Depending on the choice of solvent and
phase separating conditions, the foams can be controlled to
form either random or oriented pore architectures [141].
Improvement in the structure and increased pore interconnectivity of the porous scaﬀold is required for the development of artiﬁcial blood vessels or peripheral nerve growth.
Precise three-dimensional shapes are required which lead
to the development of sophisticated extrusion technologies
[142] and methods of adhering porous membranes to the
desirable shapes [143]. Ideal pore sizes vary for diﬀerent
cells and tissues [144]. Porous scaﬀolds can be manufactured
with speciﬁc pore size, porosity, surface-area-to-volume ratio
and crystallinity. Porous controlled-release systems contain
pores that are large enough to enable diﬀusion of the drug
[145]. Synthetic biodegradable polymers such as PLLA, PGA,
PLGA [50], PCL [146], PDLLA, PEE based on PEO, and
PBT [147] are used as porous scaﬀolding materials. For
enhanced control over porosity and pore diameter as compared to most fabrication methods, a solvent casting and particulate leaching technique was developed. A modern method for creating porous scaﬀolds composed of nano- and
microscale biodegradable ﬁbers by electrospinning is a latest
development in this ﬁeld.

5. Hydrogel Scaffold
In the last decade, hydrogels have played an ever increasing role in the revolutionary ﬁeld of tissue engineering
where they are used as scaﬀolds to guide the growth of
new tissues. The design and application of biodegradable hydrogels has dramatically increased the potential
impact of hydrogel materials in the biomedical ﬁeld and
enabled the development of exciting advances in controlled
drug delivery and tissue engineering applications [148].
Hydrogels comprised of naturally derived macromolecules
have potential advantages of biocompatibility, cell-controlled
degradability, and intrinsic cellular interaction. They may
exhibit batch variations and generally exhibit a narrow and
limited range of mechanical properties. In contrast, synthetic
polymers can be prepared with precisely controlled structures and functions. Hydrogels have structural similarity to
the macromolecular-based components in the body and
are considered biocompatible [149]. Gels are formed when
the network is covalently crosslinked [150]. Hydrogels are
made either from synthetic or natural polymers, which are
crosslinked through either covalent or noncovalent bonds.
Hydrogels in tissue engineering must meet a number of
design criteria to function appropriately and promote new
tissue formation. These criteria include both classical physical parameters (e.g., degradation and mechanics) as well as
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Table 1: Scaﬀolds’ fabrication techniques in tissue engineering applications.
Method
Polymers
Biodegradable porous scaﬀold fabrication
Solvent casting/salt leaching
Absorbable polymer (PLLA,
method [35–37]
PLGA, collagen, etc.)
Ice particle leaching method
PLLA & PLGA
[38–40]
Gas foaming/salt leaching
PLLA, PLGA & PDLLA
method [41–43]
Microsphere fabrication
Solvent evaporation technique
PLGA, PLAGA
[44–46]

Unique factors

Application

Biodegradable controlled
porous scaﬀolds
Control of pore structure and
production of thicker scaﬀolds
Controlled porosity and pore
structure sponge

Bone and cartilage tissue
engineering
Porous 3D scaﬀolds for bone
tissue engineering
Drug delivery and tissue
engineering

High-density cell culture, due
to the extended surface area

Bone repair
Bone, cartilage, or
osteochondral tissue
engineering

Particle aggregated scaﬀold
[47–49]

Chitosan, HAP

High mechanical stability

Freeze drying method [50–52]

PLGA, PLLA, PGA, PLGA/PPF,
Collagen, and Chitosan

3D porous sponge structure,
durable and ﬂexible
Highly porous scaﬀold for
cellular transplantation

Thermally induced phase
separation [53, 54]
Injectable gel scaﬀold fabrication
Ceramic-based injectable
scaﬀolds [55–57]

Hydrogel-basedinjectable
scaﬀolds [58–60]

PEG, PLLA

CP ceramics, HAp, TCP, BCP,
and BG
Hydrophilic/hydrophobic
diblock and triblock copolymer
combinations of PLA, PGA,
PLGA, and PEG. Copolymers of
PEO and PPO and polyoxamer.
alginates, collagen, chitosan,
HA, and ﬁbroin

Tissue engineering scaﬀolds
Complicated shapes for tissue
engineering applications

Porosity and bioresorbability

Cartilage tissue engineering

Biomimetically, exhibit
biocompatibility and cause
minimal inﬂammatory
responses, thrombosis, and
tissue damage

Cartilage, bone tissue
engineering, and drug delivery

Hydrogel scaﬀold fabrication
Micromolding [61–63]

Alginate, PMMA, HA, PEG

Microgels, biologically
degradable, mechanical and
physical Complexity

Photolithography [64–66]

Chitosan, ﬁbronectin, HA,
PEG, PNIAAm, PAA, PMMA,
PAam, and PDMAEM

Microwells, microarrays,
controlled size and shape

Microﬂuidics [67–69]

PGS, PEG, calcium alginate,
silicon and PDMS

Microbeads, microrods, valves,
and pumps

Emulsiﬁcation [70–72]

Gelatin, HA, and collagen

Microgels, microsensors,
cell-based diagnostics

Biological tissues

Retain anatomical structure,
native ECM, and similar
biomechanical properties

Tissue engineering

Biocompatibility

Drug delivery, wound healing,
soft tissue augmentation,
synthetic skin, coatings for
implants, and scaﬀolds for
tissue engineering

Insulin delivery, gene therapy,
bioreactor, and
immunoisolation
Microdevices, biosensors,
growth factors, matrix
components, forces, and
cell-cell interactions
Sensing, cell separation,
cell-based microreactors, and
controlled microreactors,
Sustainable and controllable
drug delivery therapies

Acellular scaﬀold fabrication
Decellularisation process
[73–75]
Keratin scaﬀold fabrication

Self-assembled process [76–78]

Keratin
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Table 1: Continued.

Method
Fibrous scaﬀold fabrication

Polymers

Unique factors

Application

Nanoﬁber electrospinning
process [79–81]

PGA, PLA, PLGA, PCL
copolymers, collagen, elastin,
and so forth

High surface area,
biomechanical, and
biocompatibility

Microﬁber wet-spinning
process [82–84]

PLGA, PLA, chitosan, and PCL

Biocompatible ﬁbres with good
mechanical properties

Nonwoven ﬁbre by melt-blown
process [85–87]

Polyesters, PGA, and PDO

Submicron ﬁber size, highly
porous scaﬀold

Drug delivery, wound healing,
soft tissue synthetic skin, and
scaﬀolds for tissue engineering
Solar sails, reinforcement,
vascular grafts, nonwetting
textile surfaces, and scaﬀolds
for tissue
Filtration, membrane
separation, protective military
clothing, biosensors, wound
dressings, and scaﬀolds for
tissue engineering

Collagen, gelatin, alginate,
chitosan, ﬁbrin, PLGA, PLA,
and PEG

Membranes, hydrogels, foams,
microsphere, and particles

Angiogenesis, bone
regeneration, and wound
healing

Interconnected porous ceramic
scaﬀolds

Bone tissue engineering

Improve biocompatibility or
enhance the bioreactivity

Orthopedic application

Functional scaﬀold fabrication
Growth factor’s release process
[88–90]
Ceramic scaﬀold fabrication
Sponge replication method
[91–93]

PU sponge, PVA, TCP, BCP or
calcium sulfate
Coating on: metals, glasses,
inorganic ceramics and organic
Simple calcium phosphate
polymers (PLGA, PS, PP,
coating method [94–96]
silicone, and PTFE), collagens,
ﬁbres of silk, and hairs
Automation and direct organ fabrication

Inkjet printing process [97–100]

Sodium alginate

Melt-based rapid prototyping
process [101, 102]

Biodegradeable polymers or
blends

Computer-aided design (CAD)
data manipulation techniques
[103–105]
Organ printing [106, 107]

Tubular collagen gel

To build complex tissues
composed of multiple cell types
(Hydrogel scaﬀold)
Complex 3D solid object, good
mechanical strength
Design and fabrication of
patient-speciﬁc scaﬀolds and
automated scaﬀold assembly
algorithm
Layer by layer deposition of
cells or matrix

Biosensor development,
microdeposition of active
proteins on cellulose, biochips
and acellular polymeric
scaﬀolds
Honey comb structure scaﬀold,
hard-tissue scaﬀolds
Develop a program algorithm
that can be used to design
scaﬀold internal architectures
To print complex 3D organs
with computer-controlled,

Scaﬀold sterilization
Ethylene oxide gas (EOG)
[108–110]
Gamma-radiation sterilization
[111–113]

Electron beam radiation
[114–116]

Dry-heat sterilization [117, 118]
Steam sterilization [119, 120]

For degradable polymers and
porous scaﬀolds, high
penetration ability, and
compatibility
Proven process is safe, reliable,
and highly eﬀective at treating
single-use medical devices
Compatibility, low penetration,
in line sterilization of thin
products
Eﬃcacy, speed, process
simplicity, and lack of toxic
residues
Removal of all contamination,
and scaﬀold can be reused

Absolute freedom from
biological contamination in
scaﬀolds
Surgical disposables: surgical
sutures, bandages, dressings,
gauge pads, implants
Commercially successful
technology for sterilizing a
variety of disposable medical
devices with a wide range of
densities
Heat is absorbed by the exterior
surface of scaﬀold and then
passed inward to the next layer
Porous scaﬀold for living cell
immobilization
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Table 2: List of commercial polymeric scaﬀolds’ products.
Polymer
PGA

PLLA

Property

Good mechanical properties [122]

Biomedical application
First biodegradable synthetic suture
in 1969
Bone internal ﬁxation devices

Good tensile strength

Orthopaedic ﬁxation devices

Regenerate biological tissue [121]

Improved suture [123]
Nondegradable ﬁbers [124]
Fiber-based devices [125]
Injectable form
PLDLA
PLGA
PLGA-collagen
PLGA

PDS
PCL
PDLLA-CL
PGCL, PLCL, and
PEG

Better property modulation [126]
High degradation
Form of meshes
Matrix
Prostate cancer

Fixation screws for small bone and
osteochondral fragments
Long-term zero-order release [26]
Fibers less stiﬀ
Bioresorbable multiblock

PCLTMC
and PGCL

multiblock

PHBHV

Piezoelectricity property [127]

PEU
LDI-based PU
PEAs

High porous & no adverse eﬀect
[128]
Injectable & good mechanical
property [129]
Potential bioresorbable suture
materials

POE

Hydrophobic, surface eroding [130]

Polyanhydrides

Surface erosion & biocompatibility
Evaluations [131]

PCA

Absorb or encapsulate a wide range
of drug or protein molecules [132]
Synthetic surgical glue, skin adhesive,
and an embolic material
Major component of skin and other
musculoskeletal tissues [133]

Collagen

Scaﬀolds for cardiovascular,
musculoskeletal & nervous tissue
engineering [133]

High-strength ﬁbers (FDA approved
at 1971)
Ligament replacement or
augmentation devices
Blood vessel conduits
People with human
immunodeﬁciency virus or
correction of facial fat loss
Bioresorbable implant material
Multiﬁlament suture
Skin graft
Tissue regeneration membrane
Drug delivery vehicle
First commercially developed
monoﬁlament suture (1980)

Trade name
DEXON
Bioﬁx
Bio-Anchor, Meniscal Stinger,
The Clearﬁx Meniscal Dart
DEXON
Dacron

Resomer
Vicryl, Vicryl Rapid & CRYL
Vicryl Mesh
CYTOPLAST Resorb
LUPRON DEPOT
PDS

Orthopaedic applications

Pins

Long-term contraceptive device
Monoﬁlament suture
Drug delivery vehicle for small, and
medium-sized biologically active
molecules
Flexible suture materials
Orthopaedic tacks and screws
Bone pins and plates and drug
delivery

Capronor
MONACRYL

Tissue engineering application

SynBiosys
Maxon
Acufex

Degrapol

Orthopaedic applications & bone
cement
Site-speciﬁc delivery of small
hydrophobic drugs and peptides
Drug delivery applications and
ocular applications
Chemotherapeutic, brain cancer
(FDA approved)
First biodegradable polymers used
for developing nanoparticles for drug
delivery application
Tissue adhesives for topical skin
application (FDA approved)
Bilayer skin substitute (FDA
approved)
Wound dressings

Integra Dermal Regeneration
Template
Biobrane &Alloderm

Bioengineered skin equivalents

TransCyte

Polynova
CAMEO
Alzamer
Gliadel

Dermabond
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Table 2: Continued.

Polymer
HA

Property
Promote angiogenesis [134]
Sponge as a carrier vehicle for
osteoinductive protein [135]

HMW viscous HA

Injectable soft tissue ﬁllers [136]

Viscous HA

Synovial ﬂuid substitute [137]

Biomedical application
Wound dressing application

Trade name
HYAFF

Synthetic bone graft

OSSIGEL

Corneal transplantation and
glaucoma surgery
To relieve pain and improve join
mobility in osteoarthritis patients

biological performance parameters (e.g., cell adhesion). It
is commonly believed that the degradation rates of tissue
scaﬀolds must be matched to the rate of various cellular
processes in order to optimize tissue regeneration [151, 152].
Therefore, the degradation behavior of all biodegradable
hydrogels should be well deﬁned, reproducible, and tunable
via hydrogel chemistry or structure. Biocompatible hydrogels are currently used in cartilage wound healing, bone
regeneration, wound dress, and as carriers for drug delivery
[153]. Hydrogel with growth factor can act directly to
support the development and diﬀerentiation of cells in the
newly formed tissues [154]. Hydrogels are often favorable
for promoting cell migration, angiogenesis, high water
content, and rapid nutrient diﬀusion [155]. The hydrogel
scaﬀolds have received intensive study for their use in the
engineering of replacement connective tissues, primarily due
to their biochemical similarity with the highly hydrated GAG
components of connective tissues. Examples of hydrogelforming polymers of natural origin are collagen [156],
gelatin [157], ﬁbrin [158], HA [159], alginate [160], and
chitosan [161]. The synthetic polymers are PLA [162], PPFderived Copolymers [163], PEG-derivatives, and PVA [164].

6. Fibrous Scaffold
The development of nanoﬁbers has enhanced the scope for
fabricating scaﬀolds that can potentially mimic the architecture of natural human tissue at the nanometer scale.
Currently, there are three techniques available for the synthesis of nanoﬁbers: electrospinning, self-assembly, and phase
separation. Of these, electrospinning is the most widely
studied technique and also seems to exhibit the most promising results for tissue engineering applications. Nanoﬁbers
synthesized by self-assembly [165] and phase separation
[50] have had relatively limited studies that explored their
application as scaﬀolds for tissue engineering. The high
surface-area-to-volume ratio of the nanoﬁbers combined
with their microporous structure favors cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, and diﬀerentiation, all of which are
highly desired properties for tissue engineering applications
[166, 167]. Nanoﬁbers used as scaﬀolds for musculoskeletal
tissue engineering including bone, cartilage, ligament, and
skeletal muscle, skin, vascular, neural tissue engineering,
and as vehicle for the controlled delivery of drugs, proteins,
and DNA [168]. Natural polymers and synthetic polymers
explored for the fabrication of nanoﬁbers such as collagen

AMVISC & AMVISC Plus
SYNVISC,ORTHOVISC

[169], gelatin [170], chitosan [171], HA [172], silk ﬁbroin
[173], PLA [174], PU [175], PCL [176], PLGA [177], PEVA
[178], and PLLA-CL [179] are ﬁbrous scaﬀold in biomedical
application. The blending (or mixing) technique is a common choice for the nanoﬁber functionalization. However,
most of the polymer nanoﬁbers do not possess any speciﬁc
functional groups, and they must be speciﬁcally functionalized for successful applications. The most popular and simplest nanoﬁber modiﬁcation methods are physical blending
and coating. Surface grafting polymerization has also been
used for attaching ligand molecules and adhesive proteins
on nanoﬁber surface for application of aﬃnity membrane
and tissue engineering scaﬀold, respectively. Drugs, growth
factors, and genes can be directly mixed into the polymer
solution and electrospun to prepare drug carriers with
controlled release properties [180].

7. Microsphere Scaffold
Microsphere-based tissue engineering scaﬀold designs have
attracted signiﬁcant attention in recent years [181]. Laurencin et al. [44] initially used a microsphere-based approach
for tissue engineering scaﬀold. Microsphere scaﬀolds are
having spatial extension and temporal duration control
which provides the stiﬀness gradients for interfacial tissue
engineering [182]. Microsphere scaﬀolds are increasingly
used as drug delivery systems and in advanced tissue
engineering applications such as gene therapy, antibiotic
treatment of infected bone, and so forth [183]. The inﬂuence
of nanotechnology on scaﬀold design and the possibility of
sustained release formulations of growth factors via microspheres are showing promising developments. Microsphere
scaﬀolds are generally a polymer matrix used for drug
encapsulation for the release of drugs at a relatively slow rate
over a prolonged period of time [184]. Polymers with low
molecular weight used in developing porous microspheres
for the rapid release of the drug, while polymers with high
molecular weight for developing microspheres for a slower
drug release proﬁle which can be achieved due to its dense
nature [185]. Injectable microspheres have also been developed for the controlled delivery of drugs [186]. Microspheres
as building blocks oﬀer several beneﬁts, including ease
of fabrication, control over morphology, physicochemical
characteristics, and its versatility of controlling the release
kinetics of encapsulated factors [187]. The methods used
to produce microsphere-based scaﬀolds have utilized heat
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sintering [188, 189], solvent vapor treatment [190, 191], solvent/nonsolvent sintering method [192, 193] or nonsolvent
sintering technique [181]. Particle aggregation methodology
is proposed to fabricate bilayered scaﬀolds for osteochondral
tissue engineering in order to achieve an improved integrative bone and cartilage interface which has been needed for
this application. PLAGA microsphere scaﬀolds are in the
range of trabecular bone, demonstrating the potential of the
porous microsphere matrix to be used as a scaﬀold for loadbearing bone tissue engineering [47]. The sintered microsphere matrix shows promise as a bone regeneration scaﬀold.
An advantage of the sintered microsphere structure is its pore
interconnectivity and desirable three-dimension pore size.
The gel microsphere matrix and the sintered microsphere
matrix were designed using the random packing of PLAGA
microspheres to create a three-dimensional porous structure
for bone regeneration [194]. Composite microspheres are
also used for the fabrication of polymer-ceramic matrices
for bone applications [195]. Chitosan microsphere scaﬀolds
have been produced for cartilage and osteochondral tissue
engineering [48].

8. Polymer-Bioceramic Composite Scaffold
Development of composite materials for tissue engineering
is attractive since their properties can be engineered to
suit the mechanical and physiological demands of the host
tissue by controlling the volume fraction, morphology, and
arrangement of the reinforcing phase [196]. Ceramics used
in fabricating implants can be classiﬁed as nonabsorbable
(relatively inert), bioactive or surface reactive (semi-inert)
[197], and biodegradable or resorbable (noninert) [198].
Alumina, zirconia, silicone nitrides, and carbons are inert
bioceramics. Certain glass ceramics and dense HAP are semiinert (bioreactive), and examples of resorbable ceramics are
aluminum calcium phosphate, coralline, plaster of Paris,
HAP, and TCP [199]. Ceramics are known for their good
compatibility, corrosion resistance, and high compression
resistance. Drawbacks of ceramics include brittleness, low
fracture strength, diﬃculty to fabricate, low mechanical
reliability, lack of resilience, and high density. In recent years,
humans have realized that ceramics and their composites
can also be used to augment or replace various parts of
body, particularly bone. Thus, the ceramics used for the latter
purposes are classiﬁed as bioceramics. Polymers by themselves are generally ﬂexible and exhibit a lack of mechanical
strength and stiﬀness, whereas inorganic materials such as
ceramics and glasses are known to be too stiﬀ and brittle.
The combination of polymers and inorganic phases leads to
composite materials with improved mechanical properties
due to the inherent higher stiﬀness and strength of the
inorganic material. Secondly, addition of bioactive phases to
bioresorbable polymers can alter the polymer degradation
behavior of the scaﬀolds [200, 201]. Complications in the
development of polymer bioceramics composite scaﬀold
are (i) maintenance of strength and the stability of the
interface during the degradation period and replacement
by the natural host tissue and (ii) matching resorption
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rates to the repair rates of body tissues developed for hard
tissue implants and tissue engineering scaﬀolds, due to their
excellent biocompatibility, bioactivity, and bioresorption in
calciﬁed tissue. Highly porous polymer/ceramic composite
scaﬀolding appears to be a promising substrate for bone
tissue engineering due to its excellent mechanical properties and osteoconductivity [40]. PLGA/HAP composite
scaﬀold has excellent biocompatibility with hard tissues and
high osteoconductivity and bioactivity [50]. The composite
scaﬀolds supported uniform cell seeding, cell ingrowth,
and tissue formation. The major inorganic component of
natural bone; bioceramics, including CP, HAP, and TCP are
composite with PLLA [46], collagen [202], gelatin [203],
chitosan [204] are widely used as scaﬀolding materials for
bone repair.

9. Acellular Scaffold
Acellular tissue matrices can be prepared by manufacturing
artiﬁcial scaﬀolds or by removing cellular components from
tissues by mechanical and chemical manipulation to produce
collagen-rich matrices [205–207]. These matrices slowly
degrade on implantation and are generally replaced by the
ECM proteins secreted by the ingrowing cells. The ultimate
goal of any decellularization protocol is to remove all
cellular material without adversely aﬀecting the composition,
mechanical integrity, and eventual biological activity of
the remaining ECM. The decellularized biological scaﬀold
was introduced to obtain a physiological matrix scaﬀold
that resembles that of native blood vessels [208]. Acellular
tissue matrices have proven to support cell ingrowth and
regeneration of genitourinary tissues, including urethra and
bladder, with no evidence of immunogenic rejection [207].
Ureteral acellular matrices were utilized as a scaﬀold for the
ingrowth of ureteral tissue in rats [209]. Acellular bladder
matrix has served as a scaﬀold for the ingrowth of host
bladder wall components in rats. Since the structures of
the proteins (e.g., collagen and elastin) in acellular matrices
are well conserved and normally arranged, the mechanical
properties of the acellular matrices are not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from those of native bladder submucosa [209].
The matrix was prepared by mechanically and chemically
removing all cellular components from bladder tissue [210].
To engineer tissues successfully, the selection of scaﬀolds is
critical. Although various synthetic biodegradable polymer
scaﬀolds have been developed and improved by mimicking
biological structures, comparing to other scaﬀolds, acellular
scaﬀolds have the following advantages.
(i) Acellular scaﬀolds retain their correct anatomical
structure even after the decellularisation process.
(ii) Acellular scaﬀolds retain native ECM architecture
and possess the cell adhesion ligands.
(iii) The decellularisation process considerably reduces
immunological responses by completely removing
cellular components.
(iv) The decellularisation process facilitates similar biomechanical properties as those of native tissues that are
critical for the long-term functionality of the grafts.
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Various extracellular matrices have been utilized successfully for tissue engineering in animal models and products
incorporating decellularized heart valves, small intestinal
submucosa (SIS), and urinary bladder have received regulatory approval for use in human patients [211]. The obvious
advantage of this scaﬀold is that it is composed of ECM
proteins typically found in the body. When derived from
a vessel, the three-dimension architecture is very similar to
that of the original, thus conferring appropriate mechanical
and physical properties, which is essential in identifying and
predicting optimal cell environments in order to develop
scaﬀolds for preliminary analysis and implantation. Naturally derived materials and acellular tissue matrices have
the potential advantage of biological recognition. Polymer
coating of a tissue-derived acellular scaﬀold can improve
the mechanical stability and enhance the hemocompatibility
of the protein matrix. Tissue engineering that has been
introduced is the use of biological/polymeric composite
materials as starter matrices. Such hybrids can be complex
structures such as heart valves, for example, fabricated from
decellularized porcine aortic valves and dip coated with a
biodegradable polymer [212].

10. Physicochemical Characterization of
Scaffolds
Polymeric scaﬀolds have evolved to serve not merely as
carriers of cells and inductive factors, but to actively instruct
cells and provide step by step guidance of tissue formation.
To accomplish this goal, a thorough understanding of the
chemistry and physicochemical properties of the tissue
to be engineered and the materials used in this process
are required. Several characterizations are required for the
fabrication of successful 3D scaﬀolds. They are
(i) external geometry (e.g., macro-, microstructure,
interconnectivity),
(ii) surface properties (e.g., surface energy, chemistry,
charge, surface area),
(iii) porosity and pore size,
(iv) interface adherence & biocompatibility,
(v) degradation characterization (e.g., biodegradation),
(vi) mechanical competence (e.g., compressive and tensile strength).
Developing scaﬀolds that mimic the architecture of tissue
at the nanoscale is one of the most important challenges
in the ﬁeld of tissue engineering [168]. Polymeric scaﬀolds
show excellent potential with mechanical properties and with
wide range of degradation, the qualities which are essential
for a range of tissue engineering applications [213].
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smart materials that can mimic natural ECM. ECM plays
a key role in tissue architecture by providing structural
support and tensile strength. Attachment sites for cell surface
receptors are related to a wide variety of processes related
to cell diﬀerentiation, tissue formation, homeostasis, and
regeneration [215, 216]. The fabrication and design of
macro- to nanoscale structural architectures have received
much attention in medical applications. Nano- to macroscale
structure geometrically or topologically mimics the native
state of ECM in living tissues. Three-dimensional scaﬀolds
are capable of regenerating tissue and organs in their normal
physiological shape. Mimicking the ECM using biomaterials
would be a logical approach for engineering scaﬀold for a
variety of tissue types. As polymer materials permit a most
versatile variety of surface characteristics, eﬃcient control
over processes of ECM reconstitution can be achieved by
the interaction with polymeric materials. The importance
of scaﬀold geometry in maintaining highly interconnected
porous fabrics of high surface density provides an extremely
high surface-to-volume ratio, favoring cell attachment and
proliferation.

12. Surface Properties
Surface properties include both chemical and topographical
characteristics, which can control and aﬀect cellular adhesion
and proliferation [214]. The scaﬀold surface is the initial and
primary site of interaction with surrounding cells and tissue.
As most cells utilized in tissue engineering are anchorage
dependent, it has been reasoned that the scaﬀold should
facilitate their attachment. Thus, scaﬀolds with a large and
accessible surface area are favorable. For example, high
internal surface-area-to-volume ratios is essential in order
to accommodate the number of cells required to replace
or restore tissue or organ functions. The surface properties
can be selectively modiﬁed to enhance the performance
of the biomaterials. For instance, by altering the surface
functionality using thin ﬁlm deposition, the optimal surface,
chemical, and physical properties can be attained [217, 218].
Hence, surface modiﬁcation of biomaterials is becoming an
increasingly popular method to improve device multifunctionality, tribological, and mechanical properties. Most of the
surface modiﬁcations and immobilizations of biomolecules
are performed to improve the biocompatibility of the
polymeric scaﬀold; thereby, cells can speciﬁcally recognize
the scaﬀold. These biomolecules include adhesive proteins
like collagen, ﬁbronectin, RGD peptides, and growth factors
like bFGF, EGF, insulin, and so forth. The biomolecules can
either be covalently attached, electrostatically adsorbed, or
self-assembled on the biomaterial surfaces to develop brand
new materials [219].

13. Porosity and Pore Size
11. External Geometry
Physical characteristics are certainly the important factors
to consider when scaﬀolds are applied for tissue reconstruction [214]. Scaﬀold with proper physical characters are

Scaﬀolds must possess a highly porous structure with an
open fully interconnected geometry for providing a large
surface area that will allow cell ingrowth, uniform cell
distribution, and facilitate the neovascularization of the
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construct [220]. Average pore size, pore size distribution,
pore volume, pore interconnectivity, pore shape, pore throat
size, and pore wall roughness are important parameters to
consider while designing a scaﬀold. It provides a porous
biocompatible network into which the surrounding tissue
is induced and acts as a temporary template for the new
tissue’s growth and reorganization [221]. Pore size is also
a very important issue because if the pores employed
are too small, pore occlusion by the cells will happen,
which will prevent cellular penetration, extracellular matrix
production, and neovascularization of the inner areas of the
scaﬀold. The eﬀects of pore size on tissue regeneration has
been emphasized by experiments demonstrating optimum
pore size of 5 μm for neovascularization [222], 5–15 μm
for ﬁbroblast ingrowth [223], 20 μm for the ingrowth of
hepatocytes [224], 200–350 μm for osteoconduction [225],
and 20–125 μm for regeneration of adult mammalian skin
[226]. Pore interconnectivity is also critical to ensure that all
cells are within 200 μm from blood supply in order to provide
for mass transfer of oxygen and nutrients [224, 227].

14. Interface Adherence and Biocompatibility
The term biocompatibility has been deﬁned in many and
diﬀerent ways. Historically, materials that caused minimal
biological responses were considered biocompatible. Biocompatibility refers to the ability of a biomaterial to perform
its desired function with respect to a medical therapy,
without eliciting any undesirable local or systemic eﬀects
in the recipient or beneﬁciary of that therapy. It should
generate the most appropriate beneﬁcial cellular or tissue
response in that speciﬁc situation and optimize the clinically
relevant performance of that therapy [15]. Biocompatibility
of a scaﬀold or matrix for a tissue engineering product
refers to the ability to perform as a substrate that will
support the appropriate cellular activity, including the
facilitation of molecular and mechanical signalling systems
[228]. Some important factors that determine scaﬀold’s
biocompatibility are their chemistry, structure, and their
morphology, which in turn are aﬀected by the polymer
synthesis, scaﬀold processing, and sterilization conditions.
Recently, several biodegradable polymers such as PLA, PGA,
PLGA, PDO, PTMC, and so on are extensively used or
tested on a wide range of medical applications due to
their good biocompatibility [229]. The behavior of the
adsorption and desorption of adhesion and proliferation of
diﬀerent types of mammalian cells on polymeric materials
depends on the surface characteristics such as wettability,
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity ratio, bulk chemistry, surface
charge and charge distribution, surface roughness, and
rigidity. A number of surface treatments are available to
optimize the biocompatibility of surfaces in contact with
living tissue, to seal in undesirable residues or additives
using a coating and to regulate excretion and/or absorption
using a selectively permeable surface [230]. Recently, physical
and chemical surface modiﬁcation methods for polymeric
biomaterials to inﬂuence cell adhesion and growth have been
achieved by oxidized polystyrene surface [231], ammonia
plasma-treated surface [232], and plasma-deposited acetone
[233].
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15. Degradation Rates
Biodegradable polymers have revolutionized the applications
of biomaterial in the ﬁeld of drug delivery and implants
for tissue engineering applications. Scaﬀold degradation can
occur through mechanisms that involve physical or chemical
processes and/or biological processes that are mediated by
biological agents, such as enzymes in tissue remodeling. The
biodegradable scaﬀold gradually degrades by predetermined
period to be replaced by newly grown tissue from the
adhered cells [1]. Degradation results in scaﬀold dismantling
and material dissolution/resorption through the scaﬀolds
bulk and/or surface types of degradation [234]. Polymeric
scaﬀolds that undergo bulk degradation tend to break down
the internal structure of the scaﬀold thus reducing the
molecular mass [235]. A polymeric scaﬀold that primarily
undergoes surface degradation can be described similarly
to the dissolution of soap. The rate at which the surface
degrades is usually constant. Therefore, even though the
size of the scaﬀold becomes smaller, the bulk structure
is maintained. These types of degrading scaﬀolds provide
longer mechanical stability for the tissue to regenerate.
Biodegradation of polymeric biomaterials involves cleavage
of hydrolytically or enzymatically sensitive bonds in the polymer leading to polymer erosion [131]. The biodegradation
rate of a polymer depends mainly on the intrinsic properties
of the polymer, including the chemical structure, thev
presence of hydrolytically unstable bonds, the level ofv
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, crystalline/amorphous morphology, glass transition temperatures (Tg), the copolymer
ratio, and the molecular weight [236]. The Controllable
degradation and restoration rates should match the rate
of tissue growth in vitro and in vivo for biodegradable or
restorable materials. The nonbiodegradable polymeric scaffolds are biologically stable, and it can provide a permanent
support over time and should ideally perform during the
life time of the patient. For example, PMMA is mainly used
as bone cements in hip and knee replacements, and highdensity PE forms the articulating surfaces of hip and knee
joints [13].

16. Mechanical Properties
The proper mechanical properties for a biomaterial to
be used in a tissue engineering application are critical
to the success of the implant. The biostability of many
scaﬀolds depends on the factors such as strength, elasticity,
and absorption at the material interface and its chemical
degradation. The scaﬀold should have proper mechanical
properties and degradation rate with the bioactive surface
to encourage the rapid regeneration of the tissue [26]. It
is highly essential to retain the mechanical strength of the
scaﬀolds structure after implantation for the reconstruction
of hard, load bearing tissues such as bone and cartilages. To
be used successfully in tissue engineering, it is critical that
a biomaterial scaﬀold temporarily withstands and conducts
the loads and stresses that the new tissue will ultimately bear.
It is important, therefore, to evaluate one or more of the
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following rheological parameters:
(i) elastic modulus—measured strain in response to a
given tensile or compressive stress along the force;
(ii) ﬂexural modulus—measured the relationship
between a bending stress and the resulting strain
in response to a given tensile or compressive stress
perpendicular under load;
(iii) tensile strength—maximum stress that the material
can withstand before it breaks;
(iv) maximum strain—ductility of a material or total
strain exhibited prior to fracture.
The low strength and rigidity of the polysaccharides
limit their use to soft tissue applications. Fortunately, the
options for tissue engineering are expanded by the use
of ﬁbrous proteins, whose normal function is to provide
mechanical integrity and stability to biological structures.
Fibrous proteins are responsible for the transduction of
external mechanical forces to associated cells in a manner
that inﬂuences the outcome of tissue growth [169]. The
mechanical properties of bulk biomaterials are altered by
their processing into scaﬀolds of various pore sizes and pore
orientations and further that these properties will rapidly
diminish as a function of implantation time [237]. The
mechanical rigidity of the surrounding matrix, as well as
material roughness and physical conﬁnement, determined
by three-dimensional microstructure on a subcellular and
supercellular scale, respectively, may signiﬁcantly modulate
the outcome of the balance between cell matrix forces,
leading to the remodeling of cytoarchitecture, cell polarization, alteration of downstream intracellular signaling
events as well as modiﬁcation of the balance of cell-cell
forces [238–240]. The major factor aﬀecting the mechanical
properties and structural integrity of scaﬀolds, however,
is their porosity, for example, pore volume, size, shape,
orientation, and connectivity.

Conclusions
In summary, tissue engineering is one of the most exciting
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research areas and is
growing exponentially over time. Scaﬀold materials and fabrication technologies play a crucial role in tissue engineering.
A wide range of polymeric scaﬀold was used to date in the
tissue engineering area. Scaﬀolds should meet certain design
parameters to be useful in this area, regardless of whether
they originate from natural resources or are synthetically
created. All these techniques for scaﬀold fabrication are
sensitive to the various processing parameters. Innovations
in the material design and fabrication processes are raising
the possibility of production of implants with good performance. The scaﬀold should be surface compatible as well
as architecturally suitable with the host environment. The
interest in the principles and theories of the fabrication
process with polymers would be useful to develop a new
design for implants and also to understand the behavior of
the scaﬀold in the biomedical applications. Nanotechnology
can provide strategies that can help to create features on a
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scaﬀold in a dimensional range that may be adequate for
cells and biomolecules. There are clear indications that as the
goals of biomedical engineering increase in complexity, there
is need to develop novel scaﬀold structures.

Future Directions
Medical research continues to explore new scientiﬁc frontiers
for diagnosing, treating, curing, and preventing diseases at
the molecular/genetic level. Important advances have been
made in the clinical use of medical implants and other
devices. Presently, emphasis is placed on the design of polymeric scaﬀold, that is, materials that obtain speciﬁc, desired,
and timely responses from surrounding cells and tissues.
The need for alternative solutions to meet the demand for
replacement organs and tissue parts will continue to drive
advances in tissue engineering. Polymer scaﬀolds have all the
prospective to provide a new means to control the physical
and chemical environment of the biological system. There
are several advantages to use biological polymers over widely
utilized synthetic polymer in tissue engineering scaﬀold.
Despite these recent improvements to the mechanical properties, porosity, and bioactivity of scaﬀolds, future researches
are needed to overcome many remaining limitations in the
fabricating process. We believe no one material will satisfy
all design parameters in all applications, but a wide range of
materials will ﬁnd uses in various tissue engineering applications. The overall challenges in scaﬀold design and fabrication gives opportunity for new exciting application oriented
research in scaﬀold design which includes polymer assembly,
surface topography or chemical cues, nano-/macrostructure,
biocompatibility, biodegradability, mechanical properties,
directing cell function and induced formation of natural
tissue.

Abbreviations
PU:
PS:
CP:
HA:
PP:
BG:
ECM:
PVA:
PGA:
PLA:
PPF:
PCA:
PCL:
PDO:
PHA:
POE:
PEE:
PEO:
PBT:
HAP:

Polyurethane
Polysulfone
Calcium phosphate
Hyaluronic acid
Polypropylene
Bioactive glass
Extracellular matrix
Polyvinyl alcohol
Polyglycolide
Polylactide
Poly(propylene fumarate)
Polycyanoacrylate
Poly(ε-caprolactone)
Polydioxanone
Polyhydroxyalkanoates
Poly(ortho ester)
Poly(ether ester)
Poly(ethylene oxide)
Polybutylene terephthalate
Hydroxyapatite
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TCP:
PEG:
PEU:
PAA:
LDI:
BCP:
HMW:
PAam:
PMMA:
PLLA:
PLGA:
PTMC:
PDMS:
PTFE:
PEVA:
PGCL:
PLCL:
PDLLA:
PLDLA:
PLAGA:
PHBHV:
PCLTMC:

Tricalcium phosphate
Poly(ethylene glycol)
Poly(ester urethane)
Poly(acrylic acid)
Lysine diisocyanate
Biphasic calcium phosphate
High molecular weight
Polyacrylamide
Polymethylmethacrylate
Poly(L-lactic acid)
Poly(l-lactide-co-glycolide)
Poly(trimethylene carbonate)
Polydimethylsiloxane
Polytetraﬂuoroethylene
Poly(ethylene-co-vinylacetate)
Poly(glycolide-co-ε-caprolactone)
Poly(l-lactide-co-caprolactone)
Poly(DL-lactide)
Poly-L/D-lactide
Poly(lactic acid-glycolic acid)
Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)3-hydroxyvalerate
Poly(caprolactone-co-trimethylene
carbonate)
PNIPAAm: Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
PDMAEM: Poly(dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate)
hydrochloride
PDLLA-CL: Poly(D,L-lactide-co- caprolactone)
PLLA-CL: Poly(l-lactide-co-ε-caprolactone)
TCP:
Tricalcium phosphate.
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Soft contact lenses can improve the bioavailability and prolong the residence time of drugs and, therefore, are ideal drug carriers
for ophthalmic drug delivery. Hydrogels are the leading materials of soft contact lenses because of their biocompatibility and
transparent characteristic. In order to increase the amount of load drug and to control their release at the expected intervals,
many strategies are developed to modify the conventional contact lens as well as the novel hydrogel contact lenses that include (i)
polymeric hydrogels with controlled hydrophilic/hydrophobic copolymer ratio; (ii) hydrogels for inclusion of drugs in a colloidal
structure dispersed in the contact lenses; (iii) ligand-containing hydrogels; (iv) molecularly imprinted polymeric hydrogels; (v)
hydrogel with the surface containing multilayer structure for drugs loading and releasing. The advantages and disadvantages of
these strategies in modifying or designing hydrogel contact lenses for extended ophthalmic drug delivery are analyzed in this paper.

1. Introduction
Ocular disorders frequently occur in human body, which
are mainly treated by drugs. In therapy uses, the drugs
could present some side eﬀects to the human body and
even harm the normal tissues when their concentration is
too high. On the other side, the drugs will not treat the
diseases eﬀectively when their concentration is too low [1].
Moreover, the treatments of ocular disorders are frequently
slow processes extending from several days to several weeks.
Therefore, the eﬀective therapy must depend on the rational
drug concentration and residence time. 90% or more of
drugs used in ocular disorder therapy are in the form of
eye drops or eye ointments [1]. Only 1–5% of the drugs
contained in the eye drops can be eﬀectively used, while
a large part of the drugs enters the systemic circulation
by either conjunctival uptake or drainage into the nasal
cavity. Moreover, the residence time of eye drops is only
2 min or so [2]. These characteristics of eye drops cause
inconvenient use, low eﬃciency, ineﬀective therapy, severe
side eﬀects, and so forth. Although eye ointments may be
resident on the eye much longer than eye drops, they may

aﬀect the sight and irritate eye tissue [1, 3–5]. In order to
overcome the disadvantages of eye drops and eye ointments,
numerous strategies have been developed for the treatment
of ocular disorders including increasing the viscosity of the
eye drops and increasing the corneal permeability. Though
these strategies may increase the drugs residence time and
the bioactivities, they cannot completely satisfy the need for
treatments of ocular disorders, especially for ocular disorders
which need long-time therapy [6].
With the development of drug delivery, drug carriers
such as particles, hydrogels, insert ﬁlms, and contact lens
have been developed to control the release of ophthalmic
drugs [4, 6, 7]. Among these carriers contact lenses are
particularly attractive because of their ability to prolong the
residence time of drugs and improve their bioavailability,
ease of control, and convenient use. Some research reported
that in theory the use of eﬃcient ocular drugs delivered by
contact lens was 35 times better than that delivered by eye
drops [8–11]. Hydrogels are the leading materials of soft contact lenses because of their biocompatibility and transparent
characteristic [12, 13]. Therefore, hydrogel contact lenses are
widely used in ophthalmic drug delivery.
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Most conventional hydrogel contact lenses were used to
deliver the ophthalmic drugs by soaking the contact lenses
in drug solution to load the drugs, applying eye drops on
contact lenses after being inserted into eyes, or incorporating
the drugs into the monomer of hydrogel contact lenses.
Recently, supercritical ﬂuid- (SCF-) assisted method was
used to enhance the drug loading amount in hydrogel contact
lenses and to control their release [14, 15]. However, the
sustained release time of drugs using the above-mentioned
methods is no longer than 24 h, which is not suitable for
extended drug delivery [9, 16, 17]. In recent years, many
strategies are operated to modify the conventional contact
lenses for extended drug delivery with the emergence and
development of novel hydrogel contact lens. In this paper, the
modiﬁcations of conventional contact lenses as well as novel
contact lenses based hydrogels for extended ophthalmic drug
delivery are introduced.

2. Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic
Copolymer Hydrogel
Hydrogels are water-swollen polymeric materials that can
absorb a large amount of water but not be dissolved in
water [18]. After poly-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (pHEMA)
hydrogels were ﬁrst prepared as soft contact lenses in
the 1960s, the hydrogel contact lenses have been used to
deliver ophthalmic drugs. However, the conventional contact
lenses have some limitations in the application of longtime therapy due to fast release rate of drugs and low
loaded drug amount [11, 16, 17]. In order to enhance the
potential capacity of hydrogel to load drugs and prolong
the sustained release time of drugs, hydrophobic monomer
such as 4-vinylpyridine (VP) or ionic monomer such as
N-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide (APMA) was incorporated to pHEMA hydrogels [19]. The incorporation of
ionic/hydrophobic monomer would increase the interaction
between hydrogel and drugs so that the drugs had more
diﬃculties diﬀusing from the hydrogel. Andrade-Vivero et al.
also reported that the incorporated monomers remarkably
increased the amount of loaded drugs (ibuprofen up to
10-fold or diclofenac up to 20-fold) without changing the
viscoelastic properties and the state of water of hydrogel. The
drug release proﬁle of pHEMA-APMA could be controlled by
ions in the media, the sustaining release process of pHEMAVP lasted for at least 24 h for the ibuprofen and almost 1 week
for the diclofenac [19].
In order to increase the oxygen permeability, silicone
polymers replace the conventional contact lenses monomers
[20–22]. Kim et al. used silicone macromer (bis-alpha,
omega-(methacryloxypropyl) polydimethylsiloxane), hydrophobic monomer containing silicon (3-methacryloxypropyltris (trimethylsiloxy) silane, TRIS) and hydrophilic monomer (N,N-dimethylacrylamide, DMA) to synthesize extended wear of silicone hydrogel contact lenses and transport
ophthalmic drugs (timolol, dexamethasone, and dexamethasone 21-acetate). It was found that the sustained drug
release process of silicone hydrogels varied from 20 days up to
more than three months depending on the compositions of
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the particle-laden lens inserted
in the eye [27, 28].

hydrophobic and hydrophilic components of silicone hydrogels. The result also showed that the properties of silicone
hydrogels such as mechanical properties, ion permeability,
equilibrium water content, transparency, and surface contact
angles were suitable for contact lens application [22]. However, if hydrophilic/hydrophobic ratio was improper, hydrophilic/hydrophobic copolymer hydrogel would became
opaque because of phase separation. Although silicone hydrogel contact lenses possess high oxygen permeability, their
stiﬀness also increases with the decrease of water content,
which will be uncomfortable to patients because the cornea
is soft.

3. Colloid-Laden Hydrogel
Colloidal carriers have been exploited to achieve ophthalmic drug delivery [7]. These colloidal systems consist of
micro-/nanoparticles, micro-/nanoemulsions, nanosuspensions, and liposomes [7]. It is reported that drug carriers
via nanotechnology are favourable in enhancing drug permeation, controlling the release of drug and targeting drug [24].
Encapsulation of drugs in these colloidal carriers can also
signiﬁcantly prevent degradation from the ocular enzymes
[25, 26]. Moreover, the size of these nanocarriers is small
enough so as not to aﬀect the vision of patient. Therefore,
colloid carriers can be incorporated into hydrogels contact
lens in order to prolong sustained release time of drugs and
increase their bioavailability further [23, 27–29].
Gulsen and Chauhan encapsulated the ophthalmic drug
formulations in microemulsion drops, and the drug-laden
microemulsion drops were dispersed in the p-HEMA hydrogels, which was further inserted into the eyes as shown in
Figure 1. The results of their study showed that the p-HEMA
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Figure 2: A schematic of the microstructure of the surfactant-laden gels [23].

gels loaded with microemulsions were transparent; these gels
released drugs for a period of over 8 days, and the delivery
rates could be tailored by controlling the particle and the
drug loading. They also found that this system might provide
lubricants to alleviate eye problems prevalent in extended
lens wear as well as cure the ailments of eyes. However,
the fabrication processes of microemulsion-loaded hydrogels
require two-step processes: preparation of microemulsion
drops, followed by entrapment in the hydrogels [27, 28].
It has also been proposed to create colloid-laden hydrogel
in situ in one step. Surfactant-laden hydrogels can be prepared by addition of surfactants to the polymerizing mixture.
A schematic of the microstructure of the surfactant-laden
gels is shown in Figure 2. During the process of fabrication,
the surfactants interact with polymer chains and form
micelles creating hydrophobic cores, where the hydrophobic
drugs will preferentially enter into. The drug transport is
inhibited due to the presence of surfactant micelles. Kapoor
et al. prepared Brij surfactant-laden p-HEMA hydrogels
that can release Cyclosporine A (CyA) at a controlled rate
for extended periods of time (20 days). Their results show
that Brij surfactant-laden p-HEMA gels provide extended
release of CyA and possess suitable mechanical and optical properties for contact lens applications. However, the

hydrogels are not as eﬀective for extended release of two
other hydrophobic ophthalmic drugs, that is, dexamethasone
(DMS) and dexamethasone 21 acetate (DMSA), because
of insuﬃcient partitioning inside the surfactant aggregates
[23, 29].
However, there are some drawbacks of using colloidladen hydrogel contact lenses. One is the instability of the
colloid-laden hydrogel during preservation and transportation because the loaded drugs diﬀused into the hydrogel
matrix. Another is the decaying release rate of colloid-laden
hydrogel in ophthalmic drug delivery [11, 28].

4. Ligand-Containing Hydrogels
Weak interactions between drugs and ligands in polymer
matrix including hydrogen bond, electrostatic interactions,
and host-guest interactions can induce the drug loading and
control its release by ions in solution [15, 30, 34–39].
Sato et al. synthesized hydrogels containing cationic
functional groups for delivery of anionic drugs and hydrogels
containing anionic functional groups for delivery of cationic
drugs. The resulting hydrogels are capable of storing the
anionic drugs or cationic drugs depending on the charge
of functional groups based on ion-exchange reaction. The
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Figure 3: Scheme of a pHEMA-co-GMA hydrogel with pendant βCDs [30].

incorporated drugs would be released into tear ﬂuid by ion
exchange. Their results also show that these hydrogels are
suitable for soft contact lenses as ophthalmic drug delivery.
However, the sustained release time of these ions ligandcontaining hydrogels is only several hours, which made these
hydrogels unsuitable for extended delivery of ophthalmic
drugs [36, 37].
Cyclodextrins (CDs) are known as “host” molecules having hydrophobic internal cavities that can include “guest”
drug molecules. These inclusion complexes are actually
dynamic processes that result from noncovalent bonds
between the CDs and their guests just as other weak interactions, and this means that CDs have found widespread applications in the ﬁelds of drug delivery [15, 34, 35]. Some eﬀorts
have been made to incorporate CDs into various polymer
matrices in order to increase aqueous solubility and the
stability in ophthalmic formulations, increase loaded drugs,
and sustain the drug release for several days. dos Santos
et al. developed acrylic hydrogels containing β-cyclodextrin
(β-CD) by grafting reaction under mild conditions. The
structure of hydrogel is shown in Figure 3 [30]. The hydrogels containing β-CD present similar light transmittance,
glass transition temperature, swelling degree, viscoelasticity,
oxygen permeability, surface contact angle, mechanical properties, and biocompatibility with acrylic hydrogels without
β-CD but notably improving their ability to load drugs and
sustaining drug delivery in lacrimal ﬂuid for two weeks [30].
Jinku et al. synthesized pHEMA/β-CD hydrogel platform by
photopolymerization of HEMA, monomethacrylated β-CD
(mono-MA-β-CD), and trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate
for sustained release of ophthalmic drugs. Their results
showed that the incorporation of β-CD in the hydrogels
increased the equilibrium swelling ratio and tensile strength.
The drug (puerarin) loading and in vitro release rate were
dependent on β-CD content in the pHEMA/β-CD hydrogels.
The puerarin-loaded pHEMA/β-CD hydrogel contact lenses
provided sustained drug release in the precorneal area of
rabbits with longer retention time and higher bioavailability
[39].

5. Molecularly Imprinted Polymeric Hydrogels
Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are investigated for
the ﬁeld of drug delivery due to their active sites of speciﬁc

recognition [31, 40–42]. The general imprinting process
includes ﬁve steps, as shown in Figure 4. First, template, functional monomer, crosslinking monomer, and initiator
(Figure 4(a)) in solution are self-assembled into the prepolymerization complex (Figure 4(b)) via covalent or noncovalent chemistry. Second, the complex is initiated via UV
light or heat to form crosslinked network (Figure 4(c)).
Third, original template is removed via wash step, the
crosslinked polymer network with cavities (Figure 4(d)) is
formed. Fourth, new template (potential drug) is rebinding
into the crosslinked polymer (Figure 4(e)). Fifth, the new
template diﬀuses into solution via stimulation such as
swelling (Figure 4(f)). During this imprinting process, the
bioactivity of drugs can also be preserved [31].
In recent years, researchers incorporate MIPs into hydrogel contact lenses for increasing drugs loading and prolonging their sustained release time, considering advantages of
MIPs and soft contact lenses in delivering ophthalmic drugs.
Imprinted hydrogels with single functional monomer as well
as multiple functional monomers are synthesized as soft
contact lenses to deliver ophthalmic drugs [43–54]. More
recently, some reviews presented comprehensive introduction of molecularly imprinted therapeutic contact lenses [51,
54]. Some representative drug-imprinted soft contact lenses
as well as potential technology in drug-imprinted hydrogel
are introduced as follows.
Hiratani and Alvarez-Lorenzo prepared imprinted contact lenses made of HEMA or N,N-diethylacrylamide
(DEAA), low cross-linker proportions, and a small proportion of functional monomer (methacrylic acid, MAA),
which was able to interact with drug (timolol maleate) via
ionic and hydrogen bonds. It was found that imprinted
HEMA-based and DEAA-based contact lenses uptook more
timolol than the corresponding nonimprinted systems, the
loaded lenses could sustain drug release in lacrimal ﬂuid for
more than 12 h, and the empty lenses could reload drug
overnight for the next day use [45, 50]. The eﬀects of four
kinds of backbone monomers and the template/functional
monomer proportion on the drug loading capacity, released
behaviours, and properties such as the hydrophilic character,
swelling degree, and mechanical properties were further
researched [46, 48]. In vivo experiments, it was found that the
imprinted contact lenses could be capable of prolonging the
retention time of timolol in the precorneal area, compared
to conventional contact lenses and eye drops [47]. Later,
they designed imprinted HEMA-based hydrogel contact lens
using acrylic acid (AA) as functional monomer to load and
to release norﬂoxacin for several hours or even days in a
sustained way [44]. However, the duration of drug release in
these imprinted hydrogel contact lenses using one functional
monomer was limited to less than 1 day in vitro and in vivo
experiments.
Venkatesh et al. synthesized imprinted HEMA-co-polyethylene glycol (200) dimethacrylate- (PEG200DMA-) based
contact lenses containing multiple functional monomers of
AA, acrylamide (AM), and N-vinyl 2-pyrrolidinone (NVP)
for the delivery of ocular medication such as H1-antihistamines. Their results showed that these contact lenses
had the potential to load signiﬁcant amounts of drug, as
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Figure 4: Imprinting process. (a) Solution mixture of template, functional monomer(s) (triangles and circles), crosslinking monomer,
solvent, and initiator (I). (b) The prepolymerization complex is formed via covalent or noncovalent chemistry. (c) The formation of the
network. (d) Wash step where original template is removed. (e) Rebinding of template. (f) In less crosslinked systems, movement of the
macromolecular chains will produce areas of diﬀering aﬃnity and speciﬁcity (ﬁlled molecule is isomer of template) [31].
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well as to release a therapeutic dosage of drug in vitro in
a controlled fashion for 5 days with an even further extension
in the presence of protein. It was also found that hydrogels
of multiple complexation points with varying functionalities
outperformed hydrogels formed with less diverse functional

monomers, mechanical and optical properties of these hydrogels agreed with conventional lenses, and increased loading was reﬂected in a reduced propagation of polymer
chains [49]. Ali and Byrne designed imprinted poly(vinyl
alcohol)- (PVA-) based contact lenses containing multiple
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functional monomers of AM, NVP, and 2-(diethylamino)
ethyl methacrylate (DEAEM) for the therapeutic delivery of
hyaluronic acid (HA) to the eye surface in desired release
kinetics, to improve the wettability of lenses and to treat symptoms of dry eye [43].
More recently, Ribeiro et al. designed bioinspired imprinted hydrogels using HEMA as the backbone component.
Zinc methacrylate, 1- or 4-vinylimidazole (1VI or 4VI), and
N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide (HEAA) were combined to reproduce in the hydrogels the cone-shaped cavity of the CA,
which contains a Zn2+ ion coordinated to three histidine
residues. Consequently, biomimetic networks can load more
drug and control better drug release than conventionally
synthesized pHEMA hydrogels, being useful for the development of advanced controlled release systems. Nevertheless,
aspects such as optical transparency, the eﬀect of thickness
on drug release length, and long-term durability of the
biomimetic receptors require further studies to elucidate

fully the practical potential of enzyme-mimicking networks
[52].

6. Surface-Modiﬁed Hydrogels
Besides the eﬀorts of modiﬁcation during the hydrogel
contact lenses fabrication to load drugs for ocular disorders’
therapy, some eﬀorts have been made to modify the surface
of commercial contact lenses for the ophthalmic drug
delivery. Danion et al. encapsulated drugs into liposomes and
then subsequently bound these intact lipid vesicles onto both
the anterior and posterior surfaces of commercial contact
lenses. The process of immobilizing liposomes included three
steps, as shown in Figure 5. In ﬁrst step, polyethylenimine
was grafted onto the surface of a commercial contact lens
(Hioxiﬁlcon B) via amidation under the catalyzation of disuccinimidyl carbonate (DSC). NHS-PEG-biotin molecules
were following covalently bounded onto the surface by
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carbodiimide chemistry. In the second step, NeutrAvidin was
immobilized to the PEG-biotin layer via biotin-avidin aﬃnity. Liposomes containing PEG-biotinylated lipids were then
docked onto the surface-immobilized NeutrAvidin. In the
third step, multilayers of liposomes were fabricated by consecutive addition of further NeutrAvidin and liposome layers
or by exposing contact lenses coated with Neutr-Avidin to
liposome aggregates produced by the addition of free biotin
in solution. The results showed that the surface-immobilized,
drug-ﬁlled liposome multilayers provide a promising avenue
for site-speciﬁc delivery. However, no actual drug was
investigated in this research [32].
Recently, layer-by-layer (LbL) platforms have been applied for drug delivery due to its simple, mild aqueous manufacturing conditions at room temperature [33, 55, 56].
Yet, LbL platforms cannot deliver small molecule drug with
highly controlled release kinetics, and the release time scales
delivered by LbL platforms is short. Some eﬀorts have
been made to modify the conventional LbL technique for
small molecule drug delivery such as incorporating the cyclodextrin into LbL platform. Smith et al. designed layerby-layer platforms to deliver small-molecule therapeutics
from virtually any surface, regardless of geometry or surface
chemistry, with programmable zero-order release kinetics
through hydrolytic top-down degradation. Methodology for
LbL ﬁlms was shown in Figure 6 [33]. Poly(carboxymethylβ-cyclodextrin) (polyCD) was complexed with a small
molecule (Figures 6(a)–6(d)) as the anionic supramolecular
complex. Poly(β-amino esters) (PBAEs) as the degradable
polycations and the anionic supramolecular complex were
alternately immobilized on the surface of the ﬁlms via LbL
technique. The drug of diclofenac or ﬂurbiprofen in the LbL
ﬁlm could sustain release for 15 days in zero-order release
kinetics [33].

7. Conclusions and Perspectives
It is estimated that nearly 100 million people wear contact
lenses and the number is still increasing. Although contact
lenses are designed to correct ametropia, they also show great
perspective as therapeutic devices for delivery of ophthalmic
drugs. An ideal contact lens-based ophthalmic drug delivery
system would have the capacity of loading large amount
of drugs and controlling the release in zero-order release
proﬁles without inﬂuencing its own properties such as shape
retaining, transparency stability, and oxygen permeability.
The modiﬁcation either during or after the manufacture
of hydrogel contact lenses including the controlled hydrophilic/hydrophobic ratio, colloid-laden incorporation,
ligand modiﬁcation, MIPs, and multilayer technique broadens their applications in the ﬁeld of ophthalmic drug delivery. According to the diﬀerent properties of ophthalmic
drugs, diﬀerent measures must be made. For hydrophobic
ophthalmic drugs, CD-containing hydrogels show potential
application in therapeutic contact lenses, because hydrophobic internal cavities of CD can regulate hydrophobic drug
release proﬁles though host-guest interaction. Imprinted
hydrogels show great advantages to control hydrophilic drugs
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release and reload drugs. According to diﬀerent usage of
contact lenses such as daily disposable, monthly disposable,
and yearly disposable, diﬀerent hydrogel design must be
made. For extended delivery of ophthalmic drugs, contact
lens is often required prolonged use time. However, some
ocular disorders are caused by contact lens wearing because
of protein absorption or lacking biocompatibility surface.
Therefore, some special hydrogel designs must be made to
decrease the protein absorbing and increase biocompatibility
of hydrogel. Moreover, in vivo studies are also needed for
ocular therapeutic contact lenses application.
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Biodegradable and biocompatible poly(amidoamine)-(PAA-) based hydrogels have been considered for diﬀerent tissue engineering
applications. First-generation AGMA1 hydrogels, amphoteric but prevailing cationic hydrogels containing carboxylic and
guanidine groups as side substituents, show satisfactory results in terms of adhesion and proliferation properties towards diﬀerent
cell lines. Unfortunately, these hydrogels are very swellable materials, breakable on handling, and have been found inadequate for
other applications. To overcome this problem, second-generation AGMA1 hydrogels have been prepared adopting a new synthetic
method. These new hydrogels exhibit good biological properties in vitro with satisfactory mechanical characteristics. They are
obtained in diﬀerent forms and shapes and successfully tested in vivo for the regeneration of peripheral nerves. This paper reports
on our recent eﬀorts in the use of ﬁrst-and second-generation PAA hydrogels as substrates for cell culturing and tubular scaﬀold
for peripheral nerve regeneration.

1. Introduction
Tissue loss or end-stage organ failure caused by injury or
other types of damage is one of the most devastating and
costly problems in human health care. Surgical strategies
that have been developed to address these problems include
organ transplantation from one individual to another, tissue
transfer from a healthy site to the diseased site in the same
individual, and replacement by using mechanical devices
such as joint prosthesis or dialysis machine. Moreover, medical treatment encompassed supplementation of metabolic
products of the nonfunctional tissue. Though signiﬁcant
advances have been achieved in terms of health care by these
therapeutic options, many limitations and unsolved issues
remain [1]. The number of organs available for transplantation is far exceeded by the number of patients needing
such procedures. In Europe in 2010 alone, approximately
9,300 people were on the waiting list for an organ transplant
due to end-stage organ failure, but only 3,100 transplants
were performed [2]. Tissue transfer cannot replace all the
functions of the original tissue and bears the risk of donorsite complications.

Tissue engineering “is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld that
applies the principles of engineering and of life science
towards the development of biological substitutes that
restore, maintain or improve tissue or organ function.” This
deﬁnition is based on several articles, by Langer and Vacanti,
that were published in the 1990s [3–6]. In those articles
tissue engineering is proposed as an alternative to organ
transplantation when all the other treatments fail using
three main strategies. The ﬁrst, the utilization of isolated
cells, which has the great advantage to replace just the
cells that are really needed and to eventually genetically
manipulate them before infusion. This strategy allows for
minimal invasive surgery, but there is always the possibility
of immunological rejection or failure in maintaining new
functions. The second approach is that of using tissueinducing substances such as growth factors or cytokines.
However, drawbacks of this solution are puriﬁcation and
large-scale production issues, and it is always necessary to
have a system to deliver the bioactive molecule to its target.
Finally, the third strategy utilizes cells placed on a scaﬀold
that serve as a synthetic extracellular matrix to organize cells
into a three-dimensional architecture and to present stimuli
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Scheme 1: Synthesis of linear PAAs. R1 , R2 , R3 , and R4 can be any alkyl residues eventually containing carboxyl, amide, ester, and ether
groups.
Table 1: Acid-base properties of the same PAA polymers.
PAA name and structure
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which direct the growth and formation of a desired tissue [7].
This strategy is currently used in tissue engineering.
Scaﬀolds can be produced from natural materials or
synthetic polymers. In general, the ideal scaﬀold should be
three dimensional, highly porous with an interconnected
pore network, and biocompatible with a controlled degradation rate, should have an appropriate surface for cell adhesion, proliferation, and diﬀerentiation, and should maintain
proper mechanical properties. Among all the synthetic
polymeric materials that have been found to be suitable for
tissue engineering applications, special attention has been
recently given to biodegradable polymers and hydrogels.
Several reviews in literature the describe the use of natural
[8–15] and synthetic [16–20] biodegradable polymers as well
as some nonbiodegradable [21, 22] ones, which are currently
used for cartilage, nerve repair, bone, cardiac, vascular graft,
and many other tissue engineering applications. Among synthetic materials, increasing attention has been paid to hydrogels due to their tissue-like properties for interaction with
living cells, such as similar water content and permeability to
oxygen and metabolites [23]. Synthetic hydrogels, as opposed
to naturally derived materials, are more advantageous, giving
the possibility of a complete control over hydrogel composition, surface properties, and other key parameters such
as water absorption and (bio)degradation time. Moreover,
hydrogel structures could be used to encapsulate cells, pro-

teins, and signaling factors, as well as bioactive moieties to be
slowly released during cell growth [24]. This paper reports on
our recent eﬀorts in the use of ﬁrst-and second-generation
poly(amidoamine) hydrogels as substrates for cell culturing
and tubular scaﬀold for peripheral nerve regeneration.

2. Poly(amidoamine) Hydrogels:
Synthesis and Properties
PAAs are a family of synthetic polymers containing tertiary
amino and amido groups regularly arranged along their
polymer chain [25, 26]. They are obtained by Michaeltype polyaddition of primary or secondary amines to bisacrylamides (Scheme 1).
PAAs are extremely versatile materials. PAAs containing
as side substituents other chemical functions, such as
additional tertiary amino groups, carboxyl groups, hydroxyl
groups, and allyl groups, can be easily obtained by using
suitably functionalized monomers, as for instance aminocarbohydrate derivatives [27]. Peptides and proteins can
also participate in the polyaddition reaction through their
terminal amino groups as well as ε-lysine amino groups,
if present [26–28]. Many PAAs exhibit a combination of
properties imparting them a considerable potential in
the biomedical ﬁeld (see Table 1). They are highly hydrophilic and usually degrade in aqueous media at a rate
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depending on their structure [29]. Moreover, many of them
are almost nontoxic, in spite of their polycationic nature,
with IC50 values ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 mg/mL [30, 31].
Amphoteric PAAs, that is, PAAs carrying carboxyl groups
as side substituents, are even less toxic and may be approximately as biocompatible as dextran [32].
Crosslinked PAAs can be easily obtained by diﬀerent
methods. So far, the most often employed method is to
introduce primary diamines as crosslinking agents into the
polymerization mixture [33]. Primary diamines carry four
diﬀerent mobile hydrogens and hence behave as tetrafunctional monomers in PAA synthesis (Scheme 2). Crosslinked
PAAs are typical hydrogels, absorbing large amounts of water
if their crosslinking degree is not too high.
Another synthetic procedure leading to PAA-hydrogels
involves the preparation of a linear PAA carrying primary
amino pendants, such as the amphoteric one (NH2 –BAC)
prepared by polyaddition of monoprotonated EDA to BAC

(Scheme 3) [34]. This PAA can be used as multifunctional
crosslinking agent in the place of diamines [35].
Amphoteric PAAs, whose polymer chain contains amide,
amine, and carboxylate groups in regular sequence, can
be considered in a sense protein-like synthetic materials.
In fact, they exhibit good compatibility with proteins, as
for instance albumin. It has also been demonstrated that
diﬀerent molecules and biomolecules, as oligopeptides and
proteins [36], are capable of reproducing the receptorial sites
of proteins playing a fundamental role in cell adhesion, such
as ﬁbronectin, laminin, and vitronectin [37]. Among these,
the tripeptide RGD is presently the most popular [38].
Recently a peptidomimetic PAA, labeled AGMA1, has
been obtained by polyaddition reaction of 2,2-bis(acrylamido)acetic acid and agmatine (4-aminobutyl guanidine)
[39–41]. As reported in Figure 1, AGMA1 carries guanidine
and carboxyl groups and shows a strong structural resemblance to the RGD sequence.
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Table 2: Acid-base properties of AGMA1.
PAA name and structure

pKa

pH = 5.5

pH = 7.4

IC50
B16F10 cell
(mg/mL)

55% (+)

90% (+)
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HN
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pKa3 = 12.1

10.0

NH
NH

Agmatine-containing PAAs hydrogels, easily obtained
using 4-aminobutyl guanidine as amine monomer, are fully
cytocompatible and also show remarkable adhesion and
proliferation properties towards several cell lines [42].
Agmatine contains a primary amino group and a
guanidine group carrying ﬁve potentially mobile hydrogens
that might participate in the polyaddition reaction. It is,
therefore, a potential cross-linking agent in PAA synthesis
like primary diamines as EDA. Nevertheless, a large diﬀerence in basic properties exists between the amine and the
guanidine groups of agmatine. The latter has pKa > 12,
much higher than that of any aliphatic amine, and remains
protonated under the conditions employed in PAA synthesis
(Table 2).
Degradation tests carried out on selected PAA hydrogels
under conditions mimicking the body ﬂuids (pH 7.4 and
37◦ C) reveal that their degradation products are completely
nontoxic [42]. The mechanism of PAAs degradation seems
to be purely hydrolytic as no vinyl groups, such as those
that would be derived from a β-elimination reaction, can
be determined. Furthermore, degradation seems not to be
aﬀected by the presence of isolated lysosomal enzymes at pH
5.5 [43, 44].

3. Poly(amidoamine) Hydrogels as
Substrates for Cell Culturing
In the last few years the progress of biological sciences has
led to outstanding developments in the ﬁeld of cell culturing
in vitro. Several new techniques, such as cell microarray or
cells on chips, require reliable support materials with good
biocompatibility and cell adhesion, preferentially disposable
and simple to use [45, 46]. Traditionally, cells culturing
has been performed on two-dimensional substrates or on
the surface of tissue analogs. Currently, various polymerbased materials, that is, polystyrene (PS), polycarbonate
(PC), and polypropylene (PP), are applied as common bulk
materials in two-dimensional cell culture systems, such as
cell culture dishes and cell culture membranes. Tissue culture
polystyrene (TCPS) is the most common cell culture substrate due to its easy processability and optical transparency,
but it still needs to be modiﬁed with poly(D-lysine) to
ensure cell adhesion [47]. Among all the synthetic polymeric
materials that have been found to be suitable substrates for
cell culturing, special attention has been recently given to
hydrogels. Hydrogels present unique tissue-like properties
for interactions with living cells [23, 48], such as water
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content and permeability to oxygen and metabolites. In
principle, fully synthetic hydrogels, as opposed to naturally
derived media (e.g., gelatin, chitosan, etc.), should be more
advantageous, coupling the aforementioned properties with
the possibility of complete control over hydrogel composition, crosslinking, and swelling. Hydrogels can be produced
with tailored shape and thickness, even in 3D structures, and
their surface can be patterned with lithographic techniques
[49, 50]. Moreover, hydrogels can be ﬁttingly functionalized
with biomolecules for obtaining customized properties. Cell
adhesion on fully synthetic hydrogels, however, is still an
issue for many of these materials, such as PHEMA or
crosslinked PEG derivatives [51]. A number of chemical
and physical modiﬁcations have been proposed to overcome
this problem, often relying on modiﬁcation of the synthetic
surface with biological or biomimetic moieties, as peptides
or proteins [52] typically, arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD).
The process of cell adhesion to a substrate, both on
the natural ECM and synthetic materials, is mediated by
interactions between surface ligands and cell receptors, such
as transmembrane integrins and proteoglycans [53]. The
tripeptide RGD, present in several ECM proteins, has been
the object of intensive research in the last years [54]. In
fact, several studies have shown that this tripeptide, and
some of its analogues, can interact with adhesion-regulating
proteins of the integrin family and play a role in promoting
cell adhesion and spreading, mimicking the eﬀect of some
ECM proteins, such as ﬁbronectin or vitronectin [55–57].
The overall action mechanism is still not completely clear,
but some studies have associated it to the conformation of
the guanidine side group of arginine, and its distance and
angle from the acidic pendant of aspartic acid [58, 59].
Modiﬁcation of chemical structures in order to include an
RGD or RGD-like group has been proposed for a number
of applications where cells interaction is desired to enhance
adhesion or recognition by cellular receptors [60, 61].
Diﬀerent PAA hydrogels have been tested as substrates for
cell culture. They have been prepared using diﬀerent crosslinkers, such as EDA, 1,10-diaminododecane, or the linear
NH2 –BAC carrying primary amino pendants (Table 3).
Cytotoxicity tests have been carried out by the direct
contact method with ﬁbroblast cell lines on the hydrogels
both in their native state (i.e., as free bases), and as salts with
acids of diﬀerent strength, namely, hydrochloric, sulfuric,
acetic, and lactic acid. This has been done in order to
ascertain if there is any counterion-speciﬁc inﬂuence on
cytotoxicity. It has been found that all the amphoteric PAA
hydrogels considered are cytobiocompatible both as free
bases and salts (Figure 2), and their biological performance
is independent of the counterion’s nature [33] (Figure 3).
Degradation tests have been performed on selected
hydrogels samples under controlled conditions simulating
biological environments, that is, Dulbecco medium at pH
7.4 and 37◦ C. All samples degrade completely and dissolve
within 10 days. The degradation products of all samples have
demonstrated to be noncytotoxic [33].
PAA-AG1 and PAA-AG2 are bioactive in terms of allowing cell adhesion and further proliferation. The morphology
of cells grown onto the surfaces of both hydrogels is
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comparable with that of cells grown on TCPS used as control.
In all cases, cell conﬂuence has been reached after 10 days
from the beginning of the experiments [42] (Figure 4).
Swelling tests have demonstrated that all PAA hydrogels
have a high swelling capability. This property, not unexpected considering the hydrophilic and ionic nature of all
investigated PAA hydrogels, ensures an eﬃcient diﬀusion of
low molecular weight substances, thus facilitating puriﬁcation processes consisting in extensive extraction with water.
However, the mechanical strength of the hydrogels in the
swollen form is modest and the materials appear relatively
fragile. The swelling of PAA hydrogels protonated with
diﬀerent acids is still very high, and not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from that of the corresponding free bases, with the exception
of the sulfates, which are slightly less swollen.
A systematic comparative study of the response of an
epithelial cell line has been performed on AGMA1-EDA
hydrogels, on nonfunctionalized amphoteric ISA23-EDA
hydrogels, and tissue culture plastic substrates [62, 65].
As previously pointed out, the AGMA1 repeating units
(Figure 1) are very similar to the well-known adhesionmodulating RGD peptide sequence. Since ISA23 does not
carry any guanidine pendant group, it is expected to show
no signiﬁcant cell adhesion properties [33] and is used as a
nonfunctionalized control. In order to make the hydrogels
more handy, a new bilayered system has been designed,
prepared and tested. It is composed by a functionalized glass
support covered with a thin hydrogel layer. MDCK cells
have been plated on the two types of hydrogels and on
TCPS. Within 1 hour after plating, no evident diﬀerences
are observed between AGMA1-EDA and ISA23-EDA, and the
amount of adhered cells on these substrates is signiﬁcantly
lower than on TCPS (Figure 5). After 3 hours, the trend is
substantially diﬀerent, and the adhesion on AGMA1-EDA is
comparable to that on TCPS (within one standard deviation)
whereas on ISA23-EDA remains deﬁnitely lower (Figure 5).
After 1-2 days, eﬀective MDCK cells proliferation on
TCPS is observed, whereas this process on AGMA1-EDA
appears to be slowed down (Figure 6).
After 3 days, meanwhile the cells on TCPS achieve conﬂuence, the cells on AGMA1-EDA form clusters and no
conﬂuence is observed as reported in Figure 7.
This eﬀect may be explained considering that, despite the
fact that PAA hydrogel layer are supported by a rigid material,
cells probably experience a more compliant substrate than
TCPS. Optical images indicate that the cells adhered on
AGMA1-EDA are less spread with respect to TCPS. This
behavior could be ascribed to the occurrence of opposite
stimuli to the cells: the compliance of the hydrogel surface,
which can prevent a strong cell-substratum interaction and
stress ﬁber formation, and the presence of integrin ligands,
which favors a more eﬀective cell-substratum adhesion. The
behavior of the actin stress ﬁbers on the diﬀerent substrates
is shown in Figure 8. Slower actin stress ﬁber formation on
AGMA1-EDA and ISA23-EDA matches the slower spreading
on these hydrogels. Chemical properties can participate with
physical characteristics of substrates to aﬀect cell adhesion.
It has been shown that the presentation of integrin ligands
in a clusterized form enables the formation of focal contacts
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Table 3: Partial structures of PAA hydrogels.
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and stress ﬁbers [66] and determines cell spreading [67].
A uniform low density of integrin ligands, instead, is
unable to support stress ﬁber formation [66]. Therefore,
slower spreading and stress ﬁber formation on AGMA1-EDA
hydrogels could be also due to a more uniform (i.e. not
clusterized) presentation of integrin ligands compared to the
TCPS. It is also interesting to note that on ISA23-EDA cell
islands often show membrane structures as ﬁlopodia and
lamellipodia indicating not stable focal contacts and a
tendency to cell migration [68].

4. PAA Hydrogels for Microﬂuidics and
Lab-on-Chip Applications
Microﬂuidics deals with the precise control and manipulation of ﬂuids that are geometrically constrained to a small,
typically submillimeter, scale. It is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld
intersecting engineering, physics, chemistry, microtechnology, and biotechnology, with practical applications to the
design of systems in which such small volumes of ﬂuids will
be used.
Microﬂuidics has emerged at the beginning of the
1980s and is used in the development of DNA chips, labon-chip technology, micropropulsion, and microthermal
technologies [69–71].
In addition to functionalizing biomaterials with ECMderived cell adhesive molecules, there is emerging evidence
indicating that the surface topography, stiﬀness, and electrical properties play an important role in cells adhesion and
growth [72]. Based on these premises, ISA23-EDA hydrogels
have been used for the preparation of patterned substrate
using a scanning electron microscope. The method consists
of exposing dry hydrogel ﬁlms to electron beam (computer
assisted) in high vacuum chamber [63]. Fluorescent labelled,
FITC or TRITC, proteins such as BSA, the hormone
EGF FITC, and the biomolecule Phalloidin-TRITC, attach

selectively to an electron-beam-modiﬁed surface in a dose
dependent manner. Higher exposure doses lead to a higher
protein or biomolecules attachment. Cells lines, such as
MDCK and PC12, have been plated on the patterned
surface. MDCK cells growth is observed along all surfaces,
independently of pattern or other physic, and chemical
modiﬁcations. The PC12 cell line, able to diﬀerentiate
into neural cells when induced by NGF, presents a strong
preference for the electron-beam-modiﬁed substrate. A 24hours-PC12 cell culture, NGF non-treated, has been grown
on the top of a hydrogel patterned with a chess-like area
according to Figure 9 (total area 600 × 600 μm). Containing
alternate exposed and nonexposed squares (100 × 100 μm),
84% of the total cells (400 cells) are in the electron-beamexposed squares (Figure 9) [63].
By exploiting the selective attachment growth and differentiation of PC12 cells on microwells connected by thin
channels, we have fabricated a neural network of single cells
connected by neurites extending along the microchannels
[63]. The ﬁne control of this neural network is further
strengthened by the fact that the number of outcoming
neurites is determined by the number of microchannels
originating from each microwell (Figure 10).
E-beam lithography on PAA hydrogels opens up the
opportunity of producing multifunctional microﬂuidics
devices supported on a small glass chip and incorporating complex topographies, allowing precise control of the
growth and organization of individual cells and providing
the capability to study physiologic and pharmacologic
responses at a single cell level.

5. PAA Hydrogels as Scaffolds for
Peripheral Nerve Regeneration
Peripheral nerve injuries present a signiﬁcant clinical challenge across the world [73]. Injuries to the peripheral
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Figure 2: Results of the cytotoxicity tests of PAA-ED2, PAA-DD and PAA-ED3 hydrogels, as free base and ammonium salts, carried out on
ﬁbroblast cells by means of the direct contact method [33].
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Figure 4: Morphology of mouse embryo ﬁbroblasts grown on PAAAG2 and PAA-AG1 after 10 days of culture [42].

nervous system are common and are a major source of
disability, impairing the ability to move muscles and/or feel
normal sensations or resulting in painful neuropathies. Due

to the diﬃculties in treating such injuries, many patients are
left without any beneﬁt of medical intervention. Even among
the patients who receive treatment for traumatic peripheral
nerve injuries, more than 50% show no measurable signs
of recovery or else suﬀer from drastically reduced muscle
strength [74].
After nerve trauma, the standard clinical operating
procedure consists of opposing the two nerve ends and suture
them together without generating tension where possible.
When the defect is so large that the severed nerve ends cannot
be directly sutured, nerve injury is bridged by autologous
nerve grafting. While autografts are the best clinical bridges
available today because they are biocompatible, nontoxic and
provide a support structure to promote axonal adhesion,
there are many drawbacks to this procedure. These include
the need for a secondary surgery, loss of donor site function,
limited availability, modality mismatch (arising from a
sensory nerve being used to repair a motor or mixed nerve),
and neuroma formation at the donor or graft site.
Various tissue engineering strategies have been used to
inﬂuence diﬀerent aspects of the regenerative process with
hope for functional recovery using natural and synthetic
tubular scaﬀolds. The design criteria for fabrication of scaffolds should address various factors including composition
[75] and dimensions of the tubular scaﬀold [76], the addition
of exogenous factors such as ﬁbrin precursors [77] and
growth factors, the incorporation of glial cells, most often
Schwann cells and ﬁbroblasts [78, 79], the elastic modulus,
permeability, topography, swelling ratio, degradation rate,
size, and clearance of the degradation products [80]. In
particular the elastic modulus of the scaﬀold should be at
least 1,200 kPa in order to resist compressive and tensile
forces that are generated both during the surgery as well as
from surrounding tissue after implantation [81]. Diﬀerent
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Figure 7: Optical microscopy images showing MDCK on TCPS and AGMA1-EDA at 72 hour after seeding [62].

natural and synthetic materials have been used to facilitate
nerve regeneration. Among natural tubular scaﬀolds, autogenous venous and arterial nerve grafts have been the most
successful in achieving functional recovery across 10-mm
nerve gaps [82–84]. Venous grafts remain intact throughout
the process of nerve regeneration and are easier to extract
compared to arterial grafts [82]. While natural materials
have good biocompatibility, they often collapse when used
in longer nerve gaps. Additionally, issues related to the
limited availability of these explants, as well as autograft-

triggered immune response, are a few among many reasons
that prompted exploration of alternative materials to direct
nerve growth [85]. Synthetic tubular scaﬀolds have similar
advantages to natural scaﬀolds but additionally provide
mechanical and structural control [86]. In the recent past,
several guidance techniques using artiﬁcial nerve conduits
have been developed to guide nerve regeneration towards
the distal stump [87]. The isolated environment provided
by guidance channels helps conﬁnement and concentrate
neurotrophic factors that are released by supporting cells
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Figure 10: Confocal microscopy images of PC12 cells grown on electron-beam-lithography-patterned network of microwells (10 mm
diameter) connected by microchannels (1 mm width). The cells were treated with NGF (for 48 hours) and immunostained with DAPI
(cell nuclei, blue), FITC antivinculin antibody (focal contacts, red), and TRITC phalloidin (actin ﬁlaments, red) [63].

while protecting the axons against collapse and invasion
from immune cells [82]. The use of guidance channels
eliminates functional loss at the donor site, a condition
that is commonly associated to autografts. Initial studies
employing the use of short impermeable silicone tubes have
shown promising nerve regeneration across 3 mm gaps [88],
although signiﬁcant ﬁbrosis and nerve compression have
been subsequently associated with the use of these tubes
[89–91]. Biodegradable polymers such as poly(L-lactic acid),
polyglycolic acid, and poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid have been
originally the materials of choice for synthesizing conduits,
due to their relative abundance and applicability [92–101].
In addition to poly(esters), biodegradable poly(urethane)
[102–104], poly(organo-phosphazene) [16], and poly(3hydroxybutyrate) [105–107] have shown a capacity for guiding regeneration. Nevertheless, these materials do not fulﬁll
all the requirements that a scaﬀold for in vivo application
should have. For instance, a common inconvenience of
biodegradable polyesters is to cause inﬂammation in the
surrounding tissues giving rise to a local concentration of
acids upon degradation.
In recent years, special attention has been given to hydrogels. Hydrogels exhibit overall properties similar to those of
soft tissues, having tunable elasticity, nutrient permeability,
biocompatibility, and low interfacial tension. Among natural
hydrogels, gelatin-based tubular scaﬀolds [108], alginatebased capillary hydrogels [109], and multichannel collagen

nerve conduits [110] have been used to guide axonal
growth in animal experiments. Synthetic hydrogels include
PEG [111] and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-co-methyl
methacrylate) [112]. Although these materials have shown
promising results in terms of nerve regeneration, their
properties such as permeability, degradability, and mechanical strength are not yet satisfactory [113].
AGMA1-EDA hydrogels have a deﬁnite potential as
biomimetic materials and deserve to be further considered
for diﬀerent biotechnological applications such as substrates
for cell culture [62]. Unfortunately, their mechanical properties are not satisfactory in view of a use as scaﬀolds
for tissue engineering, in that their strength is still very
low and they are very soft and breakable on handling. To
overcome this problem, a new synthetic method has been
developed leading to second-generation AGMA1 hydrogels
with similar composition and exhibiting the same biological
properties but with improved mechanical strength [64]. In
particular, a diﬀerent two-step synthetic pathway has been
followed as reported in Scheme 4. In the ﬁrst step an acryloyl
end-capped linear AGMA1 oligomer is synthesized using a
controlled excess of the bisacrylamide; in the second step
the oligomer is photopolymerized by UV irradiation producing AGMA1-UV hydrogels with the required mechanical
characteristics.
Hydrogel tubes of diﬀerent dimensions (length 10–
30 mm, 3 mm external diameter, and 0.5–1.2 mm internal
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Figure 11: AGMA1 tubular hydrogels obtained by UV photopolymerization [64].

diameter) are obtained (Figure 11); however, the preferred
dimensions for rat implantation are 10 mm length and 1 mm
inner diameter [64].
Cross-linked PAAs, obtained by ethylenediamine as
cross-linking agent, swell in water giving very soft hydrogels
[33, 42, 62, 65]. Swelling tests carried out on the AGMA1-UV
hydrogels in doubly distilled water and 0.1 M PBS solution
pH 7.4 show a 200% absorption in both cases, 3 times lower
than the AGMA1-EDA hydrogels.
AGMA1-UV tubular scaﬀolds have been tested in vivo as
conduit for nerve regeneration in living rats. The right sciatic
nerve of the rats has been cut in the middle, and hydrogel
conduit having 10 mm length and 1 mm inner diameters

implanted leaving the nerve gap of 5 mm (Figure 12). All
rats have survived, and no complications related to operation
occurred, since all wounds have healed spontaneously [64].
The progression of the nerve regeneration has been
extensively analyzed at diﬀerent time points, namely, 30, 90,
and 180 days after surgery [64]. 30 days after implantation
the conduit appears well integrated and no dislocations are
observed. The regenerated nerve is resistant to mechanical
traction showing no evidence of interruption. No apparent
signs of inﬂammatory reaction or serum inﬁltrate are found,
even if a thin ﬁbrotic sheet surrounding the conduit is
observed. Regeneration between the upper and lower nerve
stump occurs inside the scaﬀold guide as demonstrated by
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Figure 12: Normal intact right sciatic nerve was cut in the middle (a), removing 4-5 mm nervous tissue. AGMA1 hydrogel tube has been
used to regenerate the gap (c) [64].
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Figure 13: Toluidine-blue semithin transverse section of regenerating nerves in the medial part of the nerve guide at 30 (a), 90 (b), and 180
(c) days after surgery [64].

the presence of nerve ﬁbers ﬁlling the original gap. The
conduit is largely degraded but not completely reabsorbed,
since two large scaﬀold fragments (h) are embedded in the
epineurium surrounding the nerve (Figure 13(a)). At 90 days
after surgery, a complete nerve structure is evident with some
detritus still included in the ﬁbrotic tissue around the nerve

(Figure 13(b)), whereas at 180 days the scaﬀold is grossly
reabsorbed, with only a few detritus in the surrounding
epineurium (Figure 13(c)).
Morphological evaluations have been focused on 30 days
after surgery, since the nerve regeneration is apparently
satisfactory and not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that observed
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Figure 14: Immunoﬂuorescence image of the regenerated nerve
inside the hydrogel tube at 30 (a) and 90 (b) days after surgery [64].

at 90 and 180 days after implantation [64]. The axonal
regeneration at 30 days is conﬁrmed by immunoﬂuorescent
analysis of longitudinal sections of the sciatic nerve stump
through the conduit.
Nerve ﬁbers have been labeled in green with anti neuroﬁlament M/H antibody and Schwann cells nuclei stained
in blue with nuclear marker DAPI. Figure 14(a) shows the
continuity of green labeling for the heavy chain of axon
neuroﬁlaments. A stronger neuroﬁlament immunopositivity
at 90 days after surgery is consistent with a higher, complete
axonal regeneration (Figure 14(b)).

6. Conclusions and Perspectives
PAAs constitute a family of highly hydrophilic ionic polymers
that are easily synthesized and can be designed to be biocompatible and degradable in the body ﬂuids. Linear PAAs
are usually water soluble. Cross-linked PAAs can be obtained
by several means, forming highly swollen hydrogels some
of which deﬁnitely warrant potential as scaﬀolds for tissue
engineering applications both in vitro and in vivo, being
highly biocompatible and biodegradable to nontoxic, selfbuﬀered products that do not elicit inﬂammatory response
from the surrounding tissues.
In more general terms, PAAs are highly versatile functional polymers whose biotechnological applications are still
waiting to be fully exploited.
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The existence of correlation and functional relationships between reaction conditions (concentrations of crosslinker, monomer
and initiator, and neutralization degree of monomer), primary structural parameters (crosslinking density of network, average
molar mass between crosslinks, and distance between macromolecular chains), and macroscopic properties (equilibrium swelling
degree and xerogel density) of the synthesized xerogels which are important for application in tissue engineering is investigated.
The structurally diﬀerent xerogels samples of poly(acrylic acid), poly(methacrylic acid), and poly(acrylic acid-g-gelatin) were
synthesized by applying diﬀerent methods of polymerization: crosslinking polymerization, crosslinking polymerization in
high concentrated aqueous solution, and crosslinking graft polymerization. The values of primary structural parameters
and macroscopic properties were determined for the synthesized xerogels samples. For all of the investigated methods of
polymerization, an existence of empirical power function of the dependence of primary structural parameters and macroscopic
properties on the reaction conditions was established. The scaling laws between primary structural parameters and macroscopic
properties on average molar mass between crosslinks were established. It is shown that scaling exponent is independent from the
type of monomer and other reaction conditions within the same polymerization method. The physicochemical model that could
be used for xerogel synthesis with predetermined macroscopic properties was suggested.

1. Application of Hydrogels in
Tissue Engineering
Every year, millions of patients suﬀer the loss or failure of an
organ or tissue as a result of accidents or disease. The ﬁeld
of tissue engineering has developed to meet the tremendous
need for organs and tissues [1–3].
Hydrogels are commonly deﬁned as three-dimensional
networks of hydrophilic polymers, capable of absorbing
signiﬁcant amounts of water (from 20 g/g up to 2000 g/g of
their dry mass) without dissolving or losing their structural
integrity [4, 5].
They are also called smart, intelligent, stimuli-responsive,
or environmental sensitive materials when a rather sharp
change can be induced by changes in the environmental conditions, for example, small changes in temperature. Stimuliresponsive hydrogels are described as smart or intelligent

when their sol-gel transition occurs at conditions that can
be induced in a living body [6].
Due to their characteristic properties (high swellability
in water, hydrophilicity, biocompatibility, and intoxicity)
and to their abilities to respond to a variety of changes in
the surrounding medium (pH, temperature, ionic strength,
light intensity, electric and magnetic ﬁeld, and presence and
concentration of some chemicals), hydrogels have been utilized in a wide range of biological, medical, pharmaceutical,
and environmental applications. Hydrogels have structural
similarity to the macromolecular-based components in the
body and are considered biocompatible, and so, they have
found numerous applications as biomaterials, both in tissue
engineering and in drug delivery [7, 8].
Grodzinski [1] provided comprehensive overview of
using gels and hydrogels for biomedical and pharmaceutical
applications pointing out on some useful reviewers on
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stimuli-responsive polymeric systems, their applications, and
modes of activity [9, 10]. Hydrogels have been shown
to be very useful for controlling cell adhesion in tissue
engineering [11, 12] components of extracellular matrix
[13] for reconstruction or repair of soft tissues [14, 15],
as biosensors [16] and actuators, [17] and for many other
biomedical applications [18, 19]. They have been utilized
as scaﬀold materials for drug and growth factor delivery,
engineering tissue replacements, and a variety of other
applications.
They can be applied as space ﬁlling scaﬀolds, scaﬀolds
for bioactive molecule delivery or for cell delivery [20]. An
extensive review of the applications of hydrogels for scaﬀolds
and ECMs has been published by Varghese and Elisseeﬀ
[21]. They indicated that collagen gels provide a good
milieu for chondrocytes that enables preservation of their
morphology. Application of these gels for bone regeneration
was investigated. Their applications are, however, limited by
their mechanical weakness.
Tuzlakoglu et al. [22] described the wet spinning technique of the chitosan ﬁbers as a 3D ﬁber mesh, as a potential
method of production of scaﬀolds for tissue engineering. In
this context, they investigated their mechanical properties,
swelling, cytotoxicity, and bioactivity. Their mesh structures
were suitable for cell growth. Tuzlakoglu et al. believe that the
scaﬀolds developed by them might be used for bone tissue
engineering.
Guo et al. [23] prepared gene-activated porous chitosangelatin matrices (GAMs) for in vitro expression of the
transforming growth factor (TFG-b1) for chondrocytes
proliferation.
Liu and Chen-Park presented a novel cell-encapsulating
hydrogel family based on the interpenetrating polymer
network (IPN) of gelatin and dextran bifunctionalized with
methacrylate (MA) and aldehyde (AD) (Dex-MA-AD). It
was demonstrated that the dextran-based IPN hydrogels
not only supported endothelial cells (ECs) adhesion and
spreading on the surface, but also allowed encapsulated
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) to proliferate and spread in the
bulk interior of the hydrogel. Further, these IPN hydrogels
have higher dynamic storage moduli than polyethylene
glycol-based hydrogels commonly used for smooth muscle
cells (SMCs) encapsulation. These IPN hydrogels appear
promising as 3D scaﬀolds for vascular tissue engineering
[24]. It is shown that rather than using adhesive peptide,
gelatin which has good biodegradability and low level of
immunogenicity and cytotoxicity [25] can also be incorporated into dextran hydrogel [26–28].
Lu et al. [29] investigated the feasibility of tailoring
poly(vinyl alcohol)/poly(acrylic acid) interpenetrating polymer networks (PVA/PAA-IPN) as coatings for implantable
neural electrodes. They presented a new approach for
improving the electrode-neural tissue interface by using
hydrogel PVA/PAA-IPN tailored as coatings for poly(dimethylsiloxane)-based neural electrodes. Although PVA is
a kind of polyhydroxyl polymer which is not degradable in
most physiological situations [30], the PVA-based hydrogels
are broadly applied in tissue engineering because of its
excellent mechanical strength and good ﬁlm formation
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property [31–34]. The crosslinked poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) is
a high water absorbing and protein resistive material widely
used in medical ﬁeld [35, 36].
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) is potentially
very attractive for tissue engineering applications, as it
exhibits phase transition behavior above the lower critical
solution temperature (LCST). The LCST of PNIPAAm in
water is approximately 32◦ C and can be matched to body
temperature by copolymerization [37]. This will result in the
formation of a solid cell/polymer construct, as the gel warms
to body temperature. The NIPAAm has been copolymerized
with acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, or butylmethacrylic acid,
depending on the desired ﬁnal applications [38–40]. Acrylamide derivatives have also been cross-linked with native
proteins [41] or oligodeoxyribonucleotides [42] to form
temperature responsive gels. In this situation, conventional
polymers could potentially be modiﬁed to exhibit thermal
transition behavior by utilizing a variety of crosslinking
molecules that can induce phase separation in response to
temperature changes. This mechanism of phase transition
may be ideal for delivery of cells, as crosslinking due the
temperature change happened upon introduction to the
body. The unique temperature-responsive nature of these
polymers is leading to a variety of biological applications.
These polymers are also being investigated as an injectable
delivery vehicle for cartilage and pancreas engineering [38,
43]. However, limitations of these gels are the nondegradable crosslinks, and the vinyl monomers and crosslinking
molecules are toxic, carcinogenic, or teratogenic [44]. In
an eﬀort to obviate these issues, dextran-grafted PNIPAAm
copolymers have been synthesized, and these may modulate
degradation in synchronization with temperature [45].
The possibility of applying PAA-based hydrogels crosslinked by macro-di-isocyanates for retarded drug release was
investigated [46]. The work presented by Changez et al. lead
to the conclusion that it is possible to deliver gentamicin
sulphate using IPNs based on PAA and gelatin in a controlled
manner. The authors recommended that these devices may
have good therapeutic potential for the treatment of local
infections like osteomyelitis [47]. A mucoadhesive polymer
complex composed of chitosan and PAA loaded with triamcinolone acetonide (TAA) was prepared. It was found that the
TAA was released from the chitosan/PAA complex by nonFickian diﬀusion [48].
The isothermal kinetics of the release of the drug (E)4-(4-metoxyphenyl)-4-oxo-2-butenoic acid (MEPBA) structurally similar to (E)-4-aryl-(4-oxo-2-butenoic acid) whose
antiproliferative activity towards human cervix carcinoma
HeLa has been reported [49] from poly(acrylic acid) hydrogel and poly(acrylic-co-methacrylic acid) (PAMA) hydrogels
were studied by Adnadjevic et al. [50, 51]. The process of
MEPBA release from PAA hydrogel, almost in entire range,
can be described with the model of the drug desorption from
the active centers with diﬀerent speciﬁc energies.
The delivery system composed of a dual pH-sensitive and
thermosensitive smart polymer gel composed of a random
terpolymer of N-isopropylacrylamide, butylmethacrylate,
and acrylic acid was designed as a new anti-HIV agent [52].
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In recent years, hydrogels based on poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA), poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA), and their copolymers, complexes, IPNs, or grafted networks have often
been used as carriers in drug release systems in recent years
because of their multifunctional nature, unique properties,
and good biocompatibility [53, 54].

2. Biocompatibility of Hydrogels in
Tissue Engineering
The application of polymers and hydrogels in tissue engineering requires them to be biocompatible, nontoxic and
nonimﬂammatory [55].
An absolutely critical parameter for application in tissue engineering is the biocompatibility of hydrogels. Naturally derived polymers in general demonstrate adequate biocompatibility, while synthetic polymers sometimes may produce negative responses from the body. The
processes that follow implantation (inﬂammation, wound
healing, and the foreign-body reaction) depend on the
chemical structure, physical structure (porosity), and surface microarchitecture of hydrogels. Kopeček and Yang
in their comprehensive review [56] presented a summary
of systematic study of the biocompatibility of hydrogels based on crosslinked polyHEMA, poly(N-substituted
methacrylamide)s, poly(Nmonosubstituted acrylamide)s,
and poly(N,Ndisubstituted acrylamide)s and their copolymers with ionogenic comonomers and revealed that all
these structures were well tolerated after subcutaneous
implantation in rats and pigs. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences
were observed with healing-in of hydrogels of diﬀerent
chemical compositions although signiﬁcant diﬀerences were
observed for hydrogels with diﬀerent morphology. Hoﬀman revealed that hydrogels designed for use as tissue
engineering scaﬀolds may contain pores large enough to
accommodate living cells, or they may be designed to
dissolve or degrade away, releasing growth factors and
creating pores into which living cells may penetrate and
proliferate [57]. The biocompatibility of hydrogels with
identical chemical structure but diﬀering in porosity using
the models hydrogels of HEMA was compared. Hydrogels of
HEMA were prepared by crosslinking copolymerization with
ethylene dimethacrylate with diﬀerent water-to-monomer
ratio, which resulted in the formation of homogeneous
hydrogels, microporous and macroporous spongy hydrogels
with interconnecting channels. The implantation of porous
hydrogels resulted in ﬁbrous capsule formation. However,
in contrast to homogeneous hydrogels, newly formed blood
capillaries and an eosinophilically stained exudate penetrated
into the implant. The intensity of the response was greater
with higher hydrogel porosity [56].
The interactions of cells with hydrogels signiﬁcantly
aﬀects their adhesion as well as migration and diﬀerentiation.
The adhesion may be cell-type speciﬁc and is dependent on
the interaction of speciﬁc cell receptors with ligands that are
a component or adsorbed onto the materials [57].
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3. Design Synthesis of Xerogels for
Tissue Engineering
Hydrogels in tissue engineering must meet a number
of design criteria to function appropriately and promote
new tissue formation. These criteria include both classical
physical parameters (e.g., degradation and mechanics) and
mass transport parameters (diﬀusion requirements) as well
as biological performance parameters and biological interaction requirements of each speciﬁc application (e.g., cell
adhesion). For example, scaﬀolds designed to encapsulate
cells must be capable of being gelled without damaging the
cells, must be nontoxic to the cells and the surrounding
tissue after gelling, must allow appropriate diﬀusion of
nutrients and metabolites to and from the encapsulated cells
and surrounding tissue, and require suﬃcient mechanical
integrity and strength to withstand manipulations associated
with implantation and in vivo existence [58].
For a rational design of biomaterials, all variables inﬂuencing cell function and tissue morphogenesis have to be
considered. Brandl et al. give comprehensive review which
promote a rational design of hydrogels for tissue engineering
application with a special emphasizes on their physical
properties. Adjusting these parameters to the requirements
of each speciﬁc application would allow for the creation
of “custom-made” biomaterials that direct the development
of desired tissues. In the review of Brandl et al., the
basic principles of cellular mechanosensitivity, highlighting
the problems of characterizing the mechanical properties
of biological tissues and hydrogels, are summarized and
followed by a discussion on the rational design of hydrogels
for tissue-engineering applications, while the impact of
mechanical characteristics and degradability on cell function
and tissue morphogenesis was pointed out [59].
The areas of active research in tissue engineering include
biomaterials design-incorporation of the appropriate chemical, physical, and mechanical/structural properties to guide
cell and tissue organization, cell and scaﬀold integrationinclusion into the biomaterial scaﬀold of either cells for
transplantation or biomolecules to attract cells, including
stem cells, from the host to promote integration with the
tissue after implantation, and biomolecule delivery inclusion
of growth factors and/or small molecules or peptides that
promote cell survival and tissue regeneration. The review of
Shoichet emphasizes polymers used in medicine and speciﬁcally those designed as scaﬀolds for use in tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine and particularly polymer scaﬀolds
used for delivery of cells and biomolecules. The challenges
and solutions pursued in designing polymeric biomaterial
scaﬀolds with the appropriate 3-dimensional structure have
been explored [60].
The results of the rapid development of advanced
materials science are processing of materials with predicted
functional physical, technological, and exploitation characteristics. However, progress in the ﬁeld of synthesis of needed
materials is considerably slow due to the lack of eﬀective
methods that can deﬁne new technologies with minimal
research.

4
The predictions of the materials properties, ﬁrstly have
been based on the association principle in order to be further
replaced by the principle of correlation when quantity
of information about materials enhanced. The ﬁndings
of various correlation relationships type property-property
and property-composition lead to the development of its
signiﬁcance. Finally, the correlation method reaches its
ultimate expression in the so called multivariation analyses
which enable discovering limited number of parameters
which can be used for deﬁning physicochemical properties of
material. Principal limitations speciﬁc for the multivariation
analyses used for predicting the properties of materials reveal
that the structure of material was the crucial point in the
process of predicting properties of materials.
In accordance with that, creation of material with
predictable properties can be assumed that is solved if the
triad technology-structure- property (T-S-P) is known, that
is, if functional relationship type: property-structure and
structure-technology are established and in that relations,
structure has a role of parameter which express relationship:
technology-property.
On this manner, prediction of the materials properties,
that is, production of materials of predictable properties
riches qualitatively new, higher level.
Bearing that in mind, this paper summarizes the eﬀects
of reaction conditions (concentrations of crosslinker (Cc),
monomer (Cm), and initiator (Ci) and neutralization degree
of monomer (ND) on primary structural properties of xerogels (average molar mass between crosslinks (Mc ), crosslinking density of network (ρc ) distance between macromolecular chains (d) and xerogels macroscopic properties (xerogel
density (ρx ), and equilibrium swelling degree (SDeq ) for different processes of xerogels/hydrogels synthesis (crosslinking
polymerization (CLP), high concentrated aqueous solution
crosslinking polymerization (CCLP), and crosslinking graft
polymerization (CLGP)) with the aim to elucidate triad T-SP as presented in Figure 1.

4. Design of Poly(Acrylic Acid) Xerogel
Synthesis via High Concentrated Aqueous
Solution Crosslinking Polymerization
4.1. Synthesis of Poly(Acrylic Acid) Hydrogels. Poly(acrylic
acid) (PAA) hydrogels with diﬀerent concentrations of
crosslinker and initiator in reaction mixture were synthesized
via high concentrated aqueous solution crosslinking polymerization (CCLP).
For the synthesis, the following materials were used. The
monomer, acrylic acid (99.5%) (AA), was purchased from
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt Germany, stored in a refrigerator,
and melted at room temperature before use. The crosslinker
N,N -methylene bisacrylamide (MBA) (p.a) was supplied
by Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, USA. The initiator,
ammonium peroxodisulphate (p.a) (APS), was purchased
from BDH Prolab, USA. Sodium hydroxide (p.a) was
obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, USA.
The general procedure was as follows. Firstly, 10 mL
of cooled acrylic acid in ice bath to 5◦ C was neutralized
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Figure 1: Triad technology-structure-property.

to required degree of neutralization by dropwise adding
necessary amount of potassium hydroxide aqueous solution
(50 wt%) under constant stirring. Then, crosslinker aqueous
solution (0.1 wt%) was added and was stirred approximately
5 min at ambient temperature. Then, the initiator solution
(10 wt% APS) was added to the reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was once again rapidly stirred, and immediately,
the prepared reaction mixture was poured into teﬂon mold
and placed in an thermostat oven at 70◦ C for 0.5 hours.
The resulting products were taken out the teﬂon mold
and sliced into small pieces which were subsequently
immersed in excess distilled water. The water was changed
every 2-3 hours except overnights for 7 days in order to
remove the sol fraction of polymer and unreacted monomer.
Subsequently, the washed-out hydrogel was dried in air oven
at 100◦ C approximately 8 h until constant mass was attained.
The obtained products were stored in a vacuum exicator
until use.
4.2. Structural Characterization of the Synthesized Poly(Acrylic
Acid) Xerogels
4.2.1. Macroscopic Properties of Xerogels. Macroscopic properties (MP) of xerogels (equilibrium swelling degree (SDeq )
and xerogel density (ρxg )) were determined using the following procedures.
Determination of the Equilibrium Swelling Degree. Dry
hydrogel (xerogel) disks with an average weight of 0.10 g
(±10%) were left to swell in distilled water in excess
distilled water at ambient temperature. The swollen hydrogels samples were taken out from water, wiped to remove
excess surface water, and weighted. This was done until the
hydrogels attained constant mass, that is, until equilibrium
was reached (meq ). The equilibrium swelling degree (SDeq )
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SD =

4.2.2. Primary Structural Parameters of the Synthesized
Poly(Acrylic Acid) Hydrogels. The primary structural parameters (PSP) of the synthesized poly(acrylic acid) xerogels:
average molar mass between the network crosslinks (Mc ),
crosslinking degree (ρc ), and the distance between the
macromolecular chains (d) were calculated by application of
Flory and Rehner Equation [61]
1/3
−ρxg VH2 O υ2,s

2 ,
ln 1 − υ2,s + υ2,s + χυ2,s



1
,
1 + ρxg SDeq


ln 1 − υ2,s + υ2,s
.
χ=
2
υ2,s

(4)

The degree of crosslinking was calculated as
ρx
,
Mc

(5)

where M0 is the molar mass of the repeating unit.
The distance between the macromolecular chains was
calculated as


−1/3
2Cn
d = lυ2,s

Mc
M0

SDeq (g/g)

140

1.64

1.6

100
0.01

1/2

,

1.56
0.02

0.03

0.04
Cc (wt%)

0.05

0.06

SDeq
ρx

Figure 2: The eﬀect of Cc on macroscopic properties of the
synthesized PAA xerogels.

Table 1: Eﬀect of changes in Cc on primary structural parameters
of PAA xerogels.
Cc, wt%
0.015
0.024
0.035
0.049
0.060

Mc · 10−5 , g/mol
3.13
2.51
1.95
1.66
1.51

ρc , mol/m3
5.083
6.506
8.472
10.149
11.261

d, nm
239
203
170
152
142

χ
−0.499
−0.497
−0.503
−0.503
−0.502

(3)

where VH2 O is the molar volume of H2 O, υ2,s is the polymer
volume fraction in the equilibrium swollen state, and χ is
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between a solvent
(H2 O) and a polymer (PMAA). The values of υ2,s and χ were
calculated using the following expressions:

ρc =

1.68

(2)

where mxg is the weight of the xerogel sample, m1 is
the weight of pycnometer ﬁlled with toluene, used as the
nonsolvent, m2 is the weight of pycnometer ﬁlled with
toluene with the xerogel sample in it, and ρT is the density
of toluene (ρT = 0.864 g/cm3 ).



PAA hydrogel
160

(1)

mxg ρT
,
ρxg =
m1 + mxg − m2

υ2,s =

1.72

120

meq − m0
.
m0

For each sample, at least three swelling measurements were
performed, and the mean values were used.
The xerogel densities of the synthesized samples were
determined by the pycnometer method, using:

Mc =

180

ρx (g/cm3 )

deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the weight of the swollen
hydrogel sample at equilibrium swollen state, that is, when
the hydrogel sample attained constant mass (meq ), and the
weight of the xerogel (dry hydrogel) (m0 ) divided by the
weight of the xerogel sample (m0 ) was determined as a
function of time at constant temperature and calculated
using:

(6)

where Cn is the Flory characteristic ratio (Cn (AA) = 6.7 Å,
(Cn (MAA) = 14.6 Å) and l is the carbon-carbon bond length
(1.54 Å) [62].

4.3. Eﬀects of Crosslinker Concentration on MP and PSP of PAA
Xerogel. The samples of PAA hydrogels were synthesized by
using reaction mixtures with variable crosslinker concentration within the range 0.015–0.06 wt% and keeping constant
all the others reaction conditions (Cm = 72 wt%, Ci =
0.07 wt%, ND = 75%, T = 70◦ C, and t = 30 min) with the
aim to evaluate the eﬀects of changing Cc on the values of
primary structural parameters and macroscopic properties
of the synthesized xerogels.
Figure 2 presents the changes of MP of the synthesized
PAA xerogels with the variation in the Cc in reaction mixture.
Table 1 presents the changes of PSP of the synthesized
xerogels with the variation in the Cc in reaction mixture.
From the results presented in Figure 2 and Table 1, we
can conclude that the increasing Cc leads to the increasing
values of xerogel density and crosslinking density of xerogel
and to the decreasing values of equilibrium swelling degrees,
average molar mass between crosslinks, and the distance
between the macromolecular chains, while the value of
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between solvent and
polymer remains practically unaﬀected.
An analyses of the established changes of the primary
structural parameters and macroscopic properties of synthesized xerogels caused with the variation in crosslinker concentration in reaction mixture revealed an existence of functional (R ≥ 0.99) and correlation relationships (R ≤ 0.99)
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between them. The found relationship are presented by
following empirical Equation (7):
SDeq = 32.5 · Cc−0.40

1.4

R = 0.99,

200

where R is correlation coeﬃcient. The data were analyzed
using the commercial program Origin Microcal 8.0 and relations with the best correlation coeﬃcient (R) are presented.
Based on above empirical Equation (7), it is easy to
conclude that primary structural parameters and macroscopic properties of xerogels (Y ) are power functions of
concentration of crosslinker in reaction mixture (X) (8)
Y = a · Xb,

(8)

where a is prefactor and b is exponent.
Assuming that equilibrium swelling degree is in functional relationship with the primary structural parameters
of xerogel, an existence of dependence between SDeq and
primary structural parameters was investigated. The found
relationship are presented by empirical Equation (9).
SDeq = 0.015 · Mc0.74

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
Ci (wt%)

0.6

0.7

SDeq
ρx

Figure 3: Eﬀect of Ci on SDeq and ρx of PAA xerogels.

Table 2: Eﬀect of changes in Ci on primary structural parameters
of PAA xerogel.
Ci, wt%
0.23
0.33
0.46
0.60
0.70

Mc ·10−5 , g/mol
3.96
7.08
8.64
13.1
16.7

ρc , mol/m3
3.85
2.11
1.70
1.08
0.82

d, nm
284
425
496
671
794

χ
−0.50
−0.48
−0.51
−0.52
−0.48

R = 0.99,

SDeq = 498 · ρc−0.67

R = 0.94,

1.02

R = 0.99.

SDeq = 0.63 · d

1.44
300

R = 0.99,

d = 47 · Cc−0.39

SDeq (g/g)

(7)

1.48

400

ρx (g/cm3 )

ρc =

R = 0.99,

1.52

500

R = 0.99,

Mc = 3.3 · 104 · Cc−0.5

1.56
PAA hydrogel

R = 0.99,

ρx = 2.02 · Cc0.06

60 · Cc0.59

600

(9)

The dependences of equilibrium swelling degree on
primary structural parameters of xerogel are also power
function with diﬀerent values of prefactor and exponent
for diﬀerent structural parameters. The established power
law dependences of equilibrium swelling degree on diﬀerent
primary structural parameters of xerogel conﬁrm the validity
of the previously given propose about existing functional
relationship between them. The obtained diﬀerent values of
prefactor and exponent for diﬀerent structural parameters
of xerogels point out on dependence of equilibrium swelling
degree on structural details of xerogel.
We proposed that the basic structural detail of xerogel is
average molar mass of polymer chain between crosslinking
points (Mc ), and so, the dependences of primary structural
parameters (ρc and d) and macroscopic property ρx of
xerogel on Mc were investigated and obtained dependences
are given by empirical Equation (10)
ρx = 4.95 · Mc−0.10

R = 0.98,

ρc = 5.44 · Mc−1.1

R = 0.99,

d = 0.02 · Mc0.73

R = 0.99.

(10)

As we can see, the MP and PSP may be scaled with Mc
through scaling laws. This conﬁrms the previous assumption

that the basic structural detail of xerogel structure which
further determine other primary structural parameters and
macroscopic properties of xerogel is average molar mass of
polymer chain between crosslinks and implies on law by
which macromolecules scaling their PSP.
4.4. Eﬀects of Initiator Concentration on MP and PSP of
PAA Xerogel. PAA hydrogels with diﬀerent concentrations of
initiator (from 0.23 wt% to 0.70 wt%) were prepared, while
other reaction parameters were kept constant (Cm = 72 wt%,
ND = 75%, Cc = 0.015 wt%, T =70◦ C, t = 30 min).
The eﬀects of concentration of initiator in reaction
mixture on macroscopic properties of synthesized xerogels
are presented in Figure 3.
The eﬀects of concentration of initiator in reaction
mixture on primary structural parameters of synthesized
xerogels are presented in Table 2.
The increase in the initiator concentration leads to the
increase in the equilibrium swelling degree, average molar
mass of polymer chain between crosslinks, and distance
between the macromolecular chains, while the values of
xerogel density and crosslinking density of xerogel decrease.
On the contrary to these eﬀects, the value of FloryHuggins interaction parameter between solvent and polymer
is practically unaﬀected with the changes in the initiator
concentration.
Like in the case of eﬀects of crosslinker concentration, the
changes of primary structural parameters and macroscopic
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properties are in functional and correlation relationships
with the concentration of initiator in the reaction mixture,
as presented by

properties (synthesis design) if the equations listed below are
known:
β

MP j = α · Mc ,
SDeq = 750 · Ci−0.87

R = 0.98,

ρx = 1.35 · Ci−0.09

R = 0.97,

Mc = 2.5 · 106 · Ci1.23

R = 0.99,

ρc = 0.54 · Ci−1.32

R = 0.99,

d = 1053 · Ci0.89

R = 0.99.

(11)

The values of MP and PSP are power functions of the
initiator concentration in reaction mixture, with diﬀerent
prefactors and exponents.
Starting from the point that the basic structural detail
of xerogel is average molar mass of polymer chain between
crosslinking points, as in the case when the eﬀect of Cc
evaluated, we again found relationship between the primary
structural parameters and properties of xerogel and Mc in
the form of scaling law, as can be seen from the following
empirical equations:
SDeq = 0.02 · Mc0.71

R = 0.99,

ρx = 3.85 · Mc−0.07

R = 0.97,

ρc = 3.83 · Mc−1.07

R = 0.99,

d = 0.03 · Mc0.72

(13)

β1

RCi = α · Mc ,
where MP j are the macroscopic properties of the xerogel
(equilibrium swelling degree and xerogel density), RC are
reaction condition, α and α1 are the prefactors, and β and
β1 are the exponents.
In that case, the choose of reaction conditions aimed
at preparing xerogel with desired macroscopic properties is
based on the calculation of the values of molar mass between
crosslinks (Mc ) according to
Mc =

R = 0.99.

The established changes of average molar mass of polymer chain between crosslinks with the increasing concentration of initiator are in disagreement with the predictable
values of the results which would be obtained by calculation
based on the model of kinetics of radical polymerization
[63]. In fact, according to that model, the increase in the
initiator concentration should lead to the decrease in the
average distance of kinetically chains, and therefore, also the
average molar mass of polymer chain between crosslinks
would decrease.
The found increase in the molar mass of polymer chain
between crosslinks in the case of crosslinking polymerization
of acrylic acid is in agreement with the theoretically presumption of kinetics model of CLP suggested by Tobita and
Hamielec [64], Dusek [65], and Elliott and Bowman [66]. In
accordance with them, the increasing initiator concentration
in reaction mixture in the course of crosslinking polymerization favors an intramolecular cyclization process over the
crosslinking process which leads to the increase in Mc of the
formed polymer network. Further, the increase in Mc causes
decrease in the network’s crosslink density and increase in
the distance between the macromolecular chains and so the
equilibrium swelling degree increases.
Therefore, it is possible to completely deﬁne technology
for preparation xerogels with predetermined macroscopic

1/β

,

(14)

and then, the reaction conditions under which will be
synthesized xerogel with predeﬁned value of Mc can be
calculated by using


RCi =

(12)

MP j
α

Mc
α1

1/β1

.

(15)

5. Design of Poly(Methacrylic Acid) Xerogel
Synthesis via Crosslinking Polymerization
5.1. Synthesis of Poly(Methacrylic Acid) Hydrogels. Poly
(methacrylic acid) hydrogels (PMA) with diﬀerent concentrations of crosslinker and monomer in reaction mixture
were prepared via crosslinking polymerization (CLP) in
aqueous media using the modiﬁed procedure for poly(acrylic
acid) hydrogel synthesis [67].
The general procedure was as follows. Firstly, methacrylic
acid (99.5%) (MA) (purchased from Merck KGaA) (20 wt%
aqueous solution) was neutralized to the required neutralization degree with 25 wt% sodium hydroxide solution
(Sodium hydroxide (p.a) obtained from Aldrich Chemical
Co., Milwaukee, USA) under the nitrogen atmosphere and
with constant stirring. Then, crosslinker (MBA) aqueous
solution (1 wt%) was added under stirring and nitrogen
bubbling through the mixture for half an hour. Then, the
initiator (2,2 -Azobis-[2-(2-imidazolin-2-yl)propane] Dihydrochloride (VA-044) (99.8%) supplied by Wako Pure
Chemical Industries, Ltd. (VA-044)) was added (1 wt%
solution of) and the reaction mixture was once again rapidly
stirred and bubbled with nitrogen for a further 20 min.
Immediately, the prepared reaction mixture was poured into
glass moulds (plates separated by a rubber gasket 2 mm
thick) and placed in an oven at 80◦ C, for 3 h.
After the completion the reaction, the resulting products
were handled in the same way as the PAA hydrogel. The
primary structural parameters and macroscopic properties
were determined using the methods given for the PAA
xerogels.
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SDeq = 0.152 · Cc−1.26
ρx = 4.05 · Cc0.20
Mc = 33.44 · Cc−1.56
ρc = 2.83 · Cc1.57
d = 0.42 · Cc−1.14

R = 0.98,
R = 0.99,
R = 0.97,

(16)

R = 0.97,

1.5

SDeq (g/g)

PMA hydrogel
200

1.45

160

1.4
1.35

120
1.3
80
0.01

1.25
0.02

0.03

0.04
Cc (wt%)

0.05

0.06

SDeq
ρx

Figure 4: The eﬀect of crosslinker concentration on the macroscopic properties of PMA xerogels.

Table 3: Eﬀect of changes in Cc on primary structural parameters
of PMA xerogels.
Cc, wt%
0.015
0.024
0.035
0.049
0.060

Mc ·10−5 , g/mol
2.7
2.2
1.4
0.91
0.75

ρc ·104 , mol/cm3
3.5
4.2
6.7
10.4
11.7

d, nm
290
250
180
132
118

R = 0.97.

As in the case of PAA xerogels, the relationships between
average molar mass between crosslinks and each particular
value of primary structural parameters and macroscopic
properties of PMA xerogels are given in the form of scaling
law (see (17))
SDeq = 0.01 · Mc0.79

240

ρx (g/cm3 )

5.2. Eﬀects of Crosslinker Concentration MP and PSP of PMA
Xerogel. The samples of PMA hydrogels were synthesized by
using reaction mixtures with diﬀerent crosslinker concentration (Cc) within the range from 0.003 wt% to 0.006 wt%,
while the other reaction conditions were kept constant
(Cm = 20 wt%, Ci = 0.2 wt%, ND = 40%, T = 80◦ C,
and t = 3 h). The eﬀect of crosslinker concentration on
the macroscopic properties of PMA xerogels are presented
in Figure 4.
The eﬀects of Cc on primary structural parameters of
PMA xerogels are given in Table 3.
It is clear that the increase in crosslinker concentration
in reaction mixture results in the increase in the values of
xerogel density and crosslinking density of xerogel, while
the values of equilibrium swelling degrees, average molar
mass between crosslinks, and the distance between the
macromolecular chains decrease.
The evaluated changes of primary structural parameters
and macroscopic properties of PMMA xerogels are in
correlation relationships with the crosslinker concentration
in the reaction mixture, which are presented by the empirical
Equation (16)

R = 0.99,

ρx = 5.6 · Mc−0.12

R = 0.97,

ρc = 100 · Mc−1.0

R = 0.99,

d = 0.03 · Mc0.73

R = 0.99.

(17)

The changes in the values of MP and PSP with the
increasing Cc in the reaction mixture may be attributed to
the increased degree of crosslinking of polymer chains which
is caused with the increased concentration of crosslinker
in reaction mixture. As the network’s crosslinking density
increases, the space between polymer chains decreases as well
as the Mc , and therefore, network rigidity and density of
xerogel increases, while the SDeq decreases.
5.3. Eﬀects of Monomer Concentration on MP and PSP of
PMA Xerogel. In order to examine the eﬀects of changing
monomer concentration in reaction mixture on the values of
primary structural parameters and macroscopic properties
of the synthesized PMA xerogels, samples of PMA hydrogels

were synthesized. For that reason, reaction mixtures with
monomer concentration varying within the range of 20–
40 wt% were prepared and reactions proceed with constant
all the others parameters (Ci = 0.2 wt%, Cc = 0.04 wt%, ND =
40%, T = 80◦ C, and t = 3 h). Figure 5 presents the eﬀects of
monomer concentration on the MP of the synthesized PMA
xerogels.
Table 4 summarizes the eﬀects of monomer concentration on the MP and PSP of the synthesized PMA xerogels.
Likewise in the case of crosslinker concentration, the
increase in the methacrylic acid concentration in the reaction
mixture leads to the increase in the values of xerogel density
and crosslinking density of xerogel, while the values of
equilibrium swelling degree, average molar mass between
crosslinks, and the distance between the macromolecular
chains decrease.
The primary structural parameters and macroscopic
properties of PMA xerogels are power functions on the
monomer concentration. Functional dependences of MP and
PSP on monomer concentration are given by the empirical
Equation (18)
−3.18
SDeq = 2.7 · 106 Cm

0.09
ρx = 1.02 · Cm

R = 0.98,

R = 0.99,

−5.04
Mc = 9.5 · 1011 · Cm

R = 0.98,
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Table 4: Eﬀect of monomer concentration on primary structural
parameters of PMA xerogels.

1.42

PMA hydrogel

160
120

1.38
80

1.36

40

ρx (g/cm3 )

SDeq (g/g)

1.4

1.34

0

Cm, wt%
20
25
30
35
40

Mc ·10−4 , g/mol
22
8.8
5.1
1.6
0.64

ρc ·104 , mol/cm3
4.2
4.8
19
66
149

d, nm
250
134
88
40
21

1.32
20

25

30
Cm (wt%)

35

700

40

PAAG hydrogel

1.5

600

SDeq
ρx

5.10
ρc = 8.8 · 10−11 · Cm
7

−3.5

d = 1.05 · 10 · Cm

R = 0.98,
R = 0.97.

1.4

400
300

1.35

200

1.3
0.2

0.4

(18)
As was previously seen for crosslinker concentration, once
again, the values of MP and PSP of synthesized PMA xerogels
may be scaled with molar mass between crosslinks through
scaling law (see (19))
SDeq = 0.08 · Mc0.63

0.6

0.8
1
Cc (wt%)

1.2

ρx (g/cm3 )

Figure 5: Eﬀect of monomer concentration on macroscopic
properties for PMA xerogels.

SDeq (g/g)

1.45
500

1.4

SDeq
ρx

Figure 6: The eﬀects of Cc on MP of PAAG xerogels.

R = 0.99,

ρx = 1.65 · Mc0.02

R = 0.96,

ρc = 99.5 · Mc−1.0

R = 1.0,

d = 0.05 · Mc0.71

R = 0.99.

(19)

The established changes of MP and PSP with the increasing monomer concentration in reaction mixture can be
attributed to the fact that the increasing Cm leads to the
increase in the rate of crosslinking polymerization, which
causes the decreased values of average molar mass between
crosslinks, and crosslinking density of xerogel increases
which has as consequence the increase in the xerogel density
while the value of SDeq decreases.

6. Design of Poly(Acrylic Acid)G -Gelatin Xerogel Synthesis via Crosslinking
Graft Polymerization
6.1. Synthesis of Poly(Acrylic Acid)-G-Gelatin Hydrogels. A
series of poly(acrylic acid)-g-gelatin (PAAG) xerogels with
diﬀerent neutralization degrees (ND) of acrylic acid and
diﬀerent crosslinker (MBA) concentration were synthesized
via crosslinking graft polymerization of AA onto gelatin.
The procedure of synthesis goes as follows. Firstly, 0.5 g
of gelatin (Gelatin (70–100 Blooma), puriss, Kemika d.d.
Zagreb, Croatia) was dissolved in 35 mL of distilled water

at 45◦ C under stirring, until clear, homogenous solution
was performed. Then, the initiator solution (VA-044, 1% wt)
was added to gelatin solution and left for 15 min under
stirring. In the meantime, AA was neutralized to required
degree of neutralization, by dropwise adding potassium
hydroxide aqueous solution (50 wt%) under cooling (5◦ C)
with constant stirring. After that, crosslinker (0.1 wt%) was
added and subsequently was added to the gelatine-initiator
solution. The reaction mixture was once again rapidly stirred
and immediately poured into teﬂons mold and placed in a
thermostated oven at 80◦ C, for 3 hours.
After the completion the reaction, the resulting products
were handled in the same way as the PAA hydrogel.
The primary structural parameters and macroscopic
properties were determined using the methods given for the
PAA xerogels.
6.2. The Eﬀects of Crosslinker Concentration on MP and PSP of
PAAG Xerogel. The eﬀect of crosslinker concentration on the
primary structural parameters and properties of poly(acrylic
acid-g-gelatine (PAAG) xerogels was investigated within the
range of crosslinker concentration varying from 0.4 wt%–
1.2 wt% respective to monomer AA. The samples were
synthesized keeping constant all other reaction parameters
(Cm = 30 wt%, Ci = 1.0 wt%, ND = 50%, Cg = 5 wt%T =
80◦ C, and t = 3 h). The changes of values of MP of PAAG
xerogels with change in the Cc are shown in Figure 6.
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The changes of values of PSP of PAAG xerogels with
change in the Cc are presented in Table 5.
The results above presented reveal that the increase in
crosslinker concentration has the same eﬀect on MP and
PSP of PAAG xerogels as in the case of both PAA and
PMA xerogels. In fact, once again, the increasing crosslinker
concentration leads to the increasing values of xerogel
density and network’s crosslinking density on the contrary
to the decreasing values of equilibrium swelling degrees,
average molar mass between crosslinks and the distance
between the macromolecular chains.
The relationships between crosslinker concentration in
reaction mixture and the primary structural parameters and
properties of the synthesized PAAG xerogels are found to be
as follows:
SDeq = 265 · Cc−0.93

R = 0.99,

ρx = 1.49 · Cc0.15

R = 0.98,

Mc = 6.5 · 105 · Cc−1.08
−3

ρc = 2.31 · 10

· Cc1.25

d = 260 · Cc−0.78

R = 0.97,

(20)

R = 0.98,

Scaling law of MP and PSP with Mc was found and given with
empirical Equations (21)

−0.13

ρx = 8.6 · Mc

4

ρc = 1.1 · 10 · Mc
d = 0.016 · Mc0.72

R = 0.99,

R = 0.99,

Mc ·10−6 , g/mol
1.59
1.27
0.82
0.72
0.46

ρc , mol·103 /cm3
0.80
1.08
1.73
2.03
3.34

(21)

R = 0.99.

The found changes in MP and PSP of xerogels synthesized by the crosslinking polymerization with the increased
crosslinker concentration can be explained as follows. With
the increase in crosslinker concentration, the network
crosslinking density increases, which in turn causes the
decrease in Mc and d, while the xerogel density and SDeq
decrease.
6.3. The Eﬀects of Neutralization Degree on MP and PSP of
PAAG Xerogel. The samples of PAAG xerogels with diﬀerent
degrees of neutralization from 0%–100% were synthesized
by varying neutralization degree of AA while the other
reaction parameters were kept constant (Cm = 30 wt%, Cc =
0.8 wt%, Ci = 0.27 wt%, Cg = 5 wt%, T = 80◦ C, and t = 3 h)
aimed at investigating the eﬀects of neutralization degree on
MP and PSP of PAAG xerogels. The eﬀect of neutralization
degree on MP of PAAG xerogels are shown in Figure 7.
Table 6 presents the eﬀect of neutralization degree on
PSP of PAAG xerogels.
It is clear that the increasing degree of neutralization of
acrylic acid results in xerogels with increased values of Mc ,
d, and SDeq and decreased values of crosslinking density
of xerogel and xerogel density. The found changes in the
MP and PSP values of synthesized xerogels, like in the

d, nm
503
426
310
284
205

case of eﬀects of crosslinker concentration, revealed power
functional relationships with the degree of neutralization, as
can be seen from the following empirical Equation (22)
SDeq = 15.33 · ND0.79

R = 0.99,

ρx = 2.27 · ND−0.12

R = 0.99,

Mc = 1.56 · 104 · ND0.99
ρc = 0.15 · ND−1.17

R = 0.99,

(22)

R = 0.99,
R = 0.99.

The existence of scaling law between the values of MP and
PSP of PAAG xerogels with diﬀerent degrees of neutralization
of acrylic acid and Mc is given with empirical Equation (23)
SDeq = 1.5 · 10−4 · Mc1.08

R = 0.94,
−1.15

Cc, wt%
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2

d = 17.6 · ND0.72

R = 0.97.

SDeq = 4.3 · 10−3 · Mc0.83

Table 5: The eﬀect of Cc on primary structural parameters of PAAG
xerogels.

R = 0.99,

ρx = 3.16 · Mc−0.06

R = 0.93,

ρc = 1.71 · Mc−1.87

R = 0.99,

d = 2.7 · 10−5 Mc1.19

R = 0.99.

(23)

Flory described the mechanism of the swelling of ionic
networks [68]. According to Flory’s theory, if the polymer
chains making up the network containing ionizable group,
the swelling forces may be greatly increased as a result
of the localization of charges on the polymer chains and
their repulsion eﬀects. When acrylic acid is neutralized with
KOH, the negatively charged carboxyl groups attached to
the polymer chains set up an electrostatic repulsion which
tends to expand the network. Therefore, if the increasing
neutralization degree results in decrease of electrostatic
repulsion between the polymer chains, then the SDeq will
decrease also.
On the contrary, however, during the CLGP of acrylic
acid and gelatin, the increased degree of neutralization of AA
increases the contraction of K-acrylate in reaction mixture.
Bearing in mind that during the CLGP, the dominant eﬀect
on the structure of formed polymer network have the
process of intermolecular cyclization, it is logical to propose
that the increased degree of neutralization, that is, the Kacrylate concentration results in increased values of average
molar mass between crosslinks and the distance between the
macromolecular chains. Therefore, the values of crosslinking
density and xerogel density of the synthesized xerogels are
decreased, while the values of SDeq are increased.
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The results presented in Table 7 reveal that the values
of prefactor (a) and exponent (b) for each particular MP
and PSP are dependent on the method of polymerization
and reaction conditions, and accordingly, they cannot be
used as a base for making a general model that would be
applied to predict the MP and PSP of xerogels that would
be synthesized.
Furukawa [76] investigated eﬀects of reaction conditions
on SDeq for CLP of poly(acrylamide) and established the
following relationship:

1.3

SDeq ∝ N 3υ−1 ,

1.7
600

1.65
1.6

400

1.55

300

1.5

200

1.45

ρx (g/cm3 )

SDeq (g/g)

500

1.4

100
0
0

20

40
60
DN (wt%)

80

100

SDeq
ρx

Figure 7: Eﬀect of degree of neutralization on macroscopic properties of PAAG xerogels.
Table 6: The eﬀect of neutralization degree on PSPP of PAAG
xerogels.
DN, wt%
0
25
50
75
100

Mc ·10−5 , g/mol
0.41
3.85
8.23
12.14
15.10

ρc ·103 , mol/cm3
411
4.04
1.78
1.14
0.87

d, nm
7
180
310
412
485

The eﬀects of reaction conditions on crosslinking density
and equilibrium swelling for xerogels samples synthesized
by radical polymerization (RP), crosslinking polymerization
(CLP), and crosslinking graft polymerization (CLPG) were
evaluated in numerous of theoretical considerations [68–70].
According to the model of ionic networks proposed
by Flory [71], it is predictable that the dependence of
equilibrium swelling degree on crosslinker concentration is
in power law form, given by
SDeq = k · Cc−0.6 .

(24)

This dependence is experimentally conﬁrmed by Chen
and Zhao, for CLP of acrylic acid [72], and Pourjavadi et al.,
for CLPG of acrylic acid onto kappa-carageenan [73]. Pacios
et al. found stoichiometry relationship between crosslink
density of product and total concentration of comonomers
and crosslinker concentration for the CLP of n-vynilimidizol
[74]. For the same system, Obukhov et al. [75] found that
equilibrium swelling degree is power function of monomer
concentrations in reaction mixture
−b
,
SDeq ∝ Cm

(25)

where b is parameters depending of solvent; in good solvent
b = 1 and in theta solvent b = 3/4.
Table 7 summarizes values of prefactor (a) and exponent
(b) calculated for established power function of the PSPP on
diﬀerent reaction conditions, for the investigated process of
polymerization.

(26)

where N means polymerization index and υ is parameter of
the deGenne’s blob model [77]. The υ = 3/5 in good solvent
and υ = 1/2 in theta solvent).
In all of the above evaluated crosslinking-polymerization
systems, it is established that MP and PSP can be scaled with
Mc . The values of prefactor and scaling exponent are given in
Table 8.
The results presented in Table 8 show that the scaling
exponent presents a constant value within the experimental
error for CLP even in the case when deferent monomers are
used and diﬀerent reaction conditions are applied. That value
considerably diﬀers than the value for the exponent obtained
for CLGP. Therefore, we may conclude that for the particular
type of polymerization the model for prediction the PSP has
to be based on the scaling law of PSP and Mc , because the Mc
is the basic structural detail of synthesized xerogel.
The generality in that law presents the equality of the
value of exponent b for the xerogels synthesized by the same
method of polymerization and that value present a global
physical property of the obtained xerogel and implies on the
way of scaling structural property of xerogel.
In contrast to this, the prefactor a in scaling law is
not universal. The prefactor a depends on the structural
details of xerogel and accordingly is changeable depending
on type of polymerization and reaction conditions and type
of monomer.
The established functional dependences of PSP on reaction condition for diﬀerent methods of polymerization and
the possibility of their scaling with Mc enable us to model
directed synthesis of xerogels/hydrogels. That modeling, as
was previously said, is based on (13) and (30) which serves
for calculation reaction conditions for synthesis of xerogel
with predetermined macroscopic properties.
Based on the suggested “model of synthesis design”,
the selection of reaction conditions under which will be
synthesized xerogel with predeﬁned macroscopic properties
is performed in two steps. Firstly, the values of molar
mass between crosslinks which generate desired macroscopic
property of xerogel, are calculated by (14) and in the
following step, the reaction condition which will results in
synthesis of xerogel with desired Mc is performed according
to (15).

7. Conclusions
In all of the investigated methods of synthesis xerogels/hydrogels (CLP, CCLP, and CLPG), the existence of
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Table 7: The values of prefactor and exponent for established power function of the MP PSP on diﬀerent reaction conditions.

Xerogel

Reaction parmeter

PAA
PMA
PAAG
PAA
PMA
PAAG

Cc
Cc
Cc
Ci
Cm
ND

SDeq
a
b
32.5
−0.40
−1.26
0.152
−0.93
265
−0.87
750
−3.18
2.7·106
15.33
0.79

ρx
a
2.02
4.05
1.49
1.35
1.02
2.27

b
0.06
0.20
0.15
−0.09
0.1
−0.12

Mc
A
3.3·104
33.44
6.5·105
2.5·106
9.5·1011
1.56·104

b
−0.50
−1.56
−1.08
1.23
−5.04
0.99

ρc
a
60
2.83
2.31·10−3
0.54
8.8·10−11
0.15

d
b
0.59
1.57
1.25
-1.32
5.10
−1.17

a
47
0.42
260
1053
1.05·107
17.6

b
−0.39
−1.14
−0.78
0.89
−3.50
0.72

Table 8: The values of prefactor and scaling exponent of the MP and PSP on Mc .
Xerogel

Reaction parmeter

PAA
PMA
PAAG
PAA
PMA
PAAG

Cc
Cc
Cc
Ci
Cm
ND

SDeq
a
0.015
0.01
4.3·10−3
0.02
0.08
1.5·10−4

ρx
B
0.74
0.79
0.83
0.71
0.63
1.08

a
4.95
5.6
8.6
3.85
1.65
3.16

empirical functional relationships between reaction conditions (concentration of crosslinker, monomer and initiator,
and degree of neutralization of monomer), values of structural parameters of xerogel (Mc , d, and crosslinking density
of network), and macroscopic properties (xerogel density
and equilibrium swelling degree) are found.
In all of the investigated methods of polymerization,
the presence of functional relationship between reaction
conditions (RCi) and primary structural parameters and
properties (PSP j ) of power form and power function was
established
PSP j = a · RCib .

(27)

The values of parameters (a and b) of the above power
function are dependent on the method of polymerization,
monomer type, and reaction conditions.
For all of the investigated process, the possibility of
scaling of MP and PSP with Mc is reveled.
The values of scaling exponent of that function for the
same method of polymerization are independent on the
monomer type and other reaction condition and present
a structural parameter of the xerogel. The Mc is structural
parameter based on which may be predicted macroscopic
physicochemical properties of xerogels and their application
in tissue engineering.
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ρc
b
−0.10
−0.12
−0.13
−0.07
002
−0.06

a
5.44
100
1.1·104
3.83
99.5
1.7.

d
b
−1.1
−1.0
−1.15
−1.07
−1.0
−1.87

a
0.02
0.03
0.016
0.03
0.05
2.7·10−5

b
0.73
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.71
1.19
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